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Jurors ordered
to begin North
deliberations
by Harry F. Rosenthal
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — The jury in
Oliver North's Iran-Contra trial
was dispatched Thursday to decide the guilt or innocence of the
former White House aide with
the judge's admonition that no
one, including the president, had
"the legal authority to order
anyone to violate the law."
North has said he had authority from superiors including, he
believed, President Reagan, for
many of his actions on behalf of
the Nicaraguan rebels at a time
when official U.S. aid was banned.
Because of the lateness of the
hour, jurors were sent to the
nearby hotel where they will be
sequestered, and ordered to begin deliberations on Friday.
U.S. District Judge Gerhard
Gesell told them "your job is to
decide the facts" in the first trial
stemming from the mid-1980s
affair in which profits from
arms sales to Iran were diverted
to aid the Nicaraguan rebels.

The judge was specific in his
instruction about North's contention that he acted under orders from top White House officials and, ne assumed, with
Reagan's approval.
"Neither the president nor
any of the defendant's superiors
had the legal authority to order
anyone to violate the law,"
Gesell said.
"Our country is governed by
the rule of law. You have heard
testimony indicating that other
government officials may in
some respects have concealed
facts known to them, and some
ranking above or below the defendant may have engaged in
conduct similar to that charged
against the defendant on trial."
But, he said, the conduct of
others was no justification for
North's conduct and "you are
not to judge defendant's guilt or
innocence based solely on the
actions of others."
The judge's charge was delayed for a half day by a problem involving jurors who may
have given misleading answers
in pre-trial questioning.

Truck Lagoon

BG News Brock Visnich

(Left lo Right) Spencer Gabriel, senior botany major, Nate Purdy. BG
alumnus. Brad Snedeker. freshman education major, Scott Weber,
senior hospitality management major, and Jeff Reinhardt. senior in-

terpersonal communications major, cool off in the back of Purdy's
pickup truck on new fraternity row Thursday afternoon. They said they
decided to fill the truck with water because it was cheap and unique.

Abortion issue investigated firsthand
Editor's Note: This is the last in
a series about abortion. The
names of some women have
been changed in this article.
by Beth Thomas
special assignment reporter

While the battle of legal, ethical and moral aspects of abortion is being waged in the U.S.
Supreme Court, the issue is a
personal one for University students who have faced unplanned
pregnancies.
About 1.5 million abortions are
performed annually in the U.S.,
with an estimated 5,000 occurring in Northwest Ohio, according to the Center for Choice in
Toledo.

Stacey, a University freshman, is one of those statistics.
She became pregnant at 16 and
the baby was due her senior
year of high school. After weighing her options and life goals,
Stacey decided to have an abortion.
"I wasn't prepared to have a
baby," she said. "I wanted to go
to school and you can't have a
baby and go to school."
She said the decision was
difficult for her, and two years
later she still has mixed feelings
about it.
"I can't imagine what today
would be like if I hadn't done it,
Stacey said, but added that she
feels sorry because she and the
father broke up around the time
the baby would have been born.
"Maybe we would have stayed
together." she said, "but I'm

probably being unrealistic."
Stacey said she believes
women should have the right to
an abortion if they encounter an
unplanned pregnancy, but objects to women who use it for
birth control.
"It isn't birth control but it's
an option to fix a mistake,"
Stacey said. She said she and
her boyfriend used birth control,
but not properly; she went on
birth control pills after her abortion.
"I wasn't smart, but I learned.
I won't have to do it again.
"You've got to live with your
decision," she said. "Sometimes
I do regret it, but mostly I know
it was the right thing to do at the
time."
University graduate student
Marie also had an abortion two

Race, exam collide
Test sites moved around Beta 500
by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

While the Beta 500 may bring action,
fun and excitement to some students, it
may bring headaches to those taking
the English proficiency exam.
Donna Nelson, acting director of the
general studies writing program, said
last year students taking the exam
complained about the noise level coming from the crowd who was watching
the race.
Since the exam and the race fall on
the same Saturday once again this
year, the English department nas tried
to come up with a solution to solve the
problem, she said.
"What we've tried to do this year is
keep the classrooms as far away from
the race as possible," Nelson said.
Classrooms for the proficiency exam

Friday
Today: variable cloudiness is expected with a 30 percent
chance of showers
and high near 65.
Tonight: partly
cloudy with a low
near 40.
Saturday: partly
cloudy again with a
high of 55 to 60.

were reserved a year in advance and
have been scheduled far inside buildings located away from the Union Oval,
where the race takes place, she said.
According to Nelson, about 4,000 students take the exam and with examination spaces being moved farther from
the Union Oval, the available space for
classrooms has decreased. Because of
this, more students will be taking the
exam in the same room.
She said the exam is scheduled a
week before finals to allow proper time
for professors to evaluate essays and
grade students.
"We cannot schedule the exam on a
different weekend because every exam
is a real involved process and for us,
(Saturday) is the only date that will
work," Nelson said.
Students who are members of a Beta
L: See Beta 500, page 4.

years ago but for a reason quite
different from that of many
women — she was raped.
"There was really, in my opinion, no other choice," she said.
"I wasn't going to carry a rapist's baby for nine months."
She was 20 when attacked by a
man with a knife. Marie was a
student at The Ohio State University and the campus was
deserted because it was Spring
Break.
Despite the myth that raped
women do not get pregnant,
Marie did. Her decision to abort
the pregnancy does not haunt
her.
"It was utter relief that it was
no longer inside me. I didn't regret the decision at any time,"
she said.
Although she said she does not
believe in abortion in some cir-

by Dennis Robaugh
staff reporter

cumstances, she does not believe the Court should make the
decision for them.
"It's our body and we should
be able to decide."
Many people have a misconU See Abortion, page 5.

Navy consoles families
of 47 blast casualties
by Joe Taylor
Associated Press writer

NORFOLK, Va. (AP) - Teams of
Navy chaplains and officers went from
father and mother to wife to sister or
brother Thursday, 47 times over, to
break the news about who was killed
aboard the USS Iowa.
"It's the hardest thing we do," said
Cmdr. Doug Palmer, acting base chaBlain for the sprawling Norfolk Naval
ase that is home port for the stricken
battleship.
"I've done it many times and I'll never
get used to it," said Palmer, who supervised 52 chaplains called into duty Wednesday after a powerful explosion ripped
through a gun turret on the Iowa during
training exercises near Puerto Rico.

Sen. Biden
discusses
policies

Navy poUcy is for each family that
loses someone on sea duty to be visited
by a chaplain and a Navy officer who
offer assistance and counseling.
Jack E. Thompson Sr. was told about
the death of his 22-year-old son, Jack Jr.,
by Navy representatives in Greeneville,
Tenn., where the young man had been a
star football tackle in high school.
"He came to me after he graduated
from high school and said, 'Daddy, I'd
only go to college to play ball,' " Thompson recalled. "I told him if that's the only
reason, he should go to the Navy. That
makes me feel a little bad."
"He enjoyed the travel. He'd been
everywhere — Italy, France, Norway,
Germany, England, the Persian Gulf,"
said his wife, Leasa. But she said her
husband was an outdoorsman who looked
forward to getting out of the Navy and
building a log cabin in Tennessee.

Mikhail Gorbachev's reforms
in the Soviet Union may be an
advantage to the United States if
U.S. foreign policy changes to
meet the times.
Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del.,
said in a speech to more than 100
people Thursday night that the
U.S.'s Soviet policy needs to be
updated as a result of changes in
the world's economic and political climate.
"This period of American history is a watershed period," he
said. "The last was after World
War II, when the United States
emerged as the first world
power."
Biden said "stunning
changes" have taken place this
year and U.S. foreign policy has
not adjusted to these changes.
"The Soviets themselves have
acknowledged the collapse of
the Soviet brand of communism," he said, referring to
Gorbachev's reforms aimed at
improving the economy. "(It)
cannot compete with capitalism.
They will lose an economic
battle in competition or change
their system.'
Biden said the Soviet Union's
Silans to remove 500,000 troops
rom Eastern Europe is a sign of
their economic inability to support a massive military.
"Four years ago I suggested
this would happen," he said.
"(But) this doesn't mean the
Soviets will become altruistic or
good guys."
The Soviets are restructuring
their economy because economic power is indicative of
national security, and the So□ See Biden, page 4.

News in Brief
Union Oval parking lot
closed for Beta 500 race
The Union Oval and adjacent parking lot in front
of Eppler will be closed midnight Friday to 8 a.m.
Monday for Saturday's Beta 500.
Lt. Dave Weekley, University police, said the
area will be closed to allow the University grounds
department to set up grandstands and trash facilities for the event.
Weekley said other lots in the immediate vicinity
of the area will not be affected by the closing.

All vehicles not removed from the parking lot an atmosphere where 'real' learning can take
and Union Oval by Friday morning will be towed, place."
he said.
Kerek said students benefit from the program
because they have the opportunity to get acquainted with their professors on a more personal level.
To do this, professors invite students to their house
The University's college of Arts and Sciences' or apartment, he said.
foundation account has allocated a fund to aid in the
"Faculty members are then reimbursed for repersonalization of the student learning experience.
The Popcorn Fund is an incentive program to freshments when they have student meetings at
encourage faculty-student interaction, according their homes," Kerek said.
to dean Andrew Kerek.
—by Shelly Kirian
"What we are trying to provide," Kerek said, "is

Students, faculty interact

KJ
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Landlord should
be accountable
Perhaps when Murphy first created his law, he
had a premonition regarding the Pi Beta Phis.
Murphy's Law states that if something can possibly go wrong, it will — and it has.
Last week, the Pi Beta Phi sorority received notice that there is a chance it may lose its house
within a year. This resulted from a violation of the
city's R-3 zoning. The sorority was unaware that its
house would be in violation of the R-3 code.
The code, which allows for multiple-family housing, does not permit Greek housing. Additionally,
R-3 does not allow for the use of the basement as a
common eating area. The Pi Beta Phis, not being
aware of this clause, have been using the basement
as a kitchen and dining area.
Blame in this situation must rest with the owner
of the building, Robert Maurer. When the Pi Beta
Phis moved into the building fewer than two years
ago, Maurer was aware of the stipulations in the
R-3 zoning code, however he did not believe they
applied to this particular case.
Yet Maurer should have anticipated the conflict
when filing for the building permit, instead of dismissing the structure as a mere apartment building.
The city also must share the responsibility for
this mess. Why did the violations exist for two years
without someone investigating?
If the city had been doing its job by carefully
monitoring building applications and codes, the Pi
Beta Phis would nave been warned before construction began and could have sought alternatives.
However, the city failed in its job. And the Pi
Beta Phis are left with a house they may no longer
be able to call home.
If, regrettably, they should lose their house, the
Pi Beta Phis have lost the time, money and effort
which initially went into obtaining the structure.
On the other hand, Maurer will De left with a relatively new building which boasts well-maintained
apartments. So when the Pi Beta Phis are searching for a new house, Maurer will only have to wait
until the line forms to fill the building — a task
which will be practically effortless in a college town
where students are constantly seeking a well-kept
apartment.
At last week's Board of Appeals meeting, the city
allowed the Pi Beta Phis to resume using the basement as a common kitchen and eating area until
next June — when they will either lose the house or
the area will have been rezoned.
While the city seems to be making an attempt to
eradicate the unfortunate situation, they must work
to ensure that this situation does not occur again.
The city must either strictly enforce existing codes
or establish new ones which alleviate problems
which seem to arise when a Greek organization
wants to build off campus.
Despite all the bureaucratic red tape the Pi Beta
Phis have found themselves wrapped in, we hope
they will prove Murphy wrong and be able to keep
their house.
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LETTERS

Wood Lane
services ore
valuable to BG
We, the students in Social
Work Practice 328 class, want to
acknowledge and thank Wood
Lane for the needed services
they provide to the Bowling
Green community. We would
like to make the BGSU campus
community more aware of the
services offered to them.
Wood Lane provides comprehensive, life-spanning services
to individuals with moderate,
severe and profound mental retardation and supportive services to those individuals' families. These services enhance the
development of individual skills
in educational, physical and
employment areas which allows
each individual to live in the
least restrictive environment.
They also provide realistic and
necessary information to the
community, creating an environment in which persons with
retardation and developmental
disabilities can be part of their
community.
So, how do BGSU students
benefit from Wood Lane? If you
are majoring in education, psychology, art therapy, social
work, speech and hearing, recreation, physical therapy, etc,.
Wood Lane provides volunteer
opportunities for various purposes as class requirements,
exposure to different populations, and group service
projects. Volunteers choose
their activities based on their interests, talents and the needs of
the program. Many students
learn by doing. The knowledge
gained through the volunteer
experience can help them in
their professional development
as well as increase their sensitivity to others who are different.
Because of governmental
funding cuts. Wood Lane will
have to reduce or eliminate
some services. We don't believe
we can allow this to happen. On
May 2, 1989 there will be a special election in Wood County. A
1.8 mill levy, which if passed,
will enable Wood Lane to continue all its services. If you are a
registered voter in Wood
County, please support Wood
Lane by voting "Yes" on this

levy. It is time for us to say
thanks to Wood Lane.
Rovaughna Richardson
Tracy Ann Johnson
and others

USG should
represent all
The recent decision by UnderSaduate Student Government
deny an organizational seat to
World Student Association is yet
another indication of discrimination against International
students and the cultural and
ethnic void existing at BGSU.
The Graduate International
Students Association (GISA), a
recently established graduate
student organization to promote
a greater awareness of such issues on the BGSU campus, wishes to express its outrage and
vehement disappointment over
the apparent oversight by the
newly-elected executive officers
of USG.
As everybody at BGSU should
be aware, WSA is the primary
organization for international
undergraduate students to express their concerns and have
input into university activities,
programs and events. In denying WSA members representation the USG has violated one of its fundamental
principles allowing all students
— no matter what their national
origin, skin color or ethnic
background may be — adequate
representation and full participation in student government.
By doing so USG has contradicted its goal of promoting "intercultural awareness." Due to this
extraordinary act of neglect, the
members of GISA therefore,
demand USG to reconsider its
action and promptly reallocate
an organizational seat to the
World Student Association.
S. Parakrama Abeyratne
702 Third St.

Student questions
services ottered
Although I have wanted to
write before, I had never had
strong grudges against Food
Operations, Parking, Centrex

Telephone or just the companies
that operate businesses in this
area.
My mind is definitely set that
all of these companies are out to
rip us off. For starters, I
received a telephone bill of $78.
Where was I calling? Toledo, to
look for a job. I was able to pay
$70 of the Dill but, believe it or
not, my call card was revoked
because I'm short $8. Why does
it cost us more to call 20 miles
than it does to call 2,000 miles? It
doesn't with Sprint or MCI.
The parking commission on
this campus is the worst I have
ever seen. First of all, how can a
person receive a loading zone
tine if he wasn't there for more
than 20 minutes? I was in the
zone for 10 minutes, left to run
up to K mart, came back and
parked in the same spot. Five
minutes later, there was a ticket
on my window. The city police
should be more courteous especially because there are some
city regulations in BG that are
not applicable in my hometown.
I had parked on the correct side
of a side street except my car
was not facing the proper direction, according to the officer.
When speaking with the officer,
asking what I had done wrong,
he insulted me by asking how
long I'd been driving ana continued until he told me to "get
the hell out of here." Why don't
they find something else to fine
for, I'm sure some fine for 27
mph in a 25 mph zone.
Another problem I've had is
with businesses repairing my
car. I've had two problems with
my car in the past couple of
months. I brought my car to
Wright Sunoco because they are
AAA certified for a tuneup.
After being charged over $50 for
this service my car now stalled
all the time. I had the carburetor
adjusted several times (yes, I
was charged) and finally was
told that I needed a new one. According to them it's between
$500 and $700. Obviously I
couldn't afford this so I went
home to Cleveland where my
fiancee's brother is the head
mechanic at a dealership. After
looking at my car, he had a good
laugh. If I would need a new
carburetor it would cost no more
than $125. Well, all I needed for
the problem was a new switch
under the distributor. No need

by Berke Breathed
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for a tune-up or a new carburetor. The cost: $21 plus a six-pack
for labor! Incidentally, AAA is
now doing an investigation
about the Sunoco station. Funny,
now they only do the towing.
My last gripe is for Food
Operations to lower their prices.
An example would be in the ice
cream bars. Ninety-five cents
for goldrush bars? They are
$2.49 for 6 at Krogers. Popsicles
80 cents each that are 12 for
$1.77. How about clarifying this
Food Op?
Thanks for listening.
John Sciria
503 Off enhauer East

Consideration
requested
For the past two weeks, the
lack of consideration of certain
individuals has grown both aggravating and disheartening.
With the Beta 500 approaching
there is anticipation and enthusiasm for the upcoming
event; as a result, some residents of Prout Hall have been
extremely inconvenienced. Distraction from studies in the
evening and interruption of
sleep in the early morning by
overenthusiastic inconsiderate
individuals is an irritating problem that no one should have to
endure. We are not asking that
students be denied the opportunity to prepare for an important
social event, but we are requesting a little consideration while
such preparations are taking
place.
Lying awake until two or three
in the morning due to obnoxious
cheering, and then being
awakened at 6:36 a.m. to loud
music and yelling is intolerable.
Furthermore, special considerations should be made for those
individuals staying in the hotel
accommodations on the fourth
floor of the Union. Such thoughtlessness does not shed a flattering light on the University or its
Greek organizations.
Jennifer Laveglia
302 Prout
Doreen Swetkis
301 Prout

Correction
A story in the Thursday edition of The BG News contained
an incorrect statement. The
Loudon Home in Findlay does
not offer low-cost housing or
schooling for its residents but attempts to assist unwed mothers
from relying on welfare.
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Missing person myths clarified Cultural change
The issue of missing persons is an emotionally charged one. The case of the Toledo
woman described above may be baffling,
but according to experts familiar with missing persons cases, Cynthia Anderson is an
exception rather than a rule.
Steven Lab, University assistant professor
of criminal justice who has studied missing
persons, said the media perpetuates the idea
that many missing persons cases involve
violence and remain unsolved.
According to Lab, an article in the April
issue of the Ladies' Home Journal sensationalizes the issue and makes it appear that
police do nothing to solve these cases.
"You have to remember when an adult
disappears, it's not against the law," Lab
said.
The magazine quoted Lab as saying fewer

by Dennis Robaugh
staff reporter
Cynthia Jane Anderson went to her job as
a secretary in a Toledo office building on
August 4,1981, a day just like any other day.
Cynthia was a devout Christian, looking
forward to attending Bible college with her
boyfriend in the fall. But when her boss arrived at the office shortly after noon, she
was not there. The 20-year-old woman had
disappeared. Her car was still in the parking
lot. Detectives found a paperback on her
desk opened to a grisly scene where a knifewielding man attacks a young woman. And
while it has been eight years since her disappearance, police still have found no solid
clues.

than 10 percent of cases involve abduction or
danger. But Lab said the figure is 2.4 percent.
"Ten percent is stretching it a bit," he
said.
Lab also said the article implied most
cases involve a dangerous situation or a person being kidnapped.
"This is relatively rare," he said. "Fewer
than three percent of cases entail any kind of
dangerous situation."
Bowling Green Chief of Police Galen Ash
said most missing persons cases in Bowling
Green involve domestic squabbles and
lover's auarrels.
"We don't get many cases," he said. "But
usually there is no reason to believe a crime
has been committed."
D See Missing Persons, page 7.

class proposed

by Jill Novak
staff reporter

To make University students
aware of the multi-cultural and
diverse society in the U.S., a
proposal has been made to implement a required class dealing
with the topic.
According to Ernest Champion, coordinator of the proposed cultural diversity class,
the class would be part of the
Beneral core curriculum for all
'niversity students if it were to
be accepted. The class would
deal with questions of racism
and sexism, among other topics,
and the approach would be academic rather than emotional, he
said. "We are recommending a
tion is within ethical and moral major cultural reform because
we think it is educationally
education, she said.
and we believe the UniThe Soviets are not com- sound
should encourage multiEletely satisfied with the educa- versity
cultural values, and in order to
onal level of students because do
that,
must begin institutheir intellectual achievements tionalizingit within
the curricusurpass their ethical and moral lum," he said. Champion
said
knowledge, according to Zubfor the cultural diversify class to
kova.
"We feel the 21st century will be a success, the approach to
not be one of technicians, but teaching it should be diverse and
not narrow.
one of humanists," she said.
"For that reason, we are apBecause of the stress on hu- proving
courses from different
man qualities in the future, a
person who is ethically deaf is a departments and different colgreat danger to society, she leges," he said.
Champion stressed the U.S. is
added
' L, See Soviet Prof, page 7. becoming a multi-cultural and

Prof gives Soviet schools low marks
by Jennifer Taday
staff reporter
Despite American conceptions
about the importance and stress
of higher education in the Soviet
Union, a visiting Moscow
professor spoke Thursday night
about dissatisfaction within the
country's school system.
Through University translator
Tim Pogacar, assistant professor of Russian, Liudmila Zubkova said one area of concern
lies with the introduction of
computers in the education
system.

"The Soviet Union has fallen
behind several generations in
computer knowledge in the
school system," said Zubkova,
faculty member at the University of Friendship of Peoples in
Moscow.
However, elementary based
computers recently have been
introduced into the schools,
which offer computer science
classes, she said.
All of the Soviet faculty are
required to take an introduction
computer class, according to
Zubkova.
A second area of dissatisfaction is with bureaucracy, which

exists everywhere, and is a
problem in Soviet education, she
said.
The quality rate of success for
students became the measure
even in many institutions of
higher education, she added.
Recently, there have been
courses implemented to develop
research skills where students
actually meet one-on-one with
instructors, she said.
These courses develop individuals' creative capabilities,
which was not permitted before
this decade in secondary and
higher education, Zubkova said.
Another area of dissatisfacWe Care
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eluralistic society, and students
ave to learn to function effectively in that society.
The five-year process Champion and his committee have
gone through to implement the
class has been long and carefully studied, he said.
"Nobody should say we are
simply reacting to some political or social problem (in proposing this course)," he said.
In the fall of 1989, the proposal
for the class will go to the Undergraduate Council for the second time since 1987, when it was
"approved in principle."
"If the Undergraduate Council approves the course, then in
the spring of 1990, we hope it will
be taken up by the Faculty Senate for final approval," he said.
In addition to the University,
two other midwest universities
have proposed a course that
would deal with cultural
changes in society.
However, the cultural diversity class here would provide a
broader concept of the topic
than what is proposed at the
other two schools.
According to Peter Railton,
University of Michigan associate professor of philosophy, a
proposal at U of M which would
require undergraduates to take
a course on racism was recently
voted down, yet it was recom□ See Class, page 7.
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Contact - Eric Smith, Former BG Grad
McVickerinsurance Agency
DAYTIME: 877-5326
EVENING: 353-7132
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The Members of The "TwistiiT the Night Away"
Committee USG, UAO, Greek Week Social Committee,
and Never Again would like to thank all of the
local merchants that helped make
TWISTIN' THE NIGHT AWAY a huge success:
The Wave

Klevers Jewelery

Krogers

Hair Unlimited

The Canary & The Elephant

Radio Shack

Holiday Inn

Fiesta Hair & Tanning Salon

Merle Norman

T.O.'s Tanning Too

The Arrangement

Falcon House

Soft Rock Cafe

Cassidy's

B.G.'s Tan & Fitness Center

Sohm PtoCare

Domino's Pizza

Wood County Cable

Rosalej Cleaners

Pisanello's Pizza

HoUey Lodge

The French Knot

Marco's Pizza

College Station

Hotel Hair Styling

Polleyes Pizza

Stingers Party Store/ Quarters Cafe

Powell's Ice Cream

Mark's Pizza Pub

BeeGee Bookstore

Currents

Paglia's Pizza

T.O.'s Campus Comer

FoodToum

Samb's

Walden Books

Long's and Sanitary

Young's Newstand

Uptown/ Downtown

Lahui Appliance and T.V.

The Flower House

Finders Records and Tapes

Woodland Mall Cinema

University Bookstore

Video Spectrum

The Source

Almar Lanes
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THE STUDENTS GETTING INVOLVED fITH THE PREVENTION CENTER:
FOR ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE. WOULD DISPUTE THAT CLAIM
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS THAT PLAN TO

GWJ? STUDENTS THINK HUT THEIR HCTIHNS
aUSUGUOT THEIR FEELINSS HNH (XXZXH? HS INHIHIHUHLS.
PEER LEADERS SELECTED FOR THE 1469-90 SCHOOL TEAR ARE:
DAVID CALDTELL
RENEE PARKER
STEPHANIE CLAPPER
RE6INA PINNEY . . . CHRIS COLEMAN
RUN03INEE PHOUDA
ERIC DAVIES
TOM RODDA
SCOTT GATES . . . SUSAN SHAHBAUGH
SUSAN HATTON . . . MATT 3TAPLETON
STEPHANIE KELL. . BERNICE WALTON*

i.T.i.y. 1
I—BMH

THE GROUP HILL BE KNOWN AS: |,T,|,Fi &
1

gHBnmBBBS

*
*

BACCHUS (BOOSTING ALCOHOL CONSCIOUSNESS CONCERNING THE HEALTH OF UN-*
DERGRADUATE STUDENTS) IS AN ORGANIZATION WHICH WILL FOCUS ON CAMPOS *
ALCOHOL AWARENESS AND ON CAMPUS SOCIAL PROGRAMMING.
THIS GROUP HAS RENAMED THEMSELVES

p.aj.T.g. pMMBmi j™j™j *

HMUH

CO-CHAIRPERSONS: JENNIFER RIBAR AND SCOTT ADKINS
COMMITTEE CHAIRS: PUBLICITY- CHRIS ANN BANTA
MEMBERSHIP- JACKIE BLEM
PROGRAMMING/ SOCIAL- RICHELLE SCALI
FINANCE-KELLT BURDINE SECRETARY - CARRIE BALENT
MEMBERS THUS FAR INCLUDE: Yih-Shyan Leong. Kelly Saith, Tracy
Motta. Chert 31M B, Chantel Ayers, Stephanie Kell, Susan Shaatoaugh. £■
Scott Gates, Richale Scall, Aaron Watson. Laura Jonas. Rae Ann
.».
Salth. Ann Syaufter. Kathleen Lovry & Michelle Brccnet
£

Interested In joining usethe next meeting?
April 25 * 9:00:
•it Second Floor Lounge of the Student Services Building.£
■¥
We're gearing up for some great fall activities. •*
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ATM crimes
concern city
by Emily Vosburg
reporter
Many University students frequently use the automatic teller
machines located on or near
campus, but as with any other
form of banking, hold-ups and
other forms of theft are possible.
However, according to several
area bank employees, such
crimes can be prevented by using common sense and taking
simple precautions.
Much of the crime associated
with these machines occurs
when bank cards are misplaced
or stolen, according to a Bowling
Green city police officer.
"Most of the time it's somebody who knows the victim," he
said.
While no hold-ups have been
reported to dry or University
police, both departments recommended students use ATMs
in areas with high visibility to

Biden
□ Continued from page 1.
viets lag behind other industrialized nations in economic power, Biden said.

avoid such situations.
Police also suggested avoiding
ATMs if someone suspicious is
in the area.
Bank officials said they are
aware of the opportunities for
ATM crime and nave taken preventive measures.
Mid-American National Bank
and Trust Co., 1480 E. Wooster
St., mails cards and identification numbers separately to
avoid mail fraud, according to
Amy Gonyer, customer service
representative.
''We advise customers not to
keep their ID numbers with
their cards," Gonyer said.
Diamond Savings and Loan
tries to locate its machines in
well-lighted, open areas — such
as the one in the 400 block of
East Wooster, said Sharon
Simmons, bank official.
Simmons added students
should block the view of anyone

However, he said the United
States also has such a problem,
but to a much lesser extent.
"Economic power has surpassed military power as a
measure of a nation's wellbeing," he said.
Biden said Gorbachev is unlike any other national leader
in the past 300 years in his reform attempts.
"Most have sought quiescence abroad while trying to
reform at home," he said, "or
are quiet at home while changing their conduct internationally?'
Biden also said Gorbachev is
the first Soviet leader who is a
"product of this system," since
he was born in the 20th century.
"He understands the system
and the realities of it," he said.
"He does not have the dreams
or aspirations of those who set
up the system."

D See Bank Machines, page 7.
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He also understands the So-
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Western European countries
are "tripping over themsevles" to lend the Soviets money
"while we debate whether we
should have a united Western
opinion on the issue," he said.
Biden said foreign policy
should take a dramatic turn in
light of the changes foreseen in
the world community.
"We're going to see major
changes in Eastern Europe, in
Sino-Soviet relations and when
(Western) Europe unifies
economically," he said.
He also said foreign policy
should be directed on a bipartisan basis.
"No policy, no matter how
well-founded or intelligent, can
be sustained unless it has the
Kpular support of the people,"
said.

BG News/John Potter

Sen. Joseph Biden

We Care

Beta 500

.AMERICAN
• LUNG
ASSOCIATION

SUNDAY

We Care
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We're looking for

m

However, he said the United
States is not taking advantage
of the changes in the Soviet
Union.
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viet Union will not survive into
the 21st century unless economic changes are made, Biden
said.

n Continued from page 1.
500 racing team will be excused
from the test and may take the
exam April 30, she said.
Dave Yothers, coordinator of
Beta 500 for Beta Theta Pi
fraternity, said the race is the
biggest philanthropy of the year
ana is scheduled to take place
one week before final examinations to end greek events of the
year.

PERFORMERS

"We want to be the last philanthropy because we are the
largest and it helps (the event)
gain interest and popularity,"
said Yothers, junior administration management and marketing major.

He said the race is scheduled
to take place at different times
each year, and it is just coincidence that the race is falling on
the same day as the proficiency
exam for the second consecutive
year.

According to Nelson, more
than 4,000 people attend the
event and he is unaware of complaints about the noise level
generated from the event.

Yothers said the race involves
seven sorority and 10 fraternity
heats, each costing $15, with
proceeds benefiting the Ohio
Cancer Research Association.

The members of the v^_^
Twistin' the Night Away
Committee
would like to Congratulate:

^Can you sing, dance or play an instrument? Auditions for a
\ paid position in the Pre-Registation Variety Show! Sign-up
for auditions at 405 Student Services until April 26.
Auditions will be in 2117 of the Moore Musical Arts Building.

(PI22^

WE

The proficiency exam begins
at 8 a.m. and ends at 4 p.m.,
while Beta 500 begins at noon
and ends at 4 p.m.

■ THE BG NEWS Ji
Your one source for
local news and sports
Cross Country
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA

for winning the BEST PIZZA
in B.G. Contest

Organizational Meeting
Women - Tues. April 24
3:30 p.m.
Men - Tues. April 24
3:45 p.m.
Meetings held at Track
Offices. Southwest
Corner of
Football Stadium

The

World Student Association
has lost its' seat
for representation in the USG.

WHY?
Send-off your graduating friends with a

Senior Send-Off Message
published in the Classified Section of

Why wasn't a quorum requested when
other student organizational representatives
were voted in?

Friday, April 28, 1989
(Last issue of Spring Semester)
•Wish them luck in the future

Usual Classified rates:
65' per line, 3 line minimum charge, 35-40 spaces per line
Classified Display:
(includes border)

Orders must be ,
placed in person

1 col. x 1" - $5.85 (8 line maximum)
1 col. x 2" - $11.70 (16 line maximum)

214 West Hall

Why is the organization that sponsored the most
legislation during the past year being denied a seat?
Why ask for a quorum when there was a
majority vote for the re-election of
W.S.A. into USG?

The BG News
•Reminisce about old times

Why have undergraduate international students lost
their voice & right to participate in USG?

Prepayment
requested

How could a newly elected student government,
which stated
"Promotion of intercultural awareness"
as one of its goals,
obstruct that very attempt by the W.S.A.?
Please support the W.S.A. & cultural diversity
by attending the next USG meeting
on
Monday. April 24th at 8 p.m.
at the McFall General Assembly Room.

THE BG NEWS
BGNews

Abortion

mal." Her only regret is that she
let the baby's father "off the
hook" by not making him help
pay her bills. Her father's insurance covered the expenses.
Linda said she agrees with
people who would have abortion
restricted because so many people want children or fight to save
the lives of premature babies in
the same hospitals where others
are being aborted.
However, based on the response to an advertisement in
The BG News, many University
students who have faced unplanned pregnancies chose to
terminate them.
Roxanne had an abortion in
September. She was 19 and a University sophomore. Her pregnancy came from a long-term
relationship in which the couple
did not use Dirth control.
"It was my own fault," she
said. "I was never for (abortion). I was raised Catholic and
taught against it, but it's
different when it happens to you.
"When the (pregnancy) test
was positive, a shadow came
over me. I knew what I had to
do. I couldn't handle the humiliation and the stress."
She never told her parents,
and received most of her support from the Center for Choice
in Toledo, where she had the
abortion.
"I still believe that it is killing
a life ... but it was something
that had to be done. I really
didn't think twice. I'm glad I did
it because I would have had to
take a year off from school,"
Roxanne said.
Nurses and counselors explained the procedure to her so
she would understand her options. She said she recalls
several patients deciding to
leave without having an abortion.
If she had a pregnant friend,
Roxanne said, I wouldn't talk
them into (having an abortion)
and I wouldn't talk them out of
it."
She said her experiences have
convinced her that abortion
should stay legal.
"It isn't (the government's)
right to say what we do with our

:'. Continued from page 1.
ception that women enjoy
having abortions, she said.
"People act like it's a fun
thing to do. It is expensive and
painful and nobody wants to go
through that," she said.
Marie remembered a fellow
Ktient at the abortion clinic — a
year-old girl. Although she
was not a rape victim, Marie
sees her as a compelling argument for legalized abortion.
"How could you force her to
stav pregnant? She was only
Another University student,
Linda, opted for a different path
when she experienced an unexpected pregnancy. She chose to
complete the pregnancy and
give the baby up for adoption.
She was 19 and not close to the
father emotionally or physically
when she made her decision. He
was in the military, stationed
far from her.
"I was not ready to raise a
child, but I didn't believe in
abortion," she said. Her parents
encouraged her to have the
child.
Linda lived at home, attended
the University's Firelands College in Huron and arranged the
adoption with a social agency.
She met the adoptive parents
and was able to see the baby in
the hospital and when he was 2
months old. They sent her pictures of him on his first birthday.
Recently, she accidentally
learned the boy lives about 15
minutes from her. She has driven by the house several times
and caught a glimpse of him on
his first Birthday, which she said
made her sad.
"I could tell when I saw the
three of them together they
would be happy," she said.
One thing Linda said bothers
her is that the adoptive family
did not keep the first or middle
name she gave the child.
Two years later, however, she
said she finally is able to remember without letting the
memory consume her: "In time
everything gets back to nor-
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Delta Zeta would like to congratulate
the following award winning sisters
Golden Heart-

Denlse Byerly

Golden Crest Award-

Amy Landfleld
Chris Majnarlch
Julie Miller

Scholai ship-

Mary Beck

Rose Bud

Amy Landfleld

Outstanding Pledge-

Diane Brlnkmann

Flamer Award-

Shivawn Rlley

Man of the Year-

Chris (Luther) Adams

<
<
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Amy was 16 when she had to
make her decision. However,
she said she had only one option.
"I would have been kicked out
of the house if my parents found
out," she said.
She also was afraid of the
reaction from her Catholic
church and high school, which
was strict and wouldn't have let
her take time off after giving
birth.
Four of Amy's friends have
had at least one abortion.
She said she doesn't regret her
decision, but that "if I had been
older maybe I would have kept
it."
"Sometimes I think it would
be about so many years old
now."
Karen had her abortion last
August. She said she usually was
careful about birth control, but
one night "got crazy and it just
sort of nappened."
Her boyfriend goes to school in
Columbus and Karen said they
both value their career goals.
They considered their options
and decided raising a child was
impractical at this stage of their
lives.
"It just wouldn't have been a
good situation," she said.
There were no protestors at
the clinic she went to in Akron,
and she was relieved.
"I believe it's a personal
choice and I don't see how society can make that kind of choice
for you. No two situations are
alike. It's wrong to play God
with people's lives." she said.
"You can't understand until

you go through it."
She found clinic workers supportive, offering a full refund if
she changed her mind and conducting a physical and group
counseling before performing
the abortion.
However, she said they told
her "we don't want to see you
here again."
Although she said her decision
was the right one for her, she
thinks of it often.
"It's something that you think
about every day. It's not for
everyone, but it's all in how you
deal with it," she said. "It
changes your life forever."
Another student who had to
choose is Jennifer, a sophomore
who was 19 when she became
pregnant.
"(My boyfriend and I) decided children can't raise children," she said.
They decided abortion was
their only alternative. She said
she didn't think the child would
be happy if given up for adoption
because it would wonder about
its biological parents. The financial responsibility of raising
a child also led the two to their
decision.
Jennifer said she is strongly
?co-choice, but admits her aborion has left her with a void.
"I'll always have that loss, but
I made a decision and I had to
stick with it," she said.
Her abortion was performed
eight weeks into her pregnancy
at an Indianapolis clinic. Protestors caused her to drive around
the block several times before
Soing into the clinic and she said
ley jumped on her car when

she did.
"(Abortion) has its negative
aspects but so does having a
baby," she said.
She said that during the time
she was pregnant she felt a bond
with the fetus, but was also sick
a lot.
Like many others, Jennifer
went on the birth control pill
after her abortion. "I won't let it
happen again," she said.
Jennifer said the night she got
pregnant was her first sexual
experience. Although she
doesn't regret her decision she
said she does wish her first
pregnancy could have happened
in "another time or place.
A 33-year-old University doctoral student, Jill, has had three
abortions. The first two were in
her last year of college; she had
switched her contraceptive device from the pill to a diaphragm, but as she said, "you have
to use it for it to be effective.''
"I was playing Russian roulette. I hoped to win, but I got
caught," Jill said.
Her boyfriend offered marriage, but their looming careers
compelled them to abort the
pregnancy. He accompanied
and supported her through the
abortion.
However, when she found herself pregnant again six weeks
later, embarrassment prevented her from telling him or returning to the same clinic. She
went to one in Detroit where she
was told she was having a mis-

Today she is married and she
and her husband do not want
children; he has a child from a
previous marriage.
Despite her personal experiences, Jill wrestles with the
moral dilemmas involved in
abortion debates.
"If I admit that abortion is
wrong, then what does that
make me?" she asked. "Km
glad the alternative was their
for me. I don't know what: I
would have done if it hadn't been
there."

NOTICE
The Wood Cable Office
will be open

FREE UTILITIES!
Heat, air conditioning, water and sewer.

for the convenience
of students preparing to
leave for the summer.

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

CAMPUS MANOR
505 Clough Apt. B-15

Call R.E. Management Today
352-9302
Only a couple left for 1989-90

352-8424

118 N. Main

S-10 pickup • Beretta • Cavalier • Celebrity • Geo • Corsca • Camaro • S-10 pickup « Beretta » Cavalier » Celebrity « Geoi Corsca ' Camaro » j£

ATTENTION Students:
If you have obtained at least a two year associates degree within
the last year, or plan to graduate in the next six months you have
Preapproved GMAC Finacing waiting for you at Thayer
Chevrolet. Plus, a $400.00
___ •
discount to use as your down
^^^^^" »^_ Tb«j/««
payment or however you wish.
1225 N. Main

Visit Thayer Chevrolet for all Your Automotive Needs
S-10 pickup • Beretta • Cavalier • Celebrity 'Geo • Corsca • Camaro • S-10 pickup • Beretta • Cavalier • Celebrity 'Beretta • Corsca • Camaro • Qi

Congratulations!
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OUR COMPUTERIZED BUY WILL

Turn your Used
Books Into Cash
VALID UNIVERSITY I.D. REQUIRED
AND
Take Note of this Bosses!
Here's your chance to recognize the secretaries in your office by publicly saying
"Thank You" in . . .

The BG News
on National Secretaries Day
Wednesday, April 26, 1989

. Your advertisements will be grouped with other offices all.
paying tribute to their secretarial staff.
. For help in designing your advertisement, call the .
BG News today for an appointment with a sales
representive.

HURRY DEADLINE IS MONDAY.
APRIL 24

y?u r ^)4
NT"
^^^r^y

214 West Hall
372-2601
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carriage, and they conducted an
abortion.
This clinic was not as safe and
she described it as a "butcher
clinic." Such treatment would
be more common in illegal clinics, she said, where wonen
would be treated by untrained
staff, poor equipment and not
have the clinic's services guaranteed.
She has been pregnant once
since then, when she was 28. She
started to have a miscarriage
again so another abortion was
performed. She had her tubes
tied shortly afterward.
"I had no plans for marriage
or the pill and I knew I wouldn't
remain celibate for the rest of
my life," Jill said.
"Enough was enough. I wasn't
willing to make any more mistakes. But not a day or week
goes by without thinking about
it."

Saturday, April 29 th
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bodies."
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EACH TIME YOU COME TO THE BUYBACK COUNTER,
ENTER THE DRAWING TO WIN:

Gift Certificates

University Bookstore

Drawings held dailly
Twenty-Five

Student Services Building
April 25 thru May 5
Mon. - Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Closed on Sunday

tt.—i MMm I..U -!

$20.00
gift certificates
will be awarded
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News Capsules
PEOPLE

INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Bush proclaims clear conscience

Ship blast investigation formed

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush said Thursday "my conscience is clear" about the Iran-Contra affair and that Congress
should deal with Ronald Reagan's lawyers — not him — about sensitive White House documents that lawmakers say were withheld
from them.
Bush said he would "offer full cooperation to any request made of
this administration" for information. However, he said documents
from the Reagan White House were in "the control and custody" of
the Federal Archives. A White House spokesman, asked about the
President's promise of cooperation, said tie did not know specifically
what the pledge might mean.
Talking with a small group of reporters, Bush expressed confidence that Reagan administration attorneys had been cooperative in
supplying Congress with the information it wanted.
Members of the congressional committees which investigated the
Iran-Contra episode have complained they did not see politically
sensitive documents that have turned up at the trial of fired White
House aide Oliver North.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Red-hot debris may have ignited the blast
that killed 47 sailors on the USS Iowa, Navy officers said Thursday,
as the bodies were flown home and families of the battleship's 1,600
crewmen learned if their relatives were among the dead.
No eyewitnesses survived Wednesday's explosion in one of two
forward 16-inch gun turrets on the Iowa, one of the largest warships
ever to sail the seas.
The Navy organized a board of inquiry and placed a moratorium
on firing 16-inch guns, found only on the Iowa and its three sister
battleships, the New Jersey, the Wisconsin and the Missouri.
Pentagon officials declined to speculate publicly about the exact
cause of the disaster, the worst to strike a Navy ship since 1977, but
officers said the "logical explanation" was that red-hot debris from
a previous round ignited new charges as they were loaded into the
breech of one of the turret's three guns.
"We have no eyewitnesses to what actually transpired," Defense
Secretary Dick Chaney told reporters as he headed back to Washington from a NATO meeting in Brussels.
An Air Force cargo plane flew the bodies of the 47 — one officer
and 46 enlisted men — to Dover Air Force Base, as the Iowa, headed
for its home port of Norfolk, Va., after unloading the bodies off of
Puerto Rico.

The material has raised new questions about Bush's involvement,
while Vice-President, in the Reagan administration's secret campaign to help the Contra rebels in Nicaragua.

'Archie Bunker' offers life advice

STATE / LOCAL
Gas price hikes irk lawmakers
. COLUMBUS (AP) — Steep increases in gasoline prices sparked
angry rhetoric in the House on Thursday and started speculation
that the boosts will end an already unpopular effort to raise Ohio's
gasoline tax.
Rep. Jerry Krupinski, D-Steubenville, complained of boosts of 20
percent to 25 percent and more in recent weeks. He got the House to
approve 88-2 a resolution asking Congress to get to the bottom of increases that have been linked by some to the oil tanker spill in Alaska.
Krupinski and others noted that Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, DOhio.has started an investigation but said they want Congress to
know that Ohio supports the effort.
The Steubenville lawmaker said that unlike some legislative problems he has tried to analyze in the past, "this is happening right before my eyes." Rep. Robert Corbin, R-Dayton, said oil companies
might justify some increase but added that there are too many questions and that perhaps the government should step in.
Meanwhile, one of the chief advocates of an increase in Ohio's
gasoline tax said skyrocketing prices could torpedo the effort.
Rep. Frederick Deering, D-Monroeville, who heads a panel considering the Department of Transportation's 1989-1991 budget, said
Ohioans are angry.
"If there was hostility before (over a proposed increase), there is
more now," he said. However, he held out hope that prices will stabilize in the next few weeks so that the tax boost can be considered on
its own merits. The budget bill is due for passage by July 1.

Wooster students protest racism
WOOSTER, Ohio (AP) — College of Wooster students upset over
racial problems occupied the campus administration building for 13
and one-half hours Thursday to press their demand for improvements for black students.
Students chained themselves inside Galpin Hall before 7 a.m. and
refused admittance to administrators. The students left the building
peacefully about 8:30 p.m., saying their demands substantially had
Been met.
A crowd of about 150 people applauded as the students emerged
from Galpin Hall to reaa a statement and end their occupation. The
demonstrators and onlookers then joined in singing "We Shall Overcome."
"It is necessary to recognize the fact that Wooster is making
needed strides toward diversity and a spirit of community," the students said in a statement read by a spokesman, Mark Goodman, a
junior from Ann Arbor, Mich.
Henry Copeland, college president, chatted with the demonstrators as they left the building and said he hoped the dialogue begun
during the protest would continue.
A campus spokesman, Jeff Hanna, said the college had no intention of disciplining the students, saying the college was convinced all
along that the students had a right to peacefully protest.
Earlier in the day, Cope land accepted three student demands: a
commitment to recruit and hire a black psychologist and counselor,
increasing office space for the director of black student affairs and
amnesty for the protesters.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Five weeks after open heart surgery,
actor Carroll O'Connor publicly thanked fans and friends for their
encouragement and he offered some advice.
O'Connor's full-page message Wednesday in the Hollywood Reporter and Daily Variety entertainment industry newspapers coincidentally appeared hours after comedian Lucille Ball underwent
emergency heart surgery.
Jim Mahoney, a publicist for O'Connor, said the actor called Ball
Wednesday to see now she was doing. O'Connor, currently starring
in TV's "In the Heat of the Night," is recuperating in Atlanta.
In the newspaper ad, O'Connor, 64, said: "When your good doctor
tells you to take the latest kind of cardiograph, and the latest is miraculous in what it can reveal about your heart, don't postpone, don't
evade, don't content yourself with the fact that you're feeling swell."
O'Connor, perhaps best known as blue-collar bigot Archie Bunker
in the "All in the Family" TV series, said he looks forward to better
health and "possibly (though I hate making big promises), to having
a pleasanter personality."

Notables attend Hoffman service
WORCESTER, Mass. (AP) - Radicals and Republicans, celebrities and neighbors turned out to honor Abbie Hoffman as a wisecracking gadfly who stayed true to his anti-Establishment convictions.
"He didn't change his ideals when the ideological fashion
changed," said his cousin, newspaper columnist Sydney Schanberg.
"He stood up against arbitrary power, capricious power and arrogant and callous power.
"In other words, he stood up against bullies. I think that's why we
cared about Abbie so much, because he had the courage for the rest
of us," said Schanberg, whose experiences as a correspondent in
Cambodia were the basis for the Oscar-winning movie "The Killing
Fields."
At least 900 people packed Temple Emanuel on Wednesday in
memory of the 1960s activist. Outside, an overflow crowd of more
than 100 stood listening to the service over a loudspeaker. Hoffman's
body was cremated.

Singer's gallery to help children
NEW YORK (AP) — The opening of singer Carly Simon's art gallery will help children in need and drug and alcohol addicts.
Riverrun Gallery will open May 2 with an exhibition featuring
three of the Oscar-winning singer's favorite artists.
The gallery will donate funds from the opening to the Hazelden
Foundation in Minneapolis and the Association to Benefit Children in
New York.
Hazelden is a non-profit drug and alcohol rehabilitation center;
ABC takes care of children who are homeless or afflicted with AIDS.
The gallery is expected to put on four shows per year, said Gina
Silvester, one of two friends working with Simon on Riverrun. The
debut exhibition will feature artists from Martha's Vineyard, where
Simon has a home.
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Summer staff positions are now available in 214 West Hall, £
The summer BG News has many positions open including
writers, columnists, photographers and artists.
All majors welcome

Application deadline:
5 p.m., April 26, 1989

**********************************************************

ELECTIONS
TODAY, APRIL 21st
3rd Floor Union
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

JAZZ SOCIAL
.n n n
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&VNA. WATSON
Accompanied By
Chris Berger
Chris Volstat
Francis Urson
THE PLACE TO BE IS THE STUDENT SERUICES 2ND ELOOH
L0UN6E ON SUNDHV RPHIL 23HD, 1909 EHOM 6-0 P.M.
FREE RNO OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
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Missing Persons

7

Bank Machines

. ; Continued from page 3.
Lab said problems at home, work or
school could prompt someone to leave home
for a few days.
"Usually they're not long term (problems)," he said. "They just need to get away
to work it out."
However, Ash said there may be circumstances requiring an investigation.
"We look at why they are missing," he
said. " A (missing) person has to be mentally
unstable or we need evidence of foul play before we investigate."
Ash said if the police have justification,
they act immediately.
However, before police make the decision
to investigate, they consider what might
provoke someone into disappearing.
Lab said there are numerous reasons why
a person would want to get away or start a
new life.
"Some people may want to seek adventure
or to change their lives in some way," he
said. In cases where the individual has opted
for a new life, the police are not obligated to
bring the person back if and when they have
found them, he added.
Ash said most of the cases solved have an
outcome similar to this.
"In most cases we will locate somebody
who doesn't want to be found. They say, 'I

"Seventy-one percent of the people missing were missing less than seven days," Lab
said. "Of those, 54 percent were missing less
than three days."
Because most people either do not want to
be found or return in a few days, most police
departments won't accept an adult missing
persons report for at least two days, Lab
said. "Of course missing children reports
are accepted immediately," he said.
Lab said if police were to take a missing
persons report immediately, as some have
in the past, they would be bogged down with
unnecessary paperwork. He explained that
officers taking the report rarely conduct investigations themselves, and it takes almost
three days to process the information and
pass it on to an Investigator.
"Sometimes the investigator will go to the
house to follow up on the call and the person
who is supposed to be missing will answer
the door,' Lab said.
However, both Lab and Ash said the police
do probe the cases where foul play appears
to be involved.
The Lab study revealed that in three of the
25 cases the missing persons turned up dead.
All were elderly black males who appeared
to die from exposure, he said.
"They wandered away, got lost and died in
the cold."

went away purposely,'" he said. "And there
is no law against it.
The Lames' Home Journal article also
stated most missing persons cases go unsolved. Lab disagrees.
"In most cases police do find out, in the
long run, what happened to the missing person," Lab said. "Obviously, there are some
cases where we don't know what happened."
A 1984 study completed by Lab and J. David Hirschel, a professor at the University of
North Carolina at Charlotte, revealed statistics about missing persons. The data was
provided by police reports from the Charlotte Police Department. The police requested
that Lab and Hirschel study the police records, then suggest how the department
could improve the way they handle missing
persons cases.
"We went through one year's records and
determined how many cases there were,
who they were and the circumstances surrounding their disappearances," Lab said.
According to the study, there were 862
missing person reports filed in the city,
which has a population of more than 400,000.
By the end of the year, only 25 of the cases
remained unsolved. Of those 25,14 cases involved adults and 11 dealt with juveniles.

Class

TONrrE AT 7:15 * 9:10
*,jf

D Continued from page 3.
mended that the curriculum
committee further examine the
issue.
He said even though the plan
was rejected, it was intensely
debated and "some people said
it received the largest attention
from faculty since the Vietnam
War issue."
In addition to the University of
Michigan, Wittenberg University recently proposed a similar
plan which would mandate a
class dealing with racial relations on campus.

According to Warren Copeland, head of the political science department at Wittenberg,
the status of this proposal is not
available yet, but a preliminary
decision should be made by
June.
"I am a strong advocate of the
class, and I recommend it be
implemented as soon as possible. I would rather have this
class before something happens
like the (racial) incidents at the
University of Michigan. I want
to get in front of the problem before it happens."

Drive a
great bargain.
COLLEGE

April 21,19*9
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n Continued from page 4.
behind them so other people
cannot see their code number.
While some students may
worry about being robbed at a
bank machine, others said they
have never given it a second
thought.
Patty Maloney, sophomore elementary education major, is
among those concerned with
ATMtheft.

Soviet ProfG Continued from page 3.
A final problem noticed in the
Soviet education system is that
general education took the place
of the purpose of going on to
higher education, Zubkova said.
These students now move onto
better jobs and bypass bluecollar-type positions, which re-

sulted in a shortage in labor, she
said.
The Soviet Union now recruits
labor from within rural areas
for these career fields, which
has resulted in a growth in the
city population, according to
Zubkova.

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!
TOLEDO'S BEST CONTACT & EYEGLASS PRICES
CONTACTS
■BAUSCM A IOMB v,.» AMERICAN HfDHON ■

• AMERICAN MYD
• BAUSCM A IOMB

34?8;

2nd BIO WEEK

SAT-SUN 2:00, 4:15. 7:1 J.»:J0

"When I make late-night
withdrawals from a machine I
usually go with a group of people," she said.
Julie Minor, sophomore social
work major, said she is more
concerned with convenience.
"It's inconvenient to use my
money card on Wooster Street. I
normally go to the (University)
Union," she said.
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Most Wanted List
Those listed below have yet to pick up their 1988 KEY. Please do so at your earliest convenience at 28 West Hall and bring an I.D.

-

GET THE DETAILS...

UNIVERSITY
HONDA
354-2222
1019 N. MAIN • BOWLING GR :EN, C

SUMMER AND FALL
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
707-711 THIRD
715-719 THIRD
723-727 THIRD

• 1 BR furnished
or unfurnished

402 HIGH ST.

• 2 BR unfurnished
summer only

649 SIXTH

• 2 BR furnished

831 SEVENTH

• 2 BR furnished

839 SEVENTH

• 1 BR unfurnished

FOREST APARTMENTS
-853 NAPOLEON
-751 HIGH
-849 NAPOLEON
-851 NAPOLEON

• 2 BR furnished or
unfurnished.

319 E. WOOSTER
724 S. COLLEGE

• 1 BR furnished
• 2 BR unfurnished

140 MANVILLE

• large unlurn house
9 month lease avail

259Vi S. PROSPECT

• 2 BR unfurnished

706 Second A
706 Second C

• 2 BR furnished
• Efficiency furnished

244 N. ENTERPRISE

• Rooming house

150& 150'/i MANVILLE

• 2 BR 8 1 BR

316 N. ENTERPRISE

• 4 BR house

211 S. COLLEGE B

• Efficiency

517 E. REED SB

• 1 BR unfurn.

All Summer Rentals $400
Entire Summer

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
OFFICE AT 319 E. WOOSTER
OFFICE HOURS 8 a.in. -5:30 p.m.
354-2260 OR 353-3850

JENNNIFERL ADAMS
MONICA L ALBERT
BRETT AM ACME fi
KAREN ANDERSON
KENNETH ANDERSON
JOHN ANTHONY ANTOUK
KAREN ARNOT
IAMARAASHER
DAVID M ATHA
ALLAN AUSTIN
JAMES Z AZELV ANDRE
BRETBAHR
BRIANS BAILEV
ELIZABETH A BAKER
MELISSA BANKER
USAM BARNETT
BRIAN BARNHART
JANET BARNOSKY
ERIC BAUOHMAN
GLEN BEAR
FAITH BE ARDSLEY
MICHELE 8EATT1E
BRIAN BECK
JEFF BECKER
MICHELLE BEDNARCZY
JONATHONL BELL
MATT BENNETT
GREG LEHMAN BENROTH
KEMNS BISCHOFF
BRIAN BISSONNETTE
ANNETTE M BLAKE
JILL BLUM
TIMOTHY BOONARIK
DEBBIE BOGOANYI
COLLEEN E BOLDT
TOOOBOOTHE
WAYNE A BOROWSKI
CHARLES R BOST
CMARlSE R BOWMAN
MICHELE LYNN BOWMAN
CALLENW BREEN
ANGELABflENNAN
QWENM BR1NOZA
KRISTEN BRINK
KIMBRISSEY
MYKEL BROWN
SUZANNE BROWN
BETSY BRUNNER
SARAH BUCKLEY
SHARI BUNDY
ANNA BURKMIER
ERINM BURLEY
ANGEUABURSON
DANE BURTON
LAMONTR BURWELL
NICOLE BUTLER
KRISTIN E BYERLY
MICHAEL E BYERLY
MEUNOA CACCHK)
JOHNB CALDER
JOE CAMPANELLA
JOSEPH CANCHJJERE
JOEL CAROARELLA
USACARNICOM
CHRIS CARTMELL
CHRISTINE CHERNY
CARA CHICK
LUCYJ CHLOSTA
LAURA CIHLAR
BRIAN J CIPRESSE
DAVID CLAFUN
STEPHANIE CLAPPER
KEVIN E CLAY
CAMERON S COFTON
POLLY COEN
REGINACOLDIRON
ELIZABETH COLE
DONE COLE MAN
MICHELE A COLES
USA COLLET
NATALIE E CONN
LORRIEL CONNER
JIM CONNOR
BEVERLY COOK
ROBERT R COPELANO
DANA COWERT
USAM COX
JANA CROSS
STEPHEN CROSSON
KRISCROUSE
KAREN CRUM
JON SCOTT CRUSEV
VtLLAMORM CRUZ
VALERK CUMMIMV.
DANA DENISE CURLEE
MARSHA CUSHMAN
JAMES T OABNEYJR
JOSEPH OAGOSTMO
KIMBERLY DAMRAUER
ERIK A DANKMC
DEBORAH OARNELL
TOMW DEAN
GREGDECAPtO
C A THE RINE OECRANE
CHRIS DEGENNARO
JUNE LAUREEN DEHAAN
DAVOM DELON
SUSAN DELUCA
CHRISTINE DERWGER
KAREN DETRKW
KAROL DICKMANN
AMY LOUISE DICKS
ANGELA M DCRMGER
PAULA OELEONARDO
OEANNAOILLER
MELISSA J DOEPEL
JUUA DONER
JUUEDORAN
KIMBERLY OORENKOTT
FREDR DORIOT
AMYDOUGHTEN
KATHRYN DOVE
FREDRICK DOYLE
WENDY DRAKE
SCOTW DRAPER
LYNNEDPESSEl
MELISSA D DUNCAN
MICHELLE DURKOT
CHRISTINA L DURLSKO
CHRISTOPHER DYE
JUUANNE DYGERT

MATTHEW G EAKIN
JEANWE ECKAPO
JOHN ERIC EDOY
JANEEDWGER
PATRICIA EHRMAN
JOHN TRENT EJZAK
JUUE ELLIOTT
BARBARA EL5A3SER
MARYL ELUM
SCOTT A EPPERT
ELIZABETH ESAROVE
GRETCHENESAU
WENOYD ESCHUMAN
LESLIE EWING
DONALD J FALCOSKJ
STEVE FALTYS
EMNFANOEL
YVETTEFARIA
BRIAN FARMER
A FARNSWO«TH
NANCY FEAGANS
LORIANNE FELTZ
SHERRY FCKEN
HEATHER FINE ROCK
TOM L FINK
CAMILLEM FISHER
OANAL FISHER
ERIC FITZPATAICK
LAURA FOLGER
CONNIE FOSTER
TREVORS FOSTER
LEANN FRANKENFIELO
DANIEL T FRAYUCK
USA RENEE FREEDMAN
JOOY FRESHWATER
JEMFRICK
SCOTT FROST
CAROLFUDOU
ANDREW FULLER
PHIUPJ GANZ
MICHAELS GARDNER
JUUE L GECOWETS
TAMMY M GEIGER
KATHLEEN E GEORGE
GINAM GJAMP1ETRO
TOOOO GIBSON
KlMC-LlLbP-t
UNOAS GU.LESPIE
MARKGILSTORF
NICHOLAS GlOVANNUCCI
BARBARAJ GUCK
JANELLE L GOf FENA
SUSAN M GOFFENA
JOHNJ GOGIA
JUDITH A GOLDSWORTH
MEUSSAA GORDIAN
TRACI GORMAN
KELLY GOULD
CHRIS GRANITTO
TRAVISGPANVILLE
SCOTT ALLEN GRAY
KIM GREEK
DANIEL L GREEN
JASON GRESK0
CATHY GRIMESEY
CLAUDIA JO GRIMM
DEBIGROCH
TFRRIGRUBER
ANDREAGUIOI
NANCY GUUCK
CHUCK CUTE
JUUCaUTTMAN
DARLAHAINES
ROBERT E HALUER
MICHELE MALUPMK
PATTY HAMANT
BRIAN K HANDS
CLEMMA HANKE
JANET MARIE HARE
MICHELLE HARMON
JESSIE HARRIS
USA HART
DONHARTER
KAREN LEE HARTER
JENNIFER HARTMAN
CAROL HARTSFiELD
MELISSA HARTWELL
ANNE HATFIELD
LORRIE ANN HAYES
TOM HAYES
SHARYLA HAZLETT
MICHAEL L HEALO
KRCHEALY
MINDY HECKERT
CATHLEEN HEIN
M SCOTT HE LBUNG
BRETT HELF
AMY HENDERSON
JOHN W HENDERSON
LAUREL HERCHUNE
TODOO HETMAN
JASON G HILL
BETH HINDS
TAMMY HiNr. Y
SCOTT HIRKO
HOLLY HfTCHENS
JENNIFEH HITZGES
SHERRt HOAG
CATHERINE HOEFFEL
DENNIS J HOERIG
LESLIE RAM HOFFMAN
WENDY MOKE
BRIAN L HOPKINS
USAHORTON
MARK HOSE ELD
DEBRAHOVANEC
JENNIFER LEE HOVIS
LOfllHOWENSTINE
TV E HOYLES
ROBERT HUBER
MARKE HUFFER
CONSTANCEE HULL
MACRINAM HUMMEL
ALICE SON HUMPHWES
KRIST1NAJ HVAMB
STACEYM H ES
TO DO L INORE
TERRY W MMANIt
AUCIA JACKSON
CHRISTOLM JACKSON
DARICKL JACOBS

ERICT JACOBS
RODJACOBY
JENNIFER RJALOVEC
-MU.R JALOVEC
JACOUEUNE JAMES
ANDREW JESTER
JOOYJETT
JANE JIROUSEK
JUUE JOHNSON
SARAH JOHNSON
MICHAEL H JONES
SHANNON L JONES
TIFFANY JONES
JOLENEK JOSEPH
JENNIFER JOVNER
LORIJOYNER
JOHNJ JURCAGO
LAURA ANN KAMWSKI
HANSKAMPHOWE
JENNIFER KAPP
KIMKAPPEL
LAURA KAUFMAN
MARY LOUISE KAY
KELLEYKEANE
MAUREENKEANE
KEITH KEBE
ROBIN KEENER
LEANN V KEISER
SHANNON KENNEDY
WENDY ANN KEOGH
KRISTIKEPUNGER
USA KERCHENFAUT
HEATHER KESSELL
KELLY KING
MARCIA KISSEL
KATHERWE KLEBER
THOMASG KLOCKER
FELICIA KLUOY
BRETT KNTTTLE
REBECCA KOCH
BRIAN KOELUNG
KELLY KOMOStNSKi
MICHAEL J KONCSOL
THOMAS A KOPKO
DAVID M KOWALSKI
DAVID KUMLER
MARK KUNSTMANN
BRIAN LAIRD
CARL M LAMANTIA
TRICIAR LAMB
TTNAi.AMW.HT
MISTY LANGLEY
KATELANSER
JAMES M LAPIERRE
KERl LAZENBY
JENNIFER B LEE
LEELEMMON
DAN LESCOEZEC
FREDA LEUBE
SIU CHI BELLE LEUNG
BRETR LEVEL
NATHANC LEVENS
AMBER UCKUTER
DEBBIE UNHART
JOSEPH F LOMBARD)
JENNIFER LONG
SHELLEY K LONG
JAMCELUTZ
AMY MCAUJSTER
TM MCALLISTER
BRYAN MCARDLE
CHERIMCBROOM
MICHAEL MCCAFFREY
KRISTEN MCCORO
MK;HAEL MCCUNE
KELLY MCDERMOTT
USA MCDONALD
USAV MCEWEN
DANIEL EVAN MCFEE
KEVIN MCGRATH
JAMESAMCKENNA

RONALD J MCKILLtP
(:ll*« . MCMILLAN
KERRI MCOUATE
DAVID B MCOUtGG
SHANNON MAASSEL
LEONARD J MACKJR
KAREN L MAOACHIK
THOMAS MADOOCK
DAWN MAHONEY
REGINAMAIN
USA MALANOWSKI
PATRICK MANAK
STEVEN MANCHICK
AARON MANTEL
APRIl MAPRISON
TAMARA MARSHALL
DEBBIE MARTENS
SALLY MARTIN
KFVW MARUSKIN
JAMES R MASTERS
CAHLA MATHES
MELISSA MATTISON
CRAIGT MATURI
JOHNMAUK
STEVEN A MAYER
CASSANDRA DAWN MEEK
DAWNM MEIER
KELLEY MEW8ERG
MAUREEN A MELUE
JUUE A MEYER
REBECCA MICK
DE ANNA MILES
CHRISTOPHER MILLER
HALLit J MILLER
JEFFREYS MILLER
JENNIFER LEJOH MILLER
SCOTT MILLER
SCOTT MITCHELL
KELUMUNARIK
KEVIN MOORMAN
B08BES MORELAN
RICHARD ALAN MORGAN
RAYMOND MORRIS
MICHAEL MULLHOLAND
NANCY B MURPHRCE
PAMELA MURRAY
MANJULA MURUGESU
SHELLY MYERS
KTHC NATTERER
ENEENAM

KARLP NEITZEL
AMY NELSON
ROGER A NEWMAN JR
SIEW CHO NO
MICHELLE NICHOLS
JAMES P NICHOLSON
JENNIFER WEDBALSKI
MICHELLE NIEKAMP
KAREN NKJHTINGALE
LAURAL NOBLE
REBECCA JEAN NORTON
CRAIG NOTARIANNI
KEN NOVAK
LYNN A NUSSEP
SONIAJ OeERLANDER
SEAN O CONNOR
KATHLEEN O DE LL
TERESA OUPHANT
KARISONEIL
BENJAMINS ORRIS
MICHAEL J OSWALD
OAVEOTT
WENOYL OVEROORFF
KIM OWINGS
SCOTT PACKARD
SHAYNE PALARDY
BRKJITTE H PALM
NOflAPALOMO
SHARON PAPINEAU
MIKE PARKER
RENEE PARKER
SHELLEY PARKS
ARLENE A A PARRlS
DENISE PAX
BRIAN M PEACE
SUSAN PEARSON
DAVID PECK
BRETT S PELOK
ROSS PENDLETON
MELISSA PERKINS
SHANNON L PERKINS
ANGELA L PERSWGER
ELAINE M PETERMAN
BEV PETERS
JOANC PETERS
KRKTEN PETERSEN
DAVID PHELPS
BRADLEY PHILLIPS
TARA PHILLIPS
MICHAEL PICKERING
KIMPOLEK
WESLEY POUNSKV
LESLEY S POLLOCK
AMY POMERANING
MICHAEL G PON TWOS
JIMPOORMAN
ANN MARIE POULOS
SUSAN PRIEST
BRIAN PUPKIEWICZ
KRAM3PYER
KIMBERLY QUESADA
JEROME P RAOFOflOJR
CYNTHIA L RAFF
KAREN ANN RAVAS
DOUGLAS RAY
ROXANARAYE
COLLEEN M REIMER
SHELLY REINHART
SHERRY RICHARDSON
GREGORY B RICHEY
SHANNON M RlDENOUR
INGRIO PIE STEP
GREGORY K RIFFLE
USA RINSCHLER
SEAND RK5HDAN
AUSSA RISHER
LOfl» ROBERTS
JOYE ROBINETTE
ELIZABETH RCWSON
KIMBERLY ROESSLER
DOUGLAS D ROSCOE
JUUE CATHERINE ROSE
TOOCS ROSENTHAL
USAROSNER
CHRIS ROONO
KYLE ROYER
DONNA RUCK
MARY RUE
DENISE RVBKOSKI
NICOLE MARIE RYDER
KRttTENA SACCANY
ANOYSALLEE
CATHARINE SATTERLEE
BRETT SAUNDERS
JOESBROCCO
JOHNS SCHAFflATH
STEVE SCHELB
SARASCHNKEL
AMY SCHLAGETER
CRAIG SCHNEIDER
JOHN SCHNEIDER
RONALD SCHNEIOER
CRAIG SCHOENLEIN
ELIZABETH SCHRAMM
KERRI SCHRANO
MARIANNE SCHREMBECK
SANDRAB SCHROEDER
9MERISCHUOEL
K SCOTT SC HUE SLEP
ANNA SCHWARZENTRAUB
WILUAM SEGUUN
LORI ANN SHADOAN
SANDY SHARP
TAMMY SHARPE
HEATHER R SHAW
COLLEEN SHE AN
MARK A SHELTON
JENNIFER SHEMANSKE
JENNFER M SHENK
BRIAN SHELOCK
JUOYSHIPLE
AMYSHIPMAN
JUANNESHULTZ
CLAUDIA SHORT
JEFFERYS SHOWN
USASHULMAN
MARK SlEBER
COURTNEY SIMKINS
EH* SIMPSON
JUUE SINCLAIR
AMY SKIUAN

BETHANY SMITH
HUGHE Y KASH SMITH
JENNIFEPCELESTE SMITH
JINNY SMITH
KRISTALYN SMITH
KYLE W SMITH
MARY MARIE SMITH
MIKf SMITH
KATHY SMOLEN
LAURA SHELL
JULIE MAE SNYDER
REBECCA SNYOER
KELLY S06ECK
MICHELE SCLTIS
JENNIFERJ SORREU
MATT SPANGENBERGER
MARY SPEARS
RONALD M SPIVEY
CHWSSPRENGER
TAM SPRING
ANN SOU ARE
MARK D STANNARD
WILUAM STARKWEATHER
ROGER C START
TERI ST CLAIR
ROBERT STEINBRUNER
DAVE STEiRE R
JtWSTEHLiK
jOOtSTEINER
DENISE STEPANIK
AUSSA STEPHENS
MICHELE STEPUNG
RHONDA STERWCK
SARAH STEWART
MIKE STONE
TERESSA STRASSER
KAEL BRIAN STRATTON
HEATHER STUHLDRE HER
NANCY SUNOERMAN
GALESWANKA
DOUGLAS 0 SWTTZER
HEATHER TALLARICO
BRIAN K TAYLOR
MICHAEL L TAYLOR
TINA TAYLOR
TRACY LYNN TAYLOR
WILUAM TAYLOR
DONALD J TECCO
CAROL ANN TEREBA
JEANNE THOMAS
S ALEE NAM THORN
DAVIOTIRPAK
SANORA TOOARO
PATRICK TOGO
SUSAN TOOINO
TRACE Y TOMUNSON
DEMCEL TOPORCER
DAVtt) TRAVIS
ERIC TRAXLFR
SCOTT TREEGER
BETHANY TROTH
KIMBERLY A TROXELL
SARAM TUEMLER
TRACE Y TUMUN
DOYLE UNGER
JEFF UPTON
JEFF URBAN
JONC URSO
JEANNE VAN ALLEN
ANDY VAN BUREN
STEVE VANDERINK
JOHN VAN DYNE
JEANNE VAN METER
VELLO CHARLES VANNAK
BPENOAVANSISE
AMY VAN WINKLE
DESIREE VECCIA
GARRY K VERMIUON
ELIZABETH A VOGEL
AMYVOJTA
RUTHVOLZ
EMILY VOS8URG
AMY VUKOOER
REBECCA L WAQAR
DIANA WAGENER
WENDY WAGENER
TIM WAGNER
VERONICA WAGNER
MAX WALKER
LAURA WALLICK
AMYL WALTER
GENAWALTHER
TOCO WANOTKE
PHYLLIS K WARE
BARRY WATSON
MARGARET WEBER
LAURA WEISE
SCOTT WEISS
RYAN WE TZ
MARY A WUKS
KIM WILLFTTS
KARINE M W1LUAMS
MICHAEL D WILUAMSJR
SARAWKJJAMS
LYNNWKJSON
STEVE WINCUP
WENDY WINKLEfl
CRAIGO WMN
BETH WINTERHALTER
USAW1HICK
HEATHER L WISE
LORI ANN WISE
JEFFREY T WITSCHEY
DAVID J WOLF
JOHNWOOOCOX
COURTNEY WOOTEN
PON A WOrSCHAK
KARRENWROBEL
KATHYJ YONKURA
JUUE ZACHARIAS
BETH ZAWICKI
JUNf /ECH
JOSEPH ZENO
KIM ZENTZ
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BG ends spring practice BG set for All-Ohio meet
Bowling Green concludes
nearly one month of spring football practice Saturday with the
annual Brown-Orange game at
' L. Perry
Field.
The Falcons, which
have had three
scrimmages
- including
Thursday's —
in the past
three weeks,
will play in an
almost identi- Ankney
cal game conditions, starting at
10 a.m.
"It'll be like a regular game
except that there will be no
kickoffs or punts," BG head
coach Moe Ankney said. "The
only other difference is that the

quarters will be shorter than the
usual 15 minutes.
"We'll probably have 12-minute quarters."
To chose the two sides for Saturday, the BG coaching staff
equally split the senior class,
who in turn held a draft of the
underclassmen.
Quarterback Rich Dackin and
cornerback Mike Holmes are
the captains of one team, while
tailback Charles Edgerton and
linebacker Larry Lambright
head the other squad.
Although Saturday's game is
the traditional end to spring
practice, Ankney said Thursday's scrimmage was more important.
He said the usual first, second
and third team offensives and

defensives will be mixed Saturday.
"We're going to exchange film
with East Carolina and they
won't see (Thursday's) scrimmage," Ankney said, referring
to BG's first opponent in the fall.
"They'll iust see Saturday's
game, whicn will nave a lot of
individual performances. It
won't be a good indication of our
offense and defense.''

The men's and women's track teams face
what Falcon coaches call the first big preparation for the Mid-American Conference
Tournament as they travel to Oxford, Ohio to
compete in the All-Ohio Championships today
and Saturday.

The Reds activated Diaz on

Wednesday, after McGriff had
cleared waivers and was sent
outright to Cincinnati's Class
AAA farm team in Nashville.
Diaz, 36, got an immediate return to action by pinch-hitting
Wednesday night against the
Dodgers in Los Angeles and
opping out to second base in the
•3-0 loss.

SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE
FOR YOUR ROOM FURNISHINGS
PLUS
FREE OPTIONAL
SPRING PICKUP AND FALL DELIVERY

STORE YOUR
BIKE
LOFT
REFRIGERATOR
COUCH OR CHAIR
RATES START AT $15.00
...Etc.
How You Schedule Your Summer
Storage Pick up Date and Time:
Option 1:
Option 2:
Option 3:

Call 352-3836 (or a mail in storage request form
Pick up a Storage Request Form from your
residence hall lobby.
Call 352-3836 9-5 M-F to schedule your pickup time
Now Available Exclusively From:
Loft Construction
P.O. Box 538
500 Lehman
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419/352-3836

Another key event should be the 400 intermediate hurdles. Redskins Scott Mitchell and
Dave Schultz defeated the Falcon duo of Dave
Hemelgarn and Dave Hand by less than a second last weekend. Sink said Hemelgarn remarked in practice that he wanted to catch Mitchell
this weekend.
"Battles like those really make the meet,"
Sink said.

Though the name "All-Ohio" may be a misnomer because some teams —including Kent
State and Ohio State's men's squad — will not
attend, men's co-coach Sid Sink said the competition will be fierce, especially between BG,
Ohio University and Miami.

FALCON NOTES: Offensive
lineman Rich Young (ankle)
will be out the rest of the spring.
Defensive lineman Derrick Carr
(ankle) will also sit out. Young
and Carr join fullback Ron Viscounle (knee), offensive guard
Tom Addie (knee) and wide
receiver Reggie Thornton
(broken arm), who are also sitting out.

"We're really geared up and psychologically
ready to go," Sink said. "It will be a good meet
for us to pull together."
The Falcon women, however, will not have
the benefit of having team scores compiled at
the meet, allowing head coach Lee LaBadie to
have some flexibilty in his lineup.

Diaz activated for Reds
CINCINNATI (AP) — The Cincinnati Reds have activated catcher Bo Diaz, sidelined since
spring training by a knee injury,
and cleared a roster spot for him
by sending reserve catcher
Terry McGriff to the minor
leagues.

One matchup should be in the 100-meter dash
and long jump, in which BG's Ron Heard will
battle Miami s Tom Fenner. Sink called the
pair two of the best sprinters in the MAC, and
said that Heard would "like to extract some
revenge" stemming from a loss in the 100 to
Fenner last weekend.

by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter

BG also looks to its powerful throwers to contribute. Kyle Wrav and Mike Young will receive
a challenge in the shot put from MU's Bob
Franklin, while Falcon javelin thrower Steve
Frye will be the only BG representative in the
event.
Meanwhile, the Falcon women have the potential to win some events and finish others in
the top three places, LaBadie said.
The women look to steady performers Tracy
Gaerke (1,500), Beth Manson (discusI and Melissa Cole (400 hurdles) to pace BG with victories. LaBadie said he is also looking for quality
times and distances from the other team members.

"It should be an interesting meet because
we're not keeping score," LaBadie said. "Because of it we will still have the option of making changes in certain positions.
''With no team score it's more difficult to tell
(how we did as a whole)," he added.

Diaz, the Reds' starting catcher in recent seasons, has been
sidelined since he fouled a ball
off his knee in a March 14 spring
training game against the Dodgers in Vero Beach, Fla. He rejoined the Reds on Monday night
In Los Angeles after a week of
workouts for the Reds in Plant
City, Fla.

For the men, the primary competition will
come from MU, who finished one place ahead of
BG in the MAC last season. Some Falcons competed against the Redskins last weekend at the
Miami Midwest Invitational, creating the opportunity for rematches and revenge.

"The whole team is ready to go," he said.
"I'm looking for them to perform well and for
them all to go for season bests and personal records."

BG to make move at Miami
by Amy Cole

sports reporter
For the Softball team, this
weekend is the time for it to
make its move toward its second-consecutive Mid-American
Conference title.
The Falcons
are currently
in the heat of
the MAC race
at 6-6 amidst
Central Michigan, Western
Michigan.
Kent and Ball Joseph
State, with

more than half of their conference schedule left to play.
This weekend, BG, 14-22 overall, will take on MAC opponent
Miami in Oxford in two twinbills
beginning at 2 p.m. on Friday
and 1 p.m. on Saturday.
The Redskins, who are in the
basement of the MAC at 1-9-1,
13-13 overall, have been swept
twice in conference series, once
by Toledo and once by CMU. Despite MU's record, however,
Falcon head coach Jacquie
Joseph said the team is still focusing strongly on the series.
"Miami's in the basement

THE BROTHERS OF BETA THETA PI ARE
PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE NEW OFFICERS
OF THE DELTA DELTA CHAPTER:

which makes this a crucial
weekend for us," Joseph said.
"We need to make a move and
this can be the weekend to do
that.
Joseph said because Miami
has been swept twice in the
MAC, it is going to be tough to
sweep them again.
"We need to go into the games
one at a time not go in thinking
we are going to sweep," Joseph
said, "f really hesitate to say
our intention is to go down there
and sweep — that is when you
come home 0-4."
On the mound, the Falcons
will see action in the series from
junior hurler Lisa Hufford,
sophomore Becky Bailey and
freshman Terri I-attimer. Huf-

ford posts a record of 5-14 and an
ERA of 1.82, Bailey stands at 4-7
with an ERA of 1.77 and Lattimer posts a 5-0 record with a
2.83 ERA.
Offensively, BG is led by juniors Michelle Clagett and Wendy
Oehler. Clagett owns a .317 batting average while Oehler is
second on the team at .218.
As a team, the Falcons are
batting .194 while the Redskins
are posting a .259 team batting
average, with three batters hitting over .300.
Kristy Burch is the leading
pitcher for the Redskins with a
record of 8-7 and an ERA of 1.15.
She has allowed 94 hits and has
struck out 54 batters she has
faced.

Trie BG News needs volunteers!

Call 372-6966

EXECUTIVE BOARD:
PRESIDENT

FRANKLIN HEJDUK

VICE-PRESIDENT

DAVID YOTHERS

TREASURER

SCOT DRAPER

SECRETARY

MIKE OMWED

SENIOR EXECUTIVE

DOUG ROGAUNER

CABINET:

KlnrcTirmiAMii

500 CHAIRMAN

JEFF MILLER

ASSISTANT 500

JEFF METRY

ASSISTANT TREASURER

DOUG WATKINS

ACTIVITIES

DAVE GAGNER

ALUMNI SECRETARY

ROGER RUDE

ATHLETICS

AARON MCVEIGH

CHAPLAIN

BRIAN SCHWEINHAGEN

COMMUNICATIONS

ROGER RUDE

HISTORIAN

TIM HOFFMAN

IFC REPRESENTATIVE

DAVE GAGNER

KITCHEN STEWARD

TIM GOUING

PLEDGE EDUCATOR

SCOTT EMERY

RUSH

ERIC LUDWIG

ASSISTANT RUSH
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CHRIS MILES

SONG CHAIRMAN
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TOP SECRET WEAPON
OUR PEOPLE!
That's right. Oar Top Secret Weapon
is the staff w have assembled to
serve your printing needs. COM by
and let us prove how our Secret
Weapon can work for you!

••••••••••••••••••••••••it*
If yon act fast, you can get 500 BUSOISS CARDS ITRi *
HTH M POJCfflSF. OF 500 BUSIKSS CUDS, ill 1000 *
business carda MOST be froi the sane original.Just *
bring in this coupon to take advantage of this .
incredible deal'. OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 29th, 19B9. *
*••••••*•••*•*••••••*•••••
111 ud 121 Salt Mil St. j
B»linq Gittn, Ohio 43402
{419) 352-5712
quick print.
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With this coupon Monday thru
Wednesday rent a
Nintendo Game
Cartridge for only

49.

Exgr)es 5 3 89

With this coupon Monday thru
Thursday rent any
movie from Barney's
for only
Expires 5/4 89

99'

Limit 2

has
SUMMER
rentals
available now
(6/1 - 8/1 4)
$600 for the
Frazee
^Summer plus
Field Manor
electric
Ridge Manor
and gas
516-522 E. Merryj
1 bedroom
efficiency

m {41l| 352-9572
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The Brother* i»f Sigmu Phi Kpsilon would like
to u i-h their memhers eompeting in Beta 500
the Best of Link on Saturday

Kriiin llit-k

Kric Miri•»

Scon Cralg

<:hri* Lienhan

I

Jrff I M lilml/

Tim MiUm DIIMI

fcl'rt'r lliiri*rn
Tim IVier>«n
' ouch ■ Tim I'jjij

$450\ for the
$300FsTTmmer

Call 352-0717 224 E. Wooster
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Laxers dethrone Princes, 6-1
play before, so we knew they
weren't very good," Knapp said.

by John Henderson
sports reporter

The often coined sports cliche
"you have to go with what you
got" was such the case for the
Bowling Green club lacrosse
team in its 6-1 victory against
Heidelberg Wednesday afternoon.
"We had just a few starters
play the game because they had
other committments - papers
due, late class or work, said
captain Geoff Knapp, who
posted two goals for BG.
Playing with only nine regular
players, the Falcons looked
sluggish as they took a 3-0 lead
after the first quarter which
would remain the same at the
half.
"We were very unenthusiastic. We weren't playing very
well because we had seen them

Nate Anderson opened the
scoring for BG in the first quarter, then Knapp and Tom
McDonnell added talhes to provide the Falcons with their
three-goal margin at the half.
Knapp said, however, the
margin should have been a
wider one for the Falcons.
"Basically, we were not thinking and we were very undisciplined in the first half. We
missed so many opportunities to
score," Knapp said.
But the intermission provided
remedies for the Falcons. "At
halftime, I (chewed) them out,
and they responded from that,
because the third and fourth
quarters were pretty good,"
Knapp said.
But the Student Princes also

played better in the second half.
They applied more than token
pressure on Falcon goalie Mark
Kolden, but they could beat him
only once.
The second half also saw the
intensity pick up, as both teams
hit each other as if something
were really at stake. Dennis Noll
and Jeff Theis also added second
half scores for the Falcons, who
used the Heidelberg game as a
tune-up for this weekend's
Senior Tournament at Bowling
Green.
But perhaps the caliber of the
opposition was BG's biggest
problem.
Knapp said since he has been
at BG, the squad has had trouble
with the weaker teams and when
it competes against stronger
teams, ''it's like night and day."
He also said the contest was a

Tribe drops sixth j
straight to Sox

good opportunity for some of the
younger players to see some action, especially because of the
limited playing time they will
Brobably have this weekend in
le tournament.
The Senior Tournament action
begins on Saturday at 11 a.m.
when Ohio University meets
Kent State. The Falcons then
clash with Toledo-Budweiser at
12:30 p.m. and finish with OU at
3:30 p.m.

CLEVELAND (AP) - Nick
Esasky and Jim Rice each hit
two-run home runs and Oil
Can Boyd pitched 6 1-3 scoreless innings Thursday as the
Boston Red Sox handed the
Cleveland Indians their sixth
consecutive defeat, 5-2.
Dwight Evans added a solo
homer for the Red Sox, who
have won three straight and
seven of their last nine since
beginning the season with
four losses. Their 7-6 record
makes them the only team in
the American League East
over .500.
Boyd, 1-1, allowed six hits,
struck out three and walked
one before Bob Stanley came
on to get Oddibe McDowell
and Andy Allanson with two
men on in the seventh.
Boyd had allowed 10 earned
runs in his first two starts and
entered the game with an
ERAofll.25.
Mike Greenwell doubled off
Rich Yett, 1-2, leading off the
Red Sox fourth and Esasky
hit his third homer off the up-

"We're not really going to
crown a champ," Knapp said.
"It's a round robin tournament
where every team plays two
games.
"OU will be a bloodbath.
They beat us 5-2 earlier this year
and they're really looking forward to playing us. It should be
a lot of tun. If the luck is going
our way, we play well and we get
a few bounces, we'll win."

Aikman signs with Cowboys
IRVING, Texas — The Dallas
Cowboys ended weeks of NFL
draft speculation Thursday by
signing quarterback Troy Aikman to a rookie-record six-year,
$11.2 million contract.
Aikman, who played at UCLA
and who will be the No. 1 choice
in Sunday's NFL draft, said he
hoped that within five years
"the fans will be comparing me
with Roger Staubach.'
He said he wanted to sign with
the Cowboys because every
Sunday he used to watch Staubach on television from his
home in Henryetta, Okla.
"I remember all those comeback victories and I'd like to be
part of that someday," Aikman
said. "I can't step into Roger's
shoes but maybe 1 can do some
of the things he did."
Cowboys coach Jimmy Johnson said the third time was the
charm in his trying to attract

Aikman.
"He turned me down out of
high school and went to Oklahoma," said Johnson, who was
then coaching at Oklahoma
State. "Then, when I was at
Miami, I tried to get him when
he left Oklahoma, but he went to
UCLA. I was afraid he would
turn me down a third time."
Ironically, Aikman suffered a
broken leg during a game
against Miami when he was at
Oklahoma. He sat out the rest of
that season and decided to
transfer to UCLA after Oklahoma coaches announced they
would return to the run-oriented
wishbone offense the following
season.
"Thanks for breaking my leg,
Coach," Aikman said. "You did
me a favor."
Quarterback Vinny Testaverde signed a six-year, $8.2
million contract with Tampa

Garbaczties
course record
GULFPORT, Fla. (AP) Lori Garbacz tied the course record Thursday with an 8-under!iar 64 for a one-stroke lead after
he first round of the USX Golf
Classic.
Garbacz, a 10-year veteran
who won her first LPGA tournament five weeks ago in Tucson, Ariz., had nine birdies and a
bogey as she shot 32 on each nine
over the 6,013-yard Pasadena
Yacht 4 Country Club course.
Her score equalled the course
record set by Judy Dickinson in
1985.
Lori West was second with a
65, her lowest round by four
strokes. Kathy Postlewait, who
lost last year's USX title in a
playoff, was tied for third at 67
with Jill Briles, Terry-Jo Myers
and LPGA money-leader Betsy
King.
Nina Foust, Carolyn Pierce
and defending champion Rosie
Jones were at 68.
"Winning at Tucson was
stressful," said Garbacz, seventh on the money list. "I'm
generally fatigued. I'm not ac-

customed to being one of the top
money winners."
Garbacz hit 16 greens and
needed only 22 putts Thursday.
Four of her birdies were putts of
three feet or less.

Bay when he came out of Miami
in 1987.
Quarterback Warren Moon
recently signed a contract with
the Houston Oilers for five years
at $2 million per season. Leigh
Steinberg, Aikman's agent, also
negotiated that contract.
Aikman's 911.2 million contract included a signing bonus
believed to be worth more than
$2 million.

gotten more money if he had
played for another team in the
The 6-foot-3, 217-pound Aikman, who played two years at
UCLA, was 20-4 with the Bruins.
He completed 60 percent of his
passes and threw 41 touchdown
passes with only 17 interceptions.
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352-9378

Catch Friday magazine—
each week in the BG News

1. Call 352-3836 for a Mail in
Registration Form (due by 5/20)
2. Sign up at our office at
500 Lehman Ave. 9-5 Mon.-Fri.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Phone

YOU WILL GET

Monday Friday

' Free Assembly
" Free Ladder

Housing Openings for SUMMER & Fall
9 mo.-12 mo Leases
PIEDMONT APTS
j in <if.*nn
| Kiltis
I .-.llilM

8IRCHWOOO PLACE 650 SIXTH ST
SMALL BLDGS - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6TH AND 7TH
RAILVIEW MINI - WAREHOUSE
PARTY BOOM FOR RENT
All residents will have membership privileges
to Cherrywood Health Spa
Complete facilities for men and women
•
Hydro • Spa Whirlpool
•
Metro Sauna
•
Complete Exercise Equipment
•
Indoor Heated Pool
•
New Weight Equipment
•
Tanning Booth Available

NEWLOVE RENTALS

Keith Atherton relieved
Yett and was greeted by
Evans' third homer.
The Indians got two runs off
Stanley in the eighth on consecutive two-out singles by
Joe Carter, Pete O'Brien and
Cory Snyder and Dave
Clark's run-scoring double.
Lee Smith came on to strike
out Brook Jacoby and allowed
one hit in the ninth, striking
out two more batters, for his
first save.

LOFT RENTAL REGISTRATION
Options For 1989-90:

Aikman was the most valuable player in the Cotton Bowl,
"It was the highest contract for leading UCLA to a 17-3 victory
a rookie," Steinberg said of over Arkansas. He also was
Aikman's deal.
named the winner of the Davey
"I was proud to pay it," Cow- O'Brien award as the nation's
boys owner Jerry Jones said. best quarterback. He was third
"In my opinion, Troy could have in the Heisman Award balloting.

835 High Si - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9 00 4 30

per deck in left. Esasky was
4-for 4 with a homer and four
RBIs in Boston's 8-4 win
Wednesday and is 9 for 19
against Cleveland this year
with all of his home runs and
seven of his eight RBIs.
Greenwell had his second
double and third hit with two
out in the Boston eighth and
Rice followed with his second
homer of the season. Rice has
hit in 13 consecutive games,
his longest streak since he hit
in 15 straight in September
1983.

2 Bed

Plus A
" 10% Discount
by making your payment by May

.

ill i iirpttffl
I umMtMxl
I AIM l.i't' I |OMft> linen i hwl
i ■ IMAHIB]
II hiiiMuu!
Willis
iil.il>l<
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20. 1989

Money Back Guarantee
Loft Construction
P.O. Box 538
500 Lehman
Bowling Green. OH 43402
352-3836
(Mon-Fri 9-5)
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^^CONGRATULATIONS
to the newly elected

END OF SCHOOL SPECIAL!

1470-1490 Clough
2 bedroom apartments
1 block from east end of campus
Balconies and Patios
Free gas, heat, water
and sewer

328 S. Main

352-5620
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Andrew Fant

HEY DEE GEE'S . . .
/rfe GO/A/G 7£> BSA

PICK A PARTNER FOR A PICNIC
- BE AT THE AIHOUSE AT 4:30
TODAY FOR DIRECTIONS.

GO BETA!
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HEY BOSSES' HERE'S A TIP

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
5 days a week
5 days a week
Power 88 88 1 FM
8 10 PM WBGU
AM* CAR WASH
Saturday, April 22
10 00-3 00 at
Newman s Marathon on N Main Street
S2 00 per car S3 00 per Truck/Van
Altn Spanish Ck*
Oon't Fcget Happy Hours
and Sangria Party
Fn2i 4-7 Bring S1 00
214 N Enterprise
AJao Meet al 6 00 m union Oval
Sun 23 to go to picnic
Chinese Ctuh Meeting
Short meeting to elect new oncers'
Apr* 24 at 7 30PM in 114 Education
Come and Hear Lou GokJ speak at 7 30 P M
TONIGHT m the Assembly Room of McFaii
Center His topic is Lessons from the Ancient
' Forest Earth Wisdom and Political Activism
Lou Gold, a former PolihcaJ Science Professor
turned mountam man and wilderness conserva'fconist. will help us cor elude our Earth Day
1989 celebration Sponsored by the Enwromental Interest Group and the Center Env*omental Programs Everyone is welcome
CRUCIAL ROOTS REGGAE
Thurs . Apr 27 9pm
Quad Rock Cale. Founders
with GROOVEMASTEfl
' Caribbean Assoc S Quad Rock Cale'
• Free end of Ihe year party'

i

DRY DOCK ' DRY DOCK
, This is it DRY DOCK'S last weekend o' the
• semester So come on down and Party Also re
\ beve some strata from the proficiency exam
• The Penguins are back to help us celebrate
I this weekend So remember DRY DOCK this
' Saturday with the Penguins
!
DRY DOCK • DRY DOCK
Pre-Registration volunteers are needed (or Jury
10-Aug 3rd Be a greeter tour guide, display
host. evening entertainment usher or discussion tacihtato' Compensation includes a meal
• tor each day worked1 Sign-up by April 28 m
405 Student Services

Recognize the secretaries m your office on
Wednesday. April 26
National Secretaries Day
The BG NEWS
Your display advertisement will be
grouped with other offices all paying
tribute lo Ihetr secretaries on this
special day
For help m designing your advertisement.
caH the BG NEWS today lor an appomtmrnent
with a sales representative
HURRY' DEADLINE IS MON APRIL 24 4PM

ICE HORIZONS 89
Presented by the Bowling Green Skatmg Club
B G S U Ice Arena
April 21 1989 7 30PM
April 22. 1989 1 30PM and 7 30PM
250 Northwest ONo Skaters
Guest Skaters Wayne and Natalie SeyboM.
1989 World Team Members
Jennifer Meno Wmterhurst Skatmg Club.
Cleveland CaH(419)353 7276 for ticket info
SENIOR SEND - OFF MESSAGES
m a special section of
THE M NEWS
classifieds on
Friday April 26
OON'T MISS OUT!
Deadline Wed April 26 4pm
Place orders in person 214 West Hall

SERVICES OFFERED
A TO Z DATA CENTER 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Ex
press. Typing. Resumes. FAX, Copies.

#

Gamma Phi Beta Congratulates

pg

their 1989 Sinter-hood Award Winner*

*
Tracey Schroder

Outstanding Sophomore

Karyn Wright

Outstanding Jr. Executiver

Chris Amos

•OG ' DG ' DG * DG'
Dee Gee's are breaking records (or BE T A1
•DG'OG'DG-DG'

Gone with the Wind will NOTbe
Shown this weekend as originally sched
UfcarJK
In it's place
Coming to America
wiH be shown Coming to Anenca portrays
Eddie Murphy, as a prince, coming to America
looking lor a Queen It will be shown
Friday and Saturday April 214 22
m Eva Marie Saint Theatre
•17 45. 10.00. A 12 15
Admission price is $ 1 50

Outstanding Executiver

Kristine Studer

u

Baird Yocum

Nancy Gulick

z:

Outstanding Senior

Lisa A. Morris

Linda Redwine

Jen Kuhn

*>
E*

Love. 3 Dee-Gee s

Alpha Chi Spirit
Catch It1
IIIB

Lei's Do it"
your Trustworthy fKJer

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
BIO/LIL' pair that you« ever lino
So whenever your in doubt just give me a lug
and a shout For you should always know, vour
lil loves you so'
MAPPAYU BIRTHDAY LI
LIL' RHONDA
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Alpha Chi s Sara Melissa. Shan and Kim. 6 00
AM practices have been tough but we've made
it through them Do your best and I am sure you
wil wind up on top Vour Beta Coach. Roger

'Gamma Phi Beta*
Beta 500
' Gamma Phi Beta *

* Gamma Phi Bel a*
Beta 500
■Gamma Phi Bets*

Alpha Omlcron PI Alpha Omlcron PI

•Gamma Phi Beta'
Beta 500
'Gamma Phi Beta*

AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO
BETA FEVER
BETA FEVER
BETA FEVER
AXO ' AXO ' AXO ' AXO ■ AXO * AXO
Everyone else has spring fever The ALPHA
CHIs have BETA FEVER'
BETA 500 BETA 500 BETA 500 BETA 500
AXO " BETA • AXO
CONGRATULATIONS Rooger and Rod lor mak
mg the Cover ot Sports lllustratede as COACHES ol the YEAR'
Love. Your Dedicated Team
Shan. Melissa Sara, and Kim
Be A Volunteer
Be A volunteer
Be A volunteer
Sign-up in 405 Student Services by Apr 28lh
BECK
TREE
ISH
SMILEY
EICHHY
PETE
CRAIGER
GOO
doit
BEDROCK
and BETA
Two good things that go together1'

Congratulations President Margie
Gordley and President Mike
Callaghan on your
AOTTLambda Chi Alpha lavalienng

'Gamma Phi Beta* Gamma Phi BEta*
Kim Farnstiom
Congratulations on winning the Hadley Memorial Marketing Symposium 1 st Annual Award1 We
are proud ol you'
Love your Gamma Phi Sisters

CLASS of '89

VICK.

Vour presence is requested at 7 00 p m tonite
at 480 Lehman Apt 210

LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE

Alpha Delta PI is Pushm to Win'
Good LUCK to team Members
Tina|Mano)Porter
DonnalThe Fur»Andrew
KimberrytGood TrylDtckerson
JenfBeer Run)t>elman
Go Alpha Detts'

PM

X
■e-

ATTENTION SIGMA CHI'S BOBBY.
MIKE

The Best of Luck Next Year
We I Miss You

Alpha Chi O ■• BETA 500 • • Alpha Chi O

'Beta Theta Pi* Beta Theta Pi'
Eric and Aaron
Thanks lor being such wonderful coaches'
Cant wail M Saturday
Gamma Phi's BETA500 Team

PERSONALS

* ALPHA GAMMA DELTA '
BETA 500

Attention BGSU Greeks the Secret Pledge
Class is Kappa Kappa Gamma's fall pledge
class 198 7 Get Spirited for BETA'

LAURIE ALLEN
To our lavonte Sister
We couldn't have done it without you

* * Congratulations Mindy Whalen " "
on becoming a BGSU pommerette*
Love your Pi Phi Sisters
■AOTT
BETA
Does a body good
•AOTT'

Congratulations on Graduation
GoodLucki
Our Love is With You Always
Alpha Omicron Pi

Alpha Alpha Alpha Alpha

*"" Gemma Phi Beta • * *
Get Excited
Greek Week 1989
* 'Gamma Phi Beta* " ■

TYPING SERVICES tor aU types ol papers
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Call 352-3987 Irom Sam to 9pm

BETA 500

AOTT Beth Folland AOTT

Alpha Chi O ••BEI» RUNNERS-• AlphaChiO

* DG ' DG ' DG * DG*
Dee Gee s are breaking records lor BETA1
* DG * DG * DG • DG *

AOTT AOTT AOTT
TO: DEBBIE 0 . MOLLY C. 4 LIL' ASHLEY
YOU GUYS ARE THE QREATESTII
QET PSYCHED FOR BETA!!!
LUV YA.
MELISSA

Adoption • Loving couple wishes to adopt a
newborn Will provide a tot ol love and financial
security lor your baby Al expenses paid Con
fidr-ntial Call collect 1 822 9288

" • Way to go Pi Plus • • *
On your second place Imish at the bike races
and on winning the spirit award1

255-7769

* ALPHA GAMMA DELTA '

Most Spirited

5 days a week
5 days a week
Power 88 88 1 FM
8 10 PM WBGU

""Gamma Phi Beta* * *
Get Excited
Greek Week 1989
'' * Gamma Phi Beta' *'

Be A vmunHn
Be A Volunteer
Be A Volunteer
Sign-up in 405 Student Services by Apr 28th

Typing Service
Resumes-term papers
354-0371

* Gma Boyasls ft Michelo Gram*
Congrads lor making the 1989 NEW Pommeretla Squad!) We are VERY proud of you"'Love
Your Phi Mu Sisters

AOTT • AOTT ■ AOTT
ConoratulationsHeather Sllverberg
on becoming an Official AOTT'
EJM
AOTT ■ AOTT ■ AOTT

• • * * PI PHI MINDY WHALEN
■ • * Gamma Phi Beta''"
Get excited
Greek Week 1989
• * 'Gamma Phi Beta" ' *

Center for Choice II
Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Free Pregnancy Test
Proud to be Pro Choice
16 N Huron Toledo OH

' Gamma Phi Beta *
Beta 500
'Gamma Pfi.Beta"

SOFT ROCK CAFE
BLITZENROCK
CLASSIC ROCK
APRIL 20, 21, 22 THURS-SAT

Lost Taken from car on 3rd Street, fnday Night
Checkbook. Computer Disks & Umbrella II
found caH 353-5541 ask (or Pat

Tins Saturday night
Petti s R* Shack offers
Rib T.ckkng Stand-up comedy
BG NEws Columnist Craig Hergefl
8 30-10 30 No cover Charge1
YOU ARE WARMLY INVITEO TO A
BAHA'I FIRESIDE
A Fireside can be a brief presentation of the
Batia'l Faith, an Informal and open discussion exploring facets of the Faith a musical
presentation, or just an evening for getting
acquainted. Come investigate the youngest
of the world's Independent religions In the
oemfort of a home sailing free from the
pressure ol proselytizing,
1 st and 3rd FRIDAYS. 7:30PM
Home ol Jim & Vichy Corbitt
640 Peart St B G
352-787 7 (for a r«e)

•' • Prancing Pony Of Love * " "
Happy Birthday and Congratulations on your
upcoming graduation Thanks for everything
you have done tor Alpha Sigma Phil By the
Way What Doea "mCr" mean?
-Muaay and Girl Scout Troup 1«2

Found Walkman m your Car. Sorry Call Walt
353-5942

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Confidential and Informative
We listen. We care We can help
BG Pregnancy Center 354 HOPE

QQ

#

LOST & FOUND

IHEBRAND NEW
WBGU 88 1 F. T-SHIRTS
ARE IN AND ONLY $8 00
COME GET YOURS AT 1 21 WEST HALL
BEFORE THEY ARE GONE

r*B r*B r+B r+B r*B r*B r*B r*B r*B

gg
#

For the best inRiB. rap. and dance music In
N.W. OMoFTune Into ■■. 1 FM Power SB
Mon-Frla-tOPM

BEDROCK
AND BETA
THE TRADITION BEGINS

Love. The Sisters of AOTT
Lambda Chi Alpha Lambda Chi Alpha

BEDROCK and BETA
OONT
MISS IT"

Alpha Phi Jodi Enckson
Congratulations on your long awaited pinning lo
SAE • Tom Buettner
Love Your Alpha Phi Sisters

BETA 500
26TH ANNUAL
SATURDAY 12 NOON
UNION OVAL

ANDREW VAOYAK
Good Luck on your performance Sunday'
Youa do great'
Love.
Kimberly.Tnsh Beth.Bonnie and Meg

CONTINUED ON PG. 11

• DID YOU GET FORD'S COLLEGE
GRADUATE PROGRAM CERTIFICATE?

PQ

+Urn

• WILL YOU TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT?

r$B r*B r*B r*B r*B r*B r*B r*B r*B
THE DELTA DELTA CHAPTER

BETA THETA PI

All Greek Merchandise

at

IF SO, SEE US!

Ihe tittle Stop

• IF NOT, SEE US ANYWAY - WE WILL
BUY YOUR CERTIFICATE FROM YOU!
OFFER GOOD UNTIL MAY 5TH ONLY AT

UNIVERSITY UNION

APRIL 19-20-21

ffi Wagner
"W

LINCOLN MERCURY

1600 N. COUNTYLINE - FOSTORIA, OHIO 44830 ■ (419) 435-8131

'•*■»■»

is proud in present I he

*.».».».».»

ew—*

■Vwv

s:

IM

2^

BETA

SPACE SAVERS
INC.
MAXIMIZE ALL YOUR LIVING SPACE

8-4:45 M-F

ALPHA GAM • ALP
A QAM • ALPHA QA
ALPHA GAM • ALP
A GAM • ALPHA GA
ALPHA GAM • ALP

EAE

ALL SALES
FINAL
•NO OTHERDISCOUNTS
APPLY

To-

Graduate Student Senate
Congratulates
Charles E. Shanklin Award for
Research Excellence Finalists:
Alphonse K.A. Amey
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Nancy L. Breen
Department of Psychology
Barbara L. Bywaters
Department of English
William L. Hathaway
Department of Psychology

. . there is no substitute
Races slarl Noon April 22, 1989
Happ*i Hours l-ririn) 4-9 al I'plown

NOW RENTING LOFTS - SOFABEDS
REFRIGERATORS
for summer of 89-90 school year,
discounts for early Registration

....rr

Laura M. Juarez de Ku
Department of Biology

Limited supply so Call Today

J.T's Carryout 352-5475
....... .^-.........

Robin A.S. Haynes
Department of American Culture

• The Shanklin Award Closing Competition will take place
Thursday, April 27, 7:30 pm in Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center, and is open to all.

THE BG NEWS

Classifieds
DELT BETA TEAM
The six lastest humans
The most courageous driver
BETA wN never be the same
PS. All Sports Champions '89

CON'T FROM PQ. 10
BETA 500
2«TH ANNUAL
SATURDAY 12 NOON
UNION OVAL

Delta Gamma wishes everyone
good luck with BETA

BETA 500
2«TH ANNUAL
SATURDAY 12 NOON
UNION OVAL
BETA 500
KAPPA DELTA
BETA 500
KAPPA OELTA
BETA 500
BETA 500
BETA500
BETA 500
BETA 500
BETA 500
BETA 500
BETA 500
BETA 500

DELTA ZETA

-ft

PHI KAPPA TAU
OM Lit tor BETA!
Demse Torn
Guess Whar?i? You're Sister ol the Week*
Mucho Congrats and thanks (or doing
So much lor Beta'
Love. Your Alpha Dell Sisters

Good Luck to all those participating in the Beta
500 this Weekend'
Alpha Delta Pi is pushin to WIN'
GOOD LUCK
CHI OMEGA BETA TEAM
Terry Single
Lisa Wallers
BndgeUe Palm
Lort Chambers
Julie Lamont
Happy Birthday
Dawn Adams
Love. Gayte. Lisa S Ann
HEY BOSSES' HERE'S A TIP

OG • BETA 500 ■ DG
With 1 more day till Beta-think ol what you want
and what you can do-80So( winning come;
Irom a state of mlne-your body is a machine and
youcanD-OI-T'i
Good Luck Tomorrow
DG • BETA 89 ■ OG

Recognize the secretaries *n your office on
Wednesday. April 26
National Secretaries Day
The BG News
Your display advertisement will be
grouped with other offices all paying
tndbute to their secretaries on this
special day

OG • 0G • DG • DG ■
Dee Gee's are breaking records lor BETA1
• OG- DG- DG- DG"

lor help in designing your advertisement
call the BG News today for an
appointment with a sales representative
HURRY' DEADLINE IS MON . APTIL 24. 4PM

'Ma CM
"FMlIt again"
BETA 500
BETA 500
BETA 500
BETA 500
BETA 500

DG Shorn TovtinDG
You have been helping Me throuQh the worst
time in my He 1 know 11 make it with your Love
& Support'
Thank you so Much1
Loveya,
Kels
Don t DP If 11 unstrucl'
RUSHSTHUCK 89
Spring Information Night
April 26th and 27th
NE COMMONS 7 30

Beta 500 • Beta 500
Scon EmeryGal psyched lor mis weekend1 Hope yo j (eel
belter1
-heetnnriRurh

DRY DOCK
BEACH NIGHT
THE PENGUINS
SAT. APRIL 22

BETA 500 HAPPV HOURS
Friday 4-9 P M
at uptown
18 year old Welcome
Tickets can be purchased
m Union Foyer ai week

DRY DOCK
BEACH NIGHT
THE PENGUINS
SAT. APRIL 22

Beta 500 Happy Hours
Tonight. 4-9 at Uptown 18 and over are invited Door Pr-res Available $2 00 Pitchers'
Beta 500 Queen Voting
LAST CHANCE
9-12 noon Today m Union Foyer
BETA BETA BET AM
PHI MU PHI MU PHI MUM
BETA BETA BETA!)
PHI MU PHI MU PHI MUM
BETA BETA BETA"
PHIMUPHIMUPHIMU'"
Beth. Chris. Jenn. J.M. and Kim
You're the best friends I could ash lor I'm Realty going To miss you next year
Love.
Meg
HROTHFRSOF DELTA UPSILON
It's been a great year'
I'd miss you next year

DRY DOCK ■ DRY DOCK
This is it DRY DOCK'S Last weekend of the
semester So come on down and parly. Also
relieve some stress from the proficiency exam
The Penguins are back to help us celebrate
this Last weekend So remember DRY DOCK
this Saturday with the Penguins
DRY DOCK ' DRY DOCK
DZ DZ DZ OZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ
Good Luck with BEta' Remember we may Love
our turtles but we will run like rabbits' Good luck
team'
DZ DZ - BETA CHAMPOS OF IS - DZ DZ
0Z JULIE QOEBEL DZ
Thanks tor all your hard work with panhel and
making Greek Week the best its ever been
Were so proud ol you • your Delta Zeta Sisters
EJM
Thanks lor the GREAT TIME at formal

Tim
CAR WASH
Sunday. Apnl 23
113
Marathon Gas Station
Sponsored by Volunteers m Progress
CHAMP
The sun arose with breakfast in bed
and a single yellow rose1
Next, we hopped m the car
and listening to RIP and WHEELS, traveled alar
We were on our way.
To Winsor tor my birthday11
Th e dinner was lovely.
I really en|oyed the bubbly1
Being with you >s such a blast
And though it's two weeks and one day past.
The memories we have will always last"
All my CHI O love. SPORT
PS How do you put up with me?11? Congrats
on MUSIC DIRECTOR tor WFAL love ya. TRACl
Chi-Omega
The First time was a great time
2nd time wil be a blast
The 3rd S the 4th time, our spirit will
Never pass
You can see it m our walk
Hear It when we talk
See II in everything we do
Chi-0 Beta Pride is shinning through
You got the nght stuff. Betas
Crw-O's FuB ol spirit can't you see.
You got the right stun Betas
Now we're on our way to Victory'"
Congratulations Sigma Chi Dave Brsmler on
being chosen Gamma Phi Beta Crescent
King
CRUCIAL ROOTS REGGAE
Thurs .Apr 21 9pm
Quad Rock Cale. Founders
with GROOVEMASTER
* Caribbean Assoc & Quad Rock Cale'
1
Free end ot the year party'
DELT BETA TEAM
The six fastest humans
The most courageous driver
BETA will never be the same
pa ALL SPORTS
Don't underestimate wilpower
It can move a mountam-or two
Sigma Nu Beta Team 80'

El Salvador: A Personal Odyssey. Sue Pastor
a BGSU alumna and former local central American Activist. Will share in words and pictures
her experiences from her recent trip to El Salvador Tues. April 25 7:30pm 200 Moseley
Hall

Hey Phi TausI know you're Ready for BETA so
LetSJuslDOITI
Best Of luck
LoveSuzanne
Hey. girts, hair cuts at Hair Unlimited 143 W
Wooster are just S10 during Apnl(mcl shampoo, dry. and finish) When you make your appointment Mon and Wed 5*8pm or Sat 11 -4 pm
Call Dawn at 353-3281
HOUSEBOYS NEEDED
1989-90 School Year. Free Food
Call372-2587 or 353-4S75
Interested m participating >n Fall Rush
'89?
Attend Spring Information Night
Aprrf 26th or 27th at 7 30 pm
m the NE COMMONS

INTRAMURAL SPORTS WILL BE OFFERED
DURING THE SUMMER FOR ALL FACULTY.
STAFF AND SUMMER STUDENTS TENNIS.
VOLLEYBALL AND SOFTBALL GET YOUR
HAW TOGETHER NOW CALI THl- |M OF
FICE FOR DETAILS
Janlne Schlade
Happy Birthday" Thanks for all the memories
■wanna chookie?-"We're Ihe wholewat
chers'"-Bombs away'-C^etChoke-ShamnH''
•Janme wanna beer? No thanks
•Janme. wanna beer? No thanks
-come on Jamne-Have another-o k
Love ya- Karen. Christine & Laura
KAPPA DELTA
you've X>9W\ practicing lor
weeks (or BETA, now s Ihe time to show
everyone what we've got Good luck to our
BETA team and lets everyone be there to show
our SPIRIT1 Don! lorget our sisterhood at the
house at 11 00 to get psyched lor BETA1
KAPPA'S BETA COACHES/NORM BRIAN A
GARY
THANX 4 ALL YOUR TIME A EFFORT
U GUYS R AWESOME/WE LUV Ul
XXOO. CHERYL NANCY LORIA MICHELE

KKGLaura Shock KKG
The past 10 Weeks m Rio have ttwn the
longest of my Me I can I wart to come home
Love,
Matt
KKG SENIORS KKG
We win miss you next year - come say your
goodbyes with us at Formal Chapter Love Loyally. Kappas
KKG SENIORS KKG
BEst of luck after graduation - Key'' mto success
You'll always have a special home at
ZK Love. Your Sisters

KAPPAS PRESENT THEIR BETA RUNNERS
HOLLYWOOD/SCHMITTY.
GOOSEJSPAULDING
ICEMANI8RAUN A MAVERICK/ZAGORIC
KAPPAS FEEL THE NEE0 4 SPEEDI

For ihe best In R A B. rap and dance music In
N.W. Ohio. Tune Into 88.1 FM Power 88
Mon-Frl8-10PM

KAPPAS R:
RIDIN' TO THE DANGER ZONE
RIGHT INTO THE BETA ZONEI

FREE GREEK LETTERS on our merchandise
Jeans N Things
531 Ridge

KKGKKGKKO
HEE HAW JESTERS 0EA0 A
KAPPAS R PSYCHED 4 BETA!
KKGKKGKKG

KAPPAS R:
RIDIN' TO THE DANGER ZONE
RIGHT INTO THE BETA ZONEI

Call 352-0717 224 E. Wooster

Your sisters want you to know that we're behind you 100% " We re psyched"
You I do AWESOME!*

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
PHI SIGMA KAPP PHI SIGMA KAPPA
THE BROTHERS OF PHI SIGMA KAPPA
WULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE MARKO
KRAJl ON HIS RECENT LAVALIERING TO
ROBIN LANSOP.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA PHI SIGMA KAPPA
JUST DO IT!

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

PHI SIGMA KAPPA PHI SIGMA KAPPA
DALLAS WEST MATT ROYKA KELLY ZEBROWSKY
DAVE PRETNAR ROB WINKOWSKI DOUG
NAGY
WALLY POOGURSKI MARKO KRALJ GARRETT WYCKOFF
Congratulations on activation. Darn Proud!
PHI SIGMA KAPPA PHI SIGMA KAPPA
JUST DO IT!

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

PHI SIGMA KAPPA PHI SIGMA KAPPA

KKGSenorsKKG
A special dinner will be prepared lor you at the
house on ihe 35lh See you there
Love.
Your Kappa Sisters

Loft Rental Registration
Options For 1969-90
1 Can 352 3836 for a
Mail In Registration Form (due 5 20)
2 Sign up at our office at
500 Lehman Ave 9-5 Mon -Fn
You will gel. Free Assembly
Free Ladder
Plus a 10% Discount by
making your payment by May 20. 1989
Money Back Guarantee
Loft Construction
P O Box 538
500 Lehman Bowhng Green. OH 43402

352 3836
M f- 9 5
Magda
You are the most wonderful lady m the world III
love you forever even though distance keeps
us apart Get ready lor a memorable evening at
Phi Mu formal
Love always.
Jim

PHI SIGS PHI SIGS PHI SIGS
GET REA0Y FOR BETA
PHI SIGMA KAPPA PHI SIGMA KAPPA
JUST DO IT

PHI SIGS PHI SIGS PHI SIGS
GET READY FOR BETA
PHI SIGMA KAPPA PHI SIGMA KAPPA
JUST DO IT
PHI SIGS PHI SIGS PHI SIGS
GET READY FOR BETA
PHI SIGMA KAPPA PHI SIGMA KAPPA
JUST 00 IT

SUZYTHOMAS
It's great knowing someone who's fnendly and
nice
Someone who'd help you without thinking
twice
Someone who's always a pleasure to see
Who's everything a special friend should be'
Happy 21st1 Love.
Denise. AnneMane Pam A Laura

Pregnant? Need help?
Loving, financially secure adoptive couple wishing for a sibling for 3 year old Will provide a
good, warm secure home tor a newborn baby
Wiling to pay medical and legal lees For more
.nformation please contact Mary Smith (Lawyer). Suite 800. First Federal Plaza. Toledo.
Ohio 43624-1671 or cal collect (419)
241-8197. 8 30 • 4 30 Reference (amity
#111.

Take* well deserved study break with a nlgytt
of explosive comedy.

SENIOR SEND • OFF MESSAGES
m a special section ot
THE BG NEWS
classifieds on
Friday April 28
DON'T MISS OUT!
Deadline Wed . April 26 4pm
Place orders in person 214 West hall

NOW HIRING
Subway Sandwiches is now hiring
Flexible hours Apply in person no phone calls

352-5475

Summer Storage Service
For Your Room Furnishings
PLUS
Free optional spring pick-up and
full delivery Store your loft b*e
couch or chair. refrigerator etc
How you schedule your summer
storage pick-up date and time
Opt 1 Cal 352-3836 for mail in
storage request form
Opt 2 Pick up a storage request form
from your residence hall Lobby
Opt 3 Cai 352-3836 9-5 M-F
To schedule your p»ck-up I-me

PHI SIGS PHI SIGS PHI SIGS
GET READY FOR BETA
PHI SIGMA KAPPA PHI SIGMA KAPPA
JUST 00 IT

MARY KAY COSMETICS 40S OFF
Going Out ol Business
352-6192 (while supplies last)

Now Reserving kttts sofa beds, and
Refrigerators for summer and
89-90 School Year
Discounts lor Earty Registration
Limited Supply so call today
JT's Carry out

Summer Slam '89 Is coming! April 20, SAT.
Hello lo summer party and volleyball tournament. If interested in volleyball loum., you
need S-7 people per team co-ed or nofrhave
team capt. Call AM 680 WFAL 372-2105 to
sign up. Sis entry foe. Fun A prizes Stay
tuned for more Info to follow on parly.

READY OR NOT
JUST DO IT!
PHI SIGMA KAPPA PHI SIGMA KAPPA

Lambda Chi - Gamma Phi
Roman. Congrats on your recent lavaJiermg to
thai other Roman Best Always. Your little.
Snyduny

Denis Lean/
One of the most entertaining comedian* tn
the professional comedy circuit comes to
Bowling Green on Tuesday, April 25th at
8:00pm In the Union ballroom. Dave Locksad,
this Year's Winner ol the Certa/Dortlda
Comedy competition will open the act.

SIDNEY
Happy birthday and Remember that age
doesn t mean anything m life
Just hair and
hetght"
W&rd

Take a well deserved study break with a nigfu
of explosive comedy.

SIGEP BETA TEAM
Run with your hearts on Saturday and pass on
Ihe flame Find your strength on the brotherhood and your vision in the skull and crossbones
The Coaches

Outstanding Oho Teacher
Recognition Program
Tuesday. APril 25
7 to 8:30pm
115 Education Building
Placement Services OSEA

DENIS LEARY
One ot the most entertaining comedians en
the professional comedy circuit comes lo
Bowling Green on Tuesday. April 28th at
8:00pm In the Union Ballroom. Dave LockenrJ,
this Ysar's winner of the Csrts/Dorttqs
comedy competition will open the set.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

Thanks tor Wednesday's personal regarding
our dste party. Don't let us find out who oM
Mil
The brothers of Beta Theta Pi

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Sigma Phi Epsllon

and

P....S....Y....
C....H....O....
B....—.„.—....—....—ni
• "Buy back the lavaller" *'

BETA 500
A Winning Tradition!

The 1988 Tuition Raffle Family wishes
to congratulate 1990's Family
Tmtion Raffle Choir DoreenCutway
Sales Chair Angie Scotl
Pubaclty Chair Stacy Hst>g
Welcome to the Fsmifyi

StGMA PHI EPSILON
PAM LED0Y
Pa mi am. SAM lam. this Frida
You w ill be partying PAM Its
Your 21st Birthday PAM. I am.
And All your friends say. "Gel ready to JAM1'
Wendy

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

,
J
*

CONTINUED ON PQ. 12

Phi Mu
Spring Formal

KKGKKGKKO
HEE HAW JESTERS DEAD A
KAPPAS R PSYCHED 4 BETAI
KKGKKGKKG

GREENBRIAR Inc.
is now renting for fall '89.
We have: - Houses
- 1 - 3 Bedroom
Apartments

II

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

BETA 500 BETA 500

Kappa's fall pledge class 1 987 loves the Betas'
Kappas Feel The
Need lor Speed! If
BETA 500-180

PHI MU BETA TEAM

April 21,1989

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
KKGKKG KKG
GOODNESS GRACIOUS GREAT BALLS OF
FIRE
KAPPAS R PUMPED 4 BETA!
KKGKKGKKO

• • RUSHSTRUCK 69 • '

EXEC NIGHT
EXEC NIQHT
EXEC NIGHT
WHEN TUESDAY. APRIL 119-10 30 pm
WHERE Community Surte • 3rd Floor Union
WHY Sharing ol info and ideas
WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU New ideas. FOOD.
and door prizes
Questions'' Call IFC or panhel offices

GOGOAXOGOGOAXOGOGOAXO
SHAPI MELISSA SARA. KIM
Tomorrow is near
So don't you fear
There ain't no mountain high enough so go out
there and do your stuff'
GOGOAXOGOGOAXOGOGOAXO

KKGKKGKKG
GOODNESS GRACIOUS GREAT BALLS OF
FIRE
KAPPAS R PUMPED 4 BETA!
KKG KKG KKG

1G N«wi
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Classifieds

April 21,19«9
ANNIE
ABE TWO LETTERS REALLY BETTER THAN
THREE?
YOUR BUDDY

CON'T FROM PG. 11
The Ian)
2nd Annual Sut-N-Bu-p
Sponsored By SM JC TH MO ON
We would Mae to see ye...
•utH'snc4li*e.ifereeriy
NeedValll

The Brothers of S*oma Alpha Epaabn ConorsrueMe Anthony Makes and Meassa Frende on
truer LlvaMnng at Paddy Murphy
Ph. Alpha
The Brothers ol Sigma Alpha EpsOon Congratulate Tom Buettner and Jod» Erickson on their
Recent SAE ALPHA PHI Pinning
Phi Alpha
The Brothers ot Sigma Alpha Epaaon congratulate CN-0 Maureen Ryan for Being Selected as
bur SAE House Sweetheart
The Brothers of Stgme Alpha Epeilon congratulate Andy Conneay and Beth Rutgers on
iheirSAE-CMI O Pinnmg at Paddy Murphy
Phi Alpha
The Brothers of Stgma Alpha Eps4on congratufate Chns Mcedoo and Tern Crawford on their
Lavattermg at Paddy Murphy
PMAJpha
The S*lers of Alpha Chi Omega would like to
THANK the men of SIGMA CHI for an awesome
MOCK RUSH
The Saters of Alpha Chi Omega wish everybody part'cpatmg »n BETA 500 the BEST OF
LUCK"
THE SISTERS OF KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
WOULD LIKE TO WISH EVERYONE QO00
LUCK IN BETA SOW
THETA CHI'S GET EXCITED"
THE SISTERS OF PHI MU ARE
LOOKING FORWARD TO BAGELS
BEFORE BETA ON SAT AT THE HOUSE"
SEE YOU THERE'!

What's the name of the Game?
Fudge!
Who Plays if
Psycho (J
—I
Where do they p4ayH?
In the parly Hhrel

Dear Margie
Oriry five more weeks Im.sayou1
Love.Jim

Wanted one lemate to share apartment with two
other females Rent is S140 s month plus gas &
etec Starling m May Located on S Summit
Please cal 354-2945

WANTED
One male needs s puce for Fall 89 Cal Tsrrry
353-5156

* 'Female LOOKING TO SUBLEASE furnished
apt close to campus lor summer season from
May 15-Jury21 Cell June 353-1406

WANTED:
One Male or Female to share large house with 3
other people this summer Own room located
at 1230 E wooster Cal Ua at 372-1863 or
Vsf 81372.5641.

1 female nonsmoking roommate for Fa* '89 E
Merry apt-CHEAP' Oil anylime-353-41 72
1 Female naaded to help rent a 4 bedroom
house for next year - fall and spring. Own
Room! Call 372-3350 or 372-3006.

HELP WANTED
1 Female roomate needed to sublease lor Foil
89 Sprmg'90 Haven House no 29. Rent
143 75 Call vwky 353- 7348. 855-3048

Advanced Specialty Products. Inc
Immediate Part-time Employment Available
Our company Is seeking part-time employees to
perform unskised sght production work Flexible hours around class schedules can be arrsnged Plant location is only 2 blocks from
B.G.S U campus The rate of wage a S3 35
per hour It interested cal the company office at
364-2844 or pickup application at Advanced
Specisity Products. Inc . 428 Ctough St Bowlmg Green. OH 43402

1 or 2 females to sublease house for the summer Close to campus A reasonable rent Cal
Yvonne or Morly at 353-7900
1 Roommate needed for summer 89 Free air
conditioning 4 utilities Own room close lo
campus Cost $157 per month call Vivian
353-7025

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors neededt
Private, coed, summer camp In Pooono
Mountains, Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lohlkan, P.O. Boi 234BG, Kenlhvorth. NJ 07033

ATTENTION - HIRING' Government kibe • your
area. S17.B40 • $69,465
Call
1 602-838-6885 EXT R4244
Babysitting, varied hours, own transportation,
references in my B G home 354 0828
Banfax Pest Control needes either part or lull
time summer service people Cal 352-5315
BOWLING GREEN MUNICIPAL COURT INTERNSHIP for an upper class BGSU student.
for 10-20 hours per week or more, starting by
June 1st lor the summer, as fudge's legal
researcher and courtroom bailiff No pay. but
sxcesent experience lor person interested in
criminal justice or legal career For application
form cal Mary CoweN at 352-5263, 8 30 am
lo 4 30 pm Deadline for filing application
6 1-89

<201>27B-0565

3 Female non -smoking roometes to share
house for 89-90 school year Must be tidy Call
tracy 874-7030
Do you sing. Play an instrument or Dance?
IF SO. AUDITION FOR A PAID POSITION IN
THE PRE-REQISTRATION VARIETY SHOW!
Audition Sign ups St
405 Student Services
Until April 28
Female roommate for house close to campus
Summer only call Laura 352-2834.

ZETA PHI BETA ZETA PHI BETA
To my sands. CHINA 5 .
I'm Glad we went through the pledging process
together You're the •> 1 GEM of H O B E Love

Help1 Need Female Rmt For this summer
Apartment located on 5th street, rent $150 mo
Cal Pam al 363-6621.

Your Sands
srvatay

Help: Female roommate needed for 89-90
NewE Merry Apts
Call 2-4492 or 2-1081

,-PSKTFB
.-»,
ZETA PHI BETA ZITA PHI BETA
ZETA PHI BETA ZETA PHI BETA
jo my Sands. "SKUNK 5",
|\Jon
^ou gave ma me strangtft to keep hoWtn on
lovaya
k>
Vox Sands.
Sheiey
S KTFB
ZETA PHI BETA ZETA PHI BETA

House to Sublease for Summer - ExceBent location on Manvaa. Three Bedrooms. No Ultimas
CaH 353- 2 580
Large dorm size refrigerator needed Cal Melissa at 353-4982

ZETA PHI BETA ZETA PHI BETA
;
-Jtvankyou to al our SOROM ol Zeta Pnl Beta
; ""• .(or al your love and support throughout the long
"pledging process We love you from the bottom
' _ otournearta
\YOUH SOBOKS.
H.O.B.E.. THa NEO'a
ZETA PHI BETA ZETA PHI BCTA
i •^From th» NEO'a to Our Friends
JThankyou so very much tor your support and
tovtng care that you gave ua what we were
pledging We couldn't have done it without you
LaaaaS We love you
129
The NEO'a
"Joale Vegtenti
Zone Patrol ■ Volume Control
O.S.U ■ Man?i Pitchera. ahora
Dancing1 FaUng?
Sendoft Camp OmOBowl a Bar
Greet times with a super friend
Wal mlaa you. Amy

WANTED
One male roommate tor 89-90 school year 2
ndSt apartment Cal 353-5933 or 372 1 561

David. This past yaw haa been heaven I hope
there are many more to come Happy Anniversary* Love forever, "your Httta pmntt "

2 nonsmoking roommates to share airconditioned 3 bdrm house summer and/or
89-90 school year 352-0130 ask for Karen,
or leave a message at 352- 7312

ZETA PHI BETA ZETA PHI BETA
To my Sand* "S% 5".
You're the craziest person I know Thankyou
tor your Sisterly support Couldn't have done It
without ya Love you
Your Sand*.
Shesey
PSKTFB
ZETA PHI BETA ZETA PHI BETA

•.

THE BROTHERS OF SK3MA PHI EPSILON
WOULD UKE TO WISH ALL THOSE PARTICIPATING IN BETA 500 ON SATURDAY THE
BEST OF LUCKi

2 females to sublease for summer Furnished
and cheap, own room, close to campus CaH
372-S716

XXXXGamma Phi BetaXXXX
Best ol Luck ssdtoa with 500
We know you can do it
Your Beta Coaches Aaron A Eric

»T

Summer Stem '89 Is coming! April 29 Sat.
Heho to summer party ft volleyball tournament. If Interested In volleyball tourn.. you
need 5-7 people per team. Co-ed or not-have
teem capt. Call AM 680 WFAL 372-2195 to
sign up. SIS entry fee. Fun ft prizes Stay
tuned for more Info lo follow party.

1 -3 Females needed to sublease Apt for summer, furnished, balcony, avc and water paid
Cheap rent Can Amy 353-4633 or Mehnda
353-2849 ASAP.

Volunteers In Progress
wfl WASH YOUR CAR
Sunday from 11-3 at
the marathon Gas station
Proceeds go to charity

§*

Roommate needed for 89-90 school year
Campus Manor, close to campus Low utilities
nice apartment Cal. ask lor Paul, 353-3394

Need 1 or 2 male roommates to sublease for
the summer in the NEW lox Run APIs Washer,
Dryer. Dishwasher. Microwave in each apt. Cat
Dave/Todd 372-3845
• PRICE NEGOTIABLE ■

Come and live in the woods, but stil be close
enough to visit Wsshington, DC on your time
off' If you enjoy children, then we have a |ob for
you* We need general counselors, arts/crafts
dtr . lifeguard |WSI). nurse, food supv , cooks.
and business managers Camps are located in
Bndge water and Leesburg. VA Cal the Girl
Scout Council of the Nation's Capital.
1 202-337-4300
Davids Deli
NOW HIRING PART TIME summer and Fal Deli
Help and Drivers See Dave at the Del between
2 00 and 5 00 mon - fri
Female dancers wanted
257-9566 ask lor Barb Expenence
neceeaary

not

Graduating Seniors
America's largest insurance ft financial service
company has openings for multi-lines agents ft
registered representatives Excellent opportunity with extensive financial product line Excellent benefits & training program For confidential
interview cal Neal Kruse at 419-885-6781
Mon through Fri 9am-4pm
Help wanted tor cleaning ft m*cs fobs al Rental
properties starting May 8th-1 weeks work Cal
352-7365
It you have a summer Internship end went
academic recognition for your efforts without
sny cast, visit the Co-op office, 238 Admin
Bldg or call 372-2451 for details.

NEED 2 ROOMMATES FOR SUMMER
SEMESTER CAL ZACK 2-5746 OR DENNIS
2-5649 LEAVE A MESSAGE 2 BEDROOM
HOUSE RENT NEGOTIABLE
Need Male ft Female students to Hi apartments
lor school year 89-90 Cal 352-7365
Needed one non-smoking farrteJe for roornate
beginning Aug Reasonable rent, own room.
Cal Mfcheee 353-4451. it not there please
■save message
Nonsmoking female roommate needed for
89-90 school year Fu#y furnished apt Al utilise paid except electric Cal 353-5738

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer
Yr round. Al Countries Al fields Free into
Write UC. POBox 52-OH03 Corona Dal Mar
CA 92625
Part a FuJ bme evening oftica cleaning Knickerbocker Services 352-5622
Part lime CLERICAL POSITION
Wiling to *ork around class schedules Computer experience needed. Good wages Send
letter and resume lo p o box 904 Bowling
Green Ob 43402
Part-time and lul-ttme maintenance man lor
summer Some eklaa necessary Messenger
Rentals Cal 352-5822

Need someone to sublet apartment lor summer
Your own room, does fo campus, rent negotia
Mi George 363-4973
Jay mar Apartments
2 bedroom spartmeriis
Available lor summer a fal
As tow as $405 per month Cal 354-6036

1 ft 2 bedroom apts summer and fal. Cal after
2pm Visage Green Apartments 354-3533

Pre-Regialration volunteers are needed for July
10 - August 3rd Be a greater, tour guide, display host, evening entertainment, usher or dis
cuaalon lacllitalor Compensation includes a
meal for each day worked" Sign-up by April 28
in 405 Student Services

Sales manager needed for 1990 KEY Year
book Create and manage direct sales force
while working with established promotional
programs Excellent opportunity lor agressive.
sale-minded person Application deadline is
5pm Wadnaaday April 26 Apply at 214 Wast
Hal.
Sitter needed in my Perryaburg home
6 00am-8 00am 2-3 days a week 874-6078
Summer Employment
Ful time summer positions available in our auto
travel department Qualified individuals win have
a working knowledge ol major U S highway
systems and excellent communication skills
Candidates must be avasabie to start work May
15 Our offices are located In Cleveland and
Lyndhurat Interested individuals should cal
1-800 552-9199 Ext 6016
Summer staff positions available al BG News
Many positions open Including wrftera, columnists, photographers and arliala. Apply at
214 Watt Hall. Deadline Is 5 pm Wadnaaday
April 2«.
Walters a Waitresses a Cocktail Wilt
needed for summer • Harbor Llghfa Restaurant near Cedar Point Causeway. Call
41M25-5551. aak lor Kim.

WssTnatillJ. part-lime days, evenings, weekends Also, bartenders eve and weekends
Apply between 2 and 4 M-F at the Elks Club
200 Campbel H« Road

FOR SALE
30 ft X 85 It metal storage building on 161 ft
X 100 ft lot North edge ol Hoytville Phone
Van Buren 299-3081

800KEXT disk drive for Macintosh
Used $175.00
Cal 352-0890 after 5pm

1 person furnished efficiencies available Aug
21. $215 per month Cal 352-9302
1.2.3. Bedroom Apartments
Please cal between 1 30 ft 5:30
In the afternoon Call 354-6800
We alow Pets
2 bedroom furnished apartments. 9 ft 12 month
«. 3527454

2 bedroom furnished for 4 people with microwave, disposal, bookshelf, extra sinks In each
bedroom, laundry facilities and good management Go took at 704 5th Street, Then cal ua
352-3446.
2 bedroom furnished apt on sixth street sublease for summer Free AC pay only electric
cal 353-4082

2 bedroom. 2 bath apts with dishwasher available for summer $600 tor entire summer Cal
now for info on al our cheap summer rates
R E Management 352-9302
2 bedroom, t-3 person apartment available
Large rooms in a quiet bldg Cal 353-4662 before 1 1 00 after 3 00
2 BR furnished apt w'balcony, al utnties accept elect paid Available May Cal Gary
353-7934 aftar 8 00
2-3 Roommales needed lor summer to sublease large house on manviSe Low rent cal
354-3063
3 bdrm house 718 3rd St $550 plus utilities
Washer /Dryer, dosed front porch, well insulated available August 12 month lease Cal
353-1682
3 Bedroom Apt Aval. In May 1 yr. Lease close
to campus.
353-1682

APARTMENTS- 2 bedroom, fumished/unfurn
Summer. 2 semester or 12 mo leases 1/2
block to campus FREE cable TV , lockout key
service, heat New carpet, some new furniture
Cal Tom 352 4673 days. 9a m -5p m
352-1800 evenings ft weekend*.

For Sale
1961 Datsun 280ZX
Loaded T tops 5 Speed, am-tm
Cassette. Excellent condition
Higher Mileage Asking $3500 .
Cal After five 655-3393

For Sale
Super single waterbed with semi waveiess mattress Comes with a heater and lour drawers
Only six months old and in excellent condition
Contact lease al 353-6920 will lake best
offer

Carty Rentals
Apartments- Houses- Rooms
Available summer only
Apartments-$200 mo. for 1 or 2 students

Mitsubishi stereo with cabinet, excellent condition $260 or best oner Cal lor more info:
353-5367

Efficiency apt close to downtown, available
May 1 Cal 352 5822

One single Free Standing Loft made ol Metal
Eaal to Assemble $65 00 Cal Ua 372-1853

EFFICIENCY UNFURNISHEO
For Sublease May 15 • Aug 15
Cal 353-8159

Volvo Auto Statlonwagon
Rebuilt Engine, dependable
AM/FM cassette $600
OMAR 353-3998

Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30
Sat.
9-5
530 E. Wooster

Don t forget - We are a wholesaler!

Subleasing new 1 bedroom apt for summer
A/C dishwasher, neg rent Cel 353-6839.
Summer sublease-lower duplex on E Merry. Al
utsrnes Pd. md. cable.$350'mo neg Jim at
354-2110
SUMMER SUBLEASE-EFFICIENCY
May-August- August rent is FREE1 Cal Re
Management 352-9302 Ask about apt. 117
in Thurslin Manor
Summer '69
Furnished efl for 1 or 2 people, avail May 6
Across from campua. heat & sir Ind in rent
May-free. June/Jury $210, Aug free Cel
353-4466
Two bedroom apartments Close to campus
$600 lor entire summer
Cal 352-6822
Two roommates needed lo share brand new
FOX RUN APARTMENT
for 89-90 School year and/ or
sub-lease for summer
Cel steph 372-4523 or ssa 372-4435
Vary Nice 2 Bedroom Furnished lor 4 people 9
month lease 352-3445

When you party,
remember to...

ITi is Miy M counting
Hum 1 to to.
Guests:
I

Know your limit—slay wiihinil

1 Know vital you're drinking
J. Designate a non-drinking driver.

FOR SUMMER
Roommates needed to rent large house Low
rent, very close to campus Cal Tern at
364-3083.
For Summer
Need 2-3 People to rent a 2 BR House located
1 and 1 '2 blocks from campus spacious and
affordable Cal amyat 353-7518

'79 Plymouth Horizon
Good Shape' Barry 2-1585
84 Chevetle CS
Low mileage. AM/FM stereo, sunroof Cal Ro
Ml 372-4808

5. Call a cab if you're nol sober—
or nol sure.

Hosts:
6. Serve plenri of food
7 Be responsible for friends' safely
8 Stop serving alcohol as the party

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
600 THIRD STREET
Summer and Fal Openings
1 ft 2 bedroom apartments
Free Heat, Water and Sewer
School year leases available
Reasonable Rates
Cal 352-4966

PARTY-SMART

150 Paularino Ave. Suite 190,
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
1-800-441-2357

Mona
I* VOOWtJ UJOCMiiat
INPATlCfjTLV ON ill'C4H6M15TWV COURSE
EXP£Ri M.WT ^//SS/'

m

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE THIS SUMMER?
Nice. Clean, air-condrttoned apartment. Close
to campus Available in may Rent negotiable
Cal Marls or Amy St 352-7831

Need a place to stay for part or al ol the summer? Females needed to sublease 2 bedroom
apt from May 8 to Aug 15 Close to campua,
AC, Furnished Cal 353-4857

352-5820

STVAWT

by offering your support
10. Set a good example

Need a place to Ihre tor eumrner?
Four graduating seniors need to sublease
510 Ridge St, apartment, it Is completely furnished, 400 leet from campua. and the rent re
vary negotiable. Cell anytime at SSS-1494.

Have you asked about 14 70 Ctough
And 1366 E Wooaler Yet?
Newkwe Rentale
328 S Main

L*Tl Owe tvEfiw6

9. Help a problem drinker

BEER DRINKERS
OF AMERICA

FOR RENT

• Top prices for used texts!

HURRY, DON'T MISS OUT!

Sublease HUGE TOWNHOUSE for summer
'89' 2 bd rooms, spiral staircase, deck, morel
Please cal lodayLOW RATE 353 3786 or
353 3098

winds down

OUR BOOK BUY BACK HAS BEGUN!

• Don't wait until next fall - prices
fall over the summer

Room for Rent for any part of summer or whole
summer Rent negotiable - Cal Jsl 353-4771.

i. Don't let a friend drive drunk

WATERBED! WATERBEDI
Buy my superalngle watervbed GREAT condition. 6 months old only. HEatar aleo included
Best Oflaf I Must Ball Cal Tony 353-6299
WATERBED! WATERBEDI

• Top wholesale prices!
(we buy current editions of books no
longer used on campus)

Rather live in a house than an apartment? Cal
352-7992 or 352-4166 After 5 30 eel
352-2330

Available May 14 • Aug-11
1 and 2 bedrooms
Furnished and Unfurnished
$400.00
Cal JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
354-2260 or 353-3850

Large 5cu-fl Dorm Refrigerator $85 00 Jay
372-5834

NOW HIRING
Subway sandwiches Is now hiring
Flexible hours Apply in Person. No phone cais

EXCHANGE

Rallvlew Mini-Warehouse
(el the comer of Railroad Ave end Lehman
Ave) 5X7- 9x15 -9X30
Preferred Properties. Co
352-9378

APARTMENTS FOR SUMMER

Ex. condition, same model at JCPenney lor
$400 Yours for only $275 o b o Cal Keith at
2-1727.

BOOK

Party Room For Rent
Preferred Properties. Co.
352-9378

1 female needed to sublease for aummer. Cat
Janene at 2-3695

3 bedroom duplex 12 month lease Available
June Phone 352 1268 after 5PM

MANSFIELD, OHIO AREA
SEARS TELEMARKETING
Anyone mtereated m summer
employment, please cal
1-800-272-3876
for more in (ormatton
Beginning hourly rale-$5 00

STUDENT

Onfy a couple left"
Campus Manor apis for 89 90 Al mator utsV
ties paid Cal 352-9302

1 bedroom furnished apartments. 1 year lease,
avail May 362-7454

Cal 352-7365
Local company needs student In Applied
Stats or Market Research for part-time Fill
position. Pays S4-S/hr. Stop by the Co-op office St 238 Admin. Bldg Cell 372-2451.

Now tossing for summer and fal
PfEDMONT APARTMENTS
Privileges to Cherrywood Health Spa
Preferred Properties Co 352 9378

1 Bedroom furnished & 2 bedroom unfurnished
12 month lessee 352-3445
1 bedroom furnished apt W7 AC avasabie for
May-Aug
sublease
Great vocation1 cal
353-6916

PERFORMERS NEEDED
PAID SUMMER POSITRON
AUDITION SIGN-UPS Al
405 STUDENT SERVICES
UNTIL APRIL 26

Needed Person(s) to sublease spt for summer
one block from campus, air crjrirjtioning. great
location $540 lor entire aummmer or $270
eech for two people Cal 353-5546 for more
■afor (nation

Beer Dnnkrrs uf America is i non-prufit
cuttsumer nx'niht'rJiipiio^uii/aiNifi
open MnJ> UJ persons iwr ihc age «.«f 1\

by Dugg Lamielle
uNfoRSetw Bv
STOAtn, seMn*ikj& seavs
■»l«Wluv VXWJ&...

BUT

AND A

s™«M6re

TWSVJSfOPlMaTiOnJ TUBUS
STUOm EBOM * IMtLb-

MMtflaVtY-JMaan lino..

Superstitious minds, p.3
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Campus Comments
How does the warm spring weather affect you?

Heather Parusel, freshman fine art
major from Toledo: "ft makes me want to
do things-like plant radishes."

Susan Rutter, sophomore communications major from Toledo: "ft makes me a
lot more of an active person-it makes me
turn cartwheels."

Christopher Comer, senior music composition major from Cincinnati: "I hate
cops more than ever."

Kathy Bohley, junior liberal studies
major from Columbus: "ft makes me want
to desert school."
Friday/stock Vhuikh

Bicycle tours offer change of pace
by Brcnda Young
There once was a time when buying a bicycle involved
checking frame size and deciding whether red or blue was
the best color.
In the last decade, however, there has been an explosion in equipping two-wheelers to meet requirements of
every imaginable use for a bike. In recent years, touring
bicycles and bike tours have become popular.
According to Dave Pickering, owner of Cycle Werks,
248 'h S. Main St., there are touring outfitters offering
packages in the U.S. and overseas. Some companies provide a route and food, but others also offer equipment for
their riders.
Paradise Pedallers, a North Carolina-based group offering tours in both North Carolina and New Zealand, supplies main and alternate routes, two meals a day, overnight accommodations and other activities like white
water rafting and hang gliding. Each tour includes a support vehicle, two tour leaders and also offers rental bikes.
Eight years ago Stephen Jackson, owner and tour director of Paradise Pedallers, began a trip through New Zealand and Australia. "I worked and travelled for about two
years and fell in love with the place," he said.

He later got involved in cycling and went to Europe with
a friend to scout possible areas to start a bike tour, but decided instead to offer tours through New Zealand.
Jackson said the appeal of a bike tour over more conventional forms of vacation is the pace.
"You can see things in depth and stop more often," he
said. "When you're driving, things flash by and you miss a
lot"
Pickering said the slower pace also offers a relaxing
alternative to the hurried atmosphere of a cross-country
journey via automobile. "Touring gets you away from
high-paced society," he said. "Things go by a lot slower —
the appeal is there for a lot of people."
Bob Book, owner of Book's Bike and Lawn Mower
Store, 102 W. Poe Road, agreed with the appeal of the
pace and added that exercise also accounts for touring's
popularity. "You really see the country and get exercise
being out in the middle of all of it. In a car you miss so
much."
The type of people who enjoy touring are usually active
people, Jackson said. "It (touring) is an active sport where
you get out and enjoy the outdoors." he said. 'There's a
mixture of people in the tours, anywhere between 22 and
67 years old. The group is cohesive even though they

come from different backgrounds — that makes it special."
Choosing the type of bike to buy for touring is also important if one wishes to keep up the pace. Pickering said
the bike depends on how involved a person wants to get. A
bike designed specifically for touring has a rack for gear,
water bottles and comes with anywhere between 10-and
21-speeds.
Pickering said any type bike can be used if the tour
offers rack service, but said that a touring bike is the best.
"The trend is to mountain bikes now, but you can't go as
fast and are stuck in one position," he said, adding that
mountain tours on fire arid logging trails out west are becoming popular now.
Jackson said a bike should be lightweight and must fit
well for comfort "I recommend at least 10 speeds, because even the coastal flat terrain has its occasional headwinds," he said, "and a comfortable seat really helps."
Anyone interested in more information about Paradise
tours can write to Paradise Pedallers Bicycle Tours, P.O.
Box 32352, Charlotte, NC 28232, or call (704) 3354687.
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Student superstitions
not so silly anymore
by Linda Hoy
Although few people believe they are
superstitious, almost everyone is familiar
with the stigma associated with black cats,
spilled salt and walking under ladders.
Superstitions help people believe they
have some control over events in the universe, according to Marilyn Motz, assistant
professor of popular culture.
"We usually have superstitions in circumstances where we're uncertain about
what's going to happen." Motz said.
Superstitions are commonly held pertaining to areas such as the weather, illness, pregnancy, birth, death and dating,
she said.
"Nobody thinks they're superstitious,
but if you really pin people down most
people have certain things they feel would
bring them bad luck even though they may
not call them superstitions," Motz said.
One of the most prevalent superstitions
among college students are those pertaining to exams, she said. Lisa Giovannucci,
freshman child and family development
major, said she does not believe in superstitions, but she does believe in not saying
anything about a test after she takes it because whatever she says, the opposite always happens.
Senior interpersonal and public communication major Richelle Frabotta holds

the same belief.
"I say (to friends after an exam) 'okay' or
'so-so' and that's all I'll say because if I say
I did really well, I bombed it," Frabotta
said.
Frabotta, who does classify herself as
"superstitious." said she follows her feelings in decision-making.
"If I feel a certain way, I won't do something," she said. "I guess it's superstitious
to buy into your hunches."
Jay Snyder, freshman radio-televisionfilm major, wears an old concert T-shirt for
luck when he parties.
The Who shirt was handed down to
Snyder from his brother.
"It brings charm," Snyder said.
Senior Mark King, a special education
major, recalled hearing a Universityrelated superstition about the seal which
lies in front of McFall Center.
"I was always told if you walk on that
(seal) you'll never get married," King said. '
As a freshman, King and a roommate
walked on the seal while drunk and then
he remembered the superstition but it was
too late.
"I'm still not married," the 23-year-old
King said, laughing, adding that there was
still plenty of time to tie the knot.
Untying the knot happened three times
■ See superstitious, page 10.

Jpttwfc
Friday
Itsy Bitsy Bikini Contest
show your stuff for great
cash and prizes!
Saturday
Hawaiian Lei Party
loads of fun
with prizes and cash!
Open until 4 a.m.
18 and over
25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254

!••••

T rlday/irock Visnlch
Wood County Humane Society volunteer Dottle Fields hold* Meybelle, s black cat
witting tor adoption, at the local animal shelter on Van Camp Road In Bowling Green.

What is it?

1
1

*» ,-JLVjap- ^-

k T|
^^■■^

1
Last week's winner was Stacy
Mlley. who correctly identified
the objects as lecture seats.
For greai food and drinks
downtown, it's perfectly clear
thai SamB's Is the ri^hi choice

II you can ideniify this
object, you could win a SI5
«ift certificate Irom SamB's.
I4(i N. Main, tlioesnot
include lax, gratuity, or
alchollc beverages).
Drop your entry form in
the IK)X locaied in the BG
News Kditorial Office. 214
wesi Hall.
Kniries are due each
Thursday. 5 p.m. The
vi inning entry will !«■ named
.it ih.it Hme. II more than one
correct entry is received, a
drawing will l>e held to
determine ihe winner.

Samfts

HE I MAIN- BOWLING GREEN

ENTRY FORM
Name
At i( irrss
Photic Numl)or_

What is it?
Return to BO News lidiiorial Oilier. JI4 West Hall. IHiSl
Kmpinyeesoi TIGSC student ruhlit-nnons are" nbt "eligible'.'
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Couple ever questing for knowledge
by James A. Tinker
Some students take a little longer to go
through college than others.
Two University students with insatiable
appetites for broader horizons have been
devouring knowledge for more than 20
years and have no plans to limit this diet.
Twice each week the happily married
couple take notes alongside classmates
more than 50 years their junior, but are
not necessarily concerned with passing the
course.
Betty Gene and Reed Zimmerman (71
and 74 respectively) graduated from Ohio
State University five decades ago, but since
retiring in 1973 they have been auditing
classes of their choosing — free.

NETTIE
EICKHOFF

The Senior Adult Crants for Education
program available through the McFall
Center allows people who are at least 60
years old and have been citizens of Ohio
for one year to audit classes with space at
no cost.
Joan Bissland, director of Adult Learn-

"We have a time clock ticking ... and there are so many
wonderful things in this world to see."
— Betty Gene Zimmerman
ing Services and SACE coordinator, said
each semester 15 to 20 people take part in
the program, which gives no credits and is
free except for lab fees.
The Zimmermans, who commute from
their home in Fostoria, praise the benefits
of the program and the importance of
learning throughout one's life.
"Once you get your degree you should
consciously try to continue your education," said Reed, who worked his way
through college during the Great Depres-

formerly of
The Arrangement

WITH THE SAME

HIGH QUALITY Service
but at
LOWER PRICES
143 E. Wooster (Roar Entrance)
Bowling Green

Ph. 352-HAIR

cinem*

354-0558
SHI'S OUT Of CONTROL
SAT. & SUN. 120 ONLY
• EVENINGS 915 ONLY
MSOMAMtZIDCIMIP
SAT & SUN 115 330
EVENINGS 7 15 9 30
MAJOB ItAGUl
SAT&SUN 110 335
EVENMGS7 05 9 45
PtTSIMATABY
SAT & SUN 1 00 3 20
EVENINGS 6 50 9 20

TwmcuinG
Hair Cut
10 50
ChJa-eni
7 SO
Snampoo
1.00
Blow Dry
2.50
Curling Iron 2 SO
Hoi Rollart
3.00
Manicure
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MAZDA'S FIRST REWARD
CAN HELP YOU OWN
THE NEW MAZDA YOU WANT
A program for
college graduates
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PRESENT THIS COUPON
ON TUESDAYS ONLY
THROUGH THE MONTH
OF APRIL. BUY ONE
MOVIE TICKET AND
RECEIVE THE OTHER ONE
FREEI
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Special

find themselves unable to do many of the
things they have always wanted to accomplish.
The Zimmermans said many of their
friends have died while others have become bedridden or handicapped.
"We have a time clock ticking... and
there are so many wonderful things in this
world to see," she said.
Accordingly, the Zimmermans have
been furthering their education even more
by experiencing international cultures.

Last fall they traveled to Tibet and count
Kenya and Egypt among their favorite
spots of the five continents they have
visited.
The knowledge offered by world travel
would not be feasible for the Zimmermans
if they had to pay for the courses they have
been auditing. Reed said.
In addition to this cash break, the savvy
business-wise couple have, since the '70s,
been supplementing their income since by
playing the stock market.
Reed said the inflation of that decade ravaged their nest egg and put them in potentially dire straits.
Betty Gene said, "What we had saved
melted like snow... (the stock market) is
what saved us."
Currently the Fostoria philosophers,
who 16 years ago retired their familyowned men's clothing store, are attending
History 152 — the Modem World — a personally familiar subject.

Billboard Top Ten singles

WILL NOW BE ABLE TO
SERVE YOU BETTER AT THE

HAIR
GALLERY

sion to earn his business degree.
Betty Gene, who majored in French,
added, "education is about the only thing
in this world that no one can take from
you."
However, as people advance in years
their health may begin to fail and they may

College graduates need a break, too.
After years of education, and now
beginning an exciting new career, you're
ready to reward yourself with a brandnew Mazda of your own-and FIRST
REWARD can make it happen.^a^
CALL KEVIN CLARK

1-841-4.500

mazrja
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■ (Continued from page 4)
Both agreed that William Rock, professor of history, does an excellent job,
clearly and correctly relaying the material
to students. Sometimes after class they
said they will discuss lecture points with
their "young" professor.
Yet, these champions of education don't
often take courses together.
Reed prefers history, political science
and geography, while Betty Gene usually
studies language and art history.
She said taking a class with her husband
is enjoyable, but their course decisions are
made on the basis of what each wants.
Individuality is still maintained in their
history class, with Betty Gene skipping lectures every Wednesday so she can volunteer her time at an area hospital.
Always busy, Betty Gene said "the mind
is a muscle that stays fit with exercise."
Many of their friends, they said, deprive
themselves of available knowledge and, sadly, maintain narrow-minded attitudes.
"Education gives you a broader base for
understanding humanity," Reed said.
Cultural changes in the past 16 years
have been extensive and easy to see on college campuses and the Zimmermans said
they have witnessed these sharp contrasts
form in history's eye.
Reed said permissive attitudes such as
those of the '60s and 70s do not pay the
best dividends and he welcomes the nation's apparent return to conservatism.
The SACE program is a real plus for the
globetrotting knowledge gobblers planning
to continue, as Alexander Graham Bell
once said, "to explore the world and all
that is in it."

Friday/Rcgina Pinney
Read Zimmerman take* not** on a Wednesday aftarnoon In I wlfa Batty Qane, usually by hie aid*, "cut claaa" that day to
William Rocks History of the Modern World. Zimmerman's | volunteer at the hospital.
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Diversity seen in local music scene
by Frank Eiposito
The local music scene in the Bowling
Green area has been bopping along its
merry way in the past couple of months,
creating a sizzling hotbed of releases.
Here's a look at three of the best.
Various Artists - From The Black
Swamp: Northwest Ohio Music Compilation
This ambitious cassette-only release is a
big step for the local music scene. It features 17 tracks by nine different musical
acts from Bowling Green, Toledo, and
Findlay. It's available at Record Den, Mad
Hatter Records in downtown BC.and
B-Bop Records in Toledo.
In March, the tape was distributed to
numerous record labels at the annual
South By Southwest Music and Media
Conference in Austin, Texas. Included

Music
among the labels were such industry giants
as MCA, Warner Bros., Capitol, and CBS.
as well as such established independent
labels as SST and IRS.
The diversity of the local scene is evident
from the first power-pop notes of Sheepish
Grin's "Soon She Will Fall." The tunes run
like racehorses from here on in. The Living End check in with "Oh God." a powerful attack on televangelists which is buoyed
by a wall of surging keyboards, while the
(now sadly defunct) Exchange offer a retropop jewel with "Polly Esther."
The hits just keep a-comin'. There's the
polished pop sound of Opiate of the Mas-

Large 2-item
Pizza $5.95
only at

MARK'S PIZZA
352-3551

Free Delivery

ses ("Pirouetting Through The Parlour",
"Higher and Higher" — a gutsy choice for
a comp since it's a ballad), the chainsaw
grind of Blank Schatz ("This Town",
"Ted's Devil Car / Devil's Hole Road" both answer the burning question: "Can
an emergency appendectomy really be performed with a guitar?" — dandy stuff indeed), the laid-back doodlings of the Sygn
("The Mall", "Ballad of This Time" thankfully, a pair of their less soporific
tunes), the prog-rock attack of Deep Six
("Finger In The Levee", "All The Way To
Chehalis" — the latter is one of the comp's
high points), the artsy synth melodies of
Forgiveness Row ("Salty Red Pools"), and
the in-your-face sonic glee of Art School
(the metallic "Kiss God For Me" and "I'm
In Love With Your Mother" — one of the
catchiest guitar workouts the area has
produced).
The Exchange offers up a great closing
cut with "Something To See", a tune that
would make an appropriate theme song for
the local scene.
I was also overjoyed to find that Sheepish Grin's "Mrs. Wilson" was included.
This tune is the rock equivalent of a
15-round death match between Godzilla
and the Replacements. One of these days
I'm gonna hear "I've heard everything
about living and dying! / I've heard it quite
often / It's the same thing to me!" on the
radio and I'm going to weep openly.
From The Black Swamp captures all of
the angst, confusion, fury, emotion, and
contradictions of the IK', -area music scene.
With some luck, it'll be worth a bunch of
money someday. Then the BG faithful can

COME TO EVA MARIE SAINT
THEATER AND JOIN THE
ADVENTURES OF ARSENIO & EDDIE!
7:45 pm 10:00 pm and 12:15 pm
EDDIE MURPHY & ARSENIO HALL
IN

COMING TO

AMERICA
I want to thank my committee for the
outstanding year we had. You are all the
greatest. Good Luck next year April!
"I Love My Committee" - Steve

Due to circumstances
beyond our control,
Gone with the Wind
will not be shown this
weekend! Please call
372-2343 with any
questions
brought to I-JL ■!„.*.
vnu
% ^^ J
you hv/
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lean back, smile smugly, and think "I knew
them when..."
While "Mrs. Wilson" plays at jelloboiling volume in the background.
Psycho Billy Cadillac — Psycho Billy
Cadillac
In ripping through nine originals on this
cassette-only release (available at Mad Hatter Records in downtown BG). PBC shows
why their combination of country-punk
licks, fever-induced lyrics, and a wickedly
perverse sense of humor is so effective.
The romantically-confused country stomp
of "Little Blue" starts things off, with
"When Ya Comin' Home" ("The TV talks
to me ... It promises me everything / But it
can't tell me / When ya comin' home") following close behind.
"Three Little Monkees" rails against authority while standing on guitar bedrock.
"C-Flute" is a goodtime anti-instrumental
while "Life" points a fat, accusatory finger
at 70s art rock (Yes. King Crimson, et al.
ad infinitum, gag, wretch, heave, etc.).
"Kas-T-Liquor Store", "Rock Steady",
and "Get Sweaty" (a crowd favorite) catch
PBC in their native groove, a galloping
country-based waist- deep trench of
scratching guitars, deep bass, and steady
drums.
Psycho Billy Cadillac is worth the price
of admission, but you've still gotta see
these guys live to figure out what all the
talk's about.
C'mon. Dave Blackwood doesn't bite.
Honest.
Opiate of the Masses - Short Life
This BG quintet crafts the most-polished
studio pop you'll hear in this comer of the
state. They've got the technical ins and
outs mastered and most of their songs deserve such treatment.
"Reel Around The Monument", the
Europop opening track on Short Life (cassette-only. Mad Hatter's, if you don't know
where it's at, ya ain't livin') introduces you
yo OOTM's recurring themes of nuclear
and emotional devastation. The nuclear
angle is also on "Crack The Sky" and
"Short Life (Nuclear Dance Song)" which
adds thrash guitar to Prince's "1999" concept ("Everybody dance / It's the end of
the world now!").
"Higher and Higher" is a touching ode
to a lost friend while "One Way Love
Song" throws '60s jangle at sly lyrics ("I
really love you / But you know that, don't
you?").
On a casual listen, I spotted bits of the
Pet Shop Boys, the Cars, Strawberry
Alarm Clock. Van Halen, Enrico Morricone (dig the hot spaghetti western guitar
on "Go", daddy-o), Public Enemy, and
R.E.M. in Opiate of the Masses. Put it all
together and whattaya got? Short Life.

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books
Send for your copy Unlay'
Fret Catalog
IV, 17000
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Students giving tickets to students
by Shelly Kirian

Standing beside his Cushman scooter,
Mark Long scribbled a ticket to place on
an over-parked vehicle.
As Long reached to place the parking

violation under the windshield wiper of the
car, he heard a strange bellow and saw a
figure running toward him.
The figure was a fellow student who pursued and verbalized him, because of the
ticket given for parking longer than 20

Friday/Brock Visnich
Mark Long, sophomore physics major and part-time employee ol Parking and Traffic
Services, tickets a vehicle near Kreischer Quadrangle Tuesday evening. Long, who
has had the job since January, said "I switched from being a night guard because
the working hours are a little bit better."
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minutes in a loading zone.

"It was kind of funny," Long said. "Here
was a pre-law major, whose car had not
been moved during the 20-minute allowance at a loading zone, and he was angry
with me for it.
"He threatened to have me arrested for
damaging private property."
The damage, Long said, was a chalk
mark made on the tread of the vehicle's
tire. Parking services uses this method to
mark the time a car has spent in a loading
area.
"The main reason the student was mad,"
Long said, " was because I caught him in a
lie."
Long is one of two current student traffic
officers working for the University. The
other parking services employee. Cans
Rockey. also has had some "interesting"
experiences with her job.
"Once while I was ticketing a car at
Founders Quadrangle, someone was yelling obscenities down at me from their
room. That part wasn't the big deal,
though. People always yell at us," Rockey
said. "By the end of my shift that day. I had
ticketed the same car three times.
"When I went back to the parking office
after work, the secretary said the owner of
that same vehicle had called from Founders and complained about the tickets he
had received that day," Rockey said. "It
seemed that the guy didn't know how to

I
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read the meter, and he chose to take it out
on us."
Long says although being a student
ticket officer is somewhat challenging,
most employees stay with the job for the
extent of their college career.
"Unlike most University job sites," Long
explained, "parking services doesn't hire
many people."
Of those people the office does hire,
most are undergraduates, "because of the
extent of the training involved." Long said.
"Once we are taught the ropes, they like us
to stay as long as possible."
According to both Long and Rockey,
students who are let out of class late
receive the most tickets. "(But) I still have
to ticket them," Long said.
"If I am still at a student's car and he or
she comes running up to me after being in
class." Long said, "providing they are nice
about the whole thing. I'll usually let them
off the hook.
"However, sometimes I do get a sense of
satisfaction when I ticket. For example. I
have a relative who is handicapped, so I am
more aware of problems she has with finding parking spaces. When I see a person
who isn't handicapped and he is parked in
a handicapped parking space, I don't hesitate to ticket him."
Rockey said her favorite part of the job
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Intramural refs share horror stories
by Fred Wright

To many students Intramural sports are
an oasis of relaxation and stress release in
the middle of a hard week of academic
struggle.
These intramurals would not be possible
without those valiant men and women
known as referees.
Being a referee is often a rough job. One
suffers the verbal abuse of fans, endures
the dirty looks of players and must maintain a constant vigilance over the game being played. Nevertheless, student referees
assume the mantle of impartiality for University Intramurals.
Cheryl Sokoll, assistant director of University Intramurals, explained how a student becomes a referee. First, the prospective ref fills out an application (remember,
refereeing is a paying job).
Next, the prospective ref attends a threehour training session where policies of intramurals and the rules of the particular
sport are explained. Then they take a practical test by actually refereeing in playing
situations. This is followed by a written test
on the rules. The applicant must pass both
tests before he or she becomes a referee.
"Being a referee is a difficult job at the
intramural level because the players aren't
as skilled and many times don't know the
. rules," Sokoll said.
The referee is also under constant fan
Friday/irock Vijnich
and player pressure.
Suzanne Nixon, sophomore elementary
"Everybody thinks they can officiate beteducation major and Intramural referee,
ter than the people out there," Sokoll said.
oversees a Mmlllnal volleyball gamea
Still, Sokoll says the job has many good
Tuesday afternoon at the Student Rec
points. The on-campus location of most
Center.
SWITCH TO LaRICHE

events is convenient for many students.
Students also work around their classroom
schedule. And many referees actually enjoy
their job.
One such person is men's soccer ref Joe
Bonvillian. senior-social studeies secondary education major.
"I like to watch people play soccer and I
figured I might as well watch and get paid
at the same time," Bonvillian said.
Bonvillian has officiated soccer for two
years and prior to that worked as a referee

for two years in Mississippi.
Joe Fazek, freshman marketing major,
has officiated for several intramural sports
including soccer, volleyball and basketball.
Fazek said basketball was the most difficult sport to referee.
"It seems like every team had at least
one person who complained about everything," Fazek said.
"It depends upon the people playing,
they can make it tough for you or they can
make it fun for you," he said.

Intramurals have best year ever
by Greg Plagcns
Although the final statistics will
not be tabulated until May, participation in the University's intramural
progiam is greater this year than in
the past.
Cheryl Sokoll, assistant director of
intramurals, said one sport —basketball — had 20 more teams this
year than last.
According to Sokoll, basketball,
football and volleyball always draw
the most participation, but ice
hockey has been increasing over the
past few years.
"I think it's going very well," Sokoll said. "Statistically, we're having
a good year for participants."
Interest in floor hockey has also
increased over the past few years,
but a shortage of officials for the
sport brought about a new rule this

year, she said.
Sokoll said each team entered in
the league provided one player to be
trained as an official.
The new officials refereed games
outside their own team's league, and
Sokoll said it worked out well. She
said she plans to use the same rule
next year on some of the smaller
sports.
"It would be too hard to train 140
officials for football," she said.
Minn Ordonio, intramural advisory
board member, said the reason for
the shortage of officials is because
"many people don't realize officials
and scorekeepers get paid."
"Generally, the officials are
treated pretty well," she said.
Due to the abundance of rain this
spring and problems with the lights.
soccer play has been cancelled this
season, she said.

SWITCH TO LaRICHE
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RTVF teacher to make mark in film
by Brian Lumley
Bowling Green is not exactly the film
capital of the Midwest, but a few eager individuals are striving to put at least a
"hlankety-blank got his start here" next to
Bowling Green's city sign.
Filmmaking got its start here on campus
in the radio-television-film department and
now employs a handful of devoted majors
wishing to pursue a career in this illustrious art form.
The University offers a few production
courses, most notably an eight and 16 millimeter film production class. Actual production of films occurs in these classes,
sometimes resulting in grade-A work by
these crews that are seen filming at locations all over Bowling Green.
The individual responsible for many of
BG's mini-Spielbergs is instructor Richard
Rothrock. He currently teaches production classes for the RTVF department here
on campus.

Rothrock's background in film lies
mainly in independent productions, such
as the uncompleted video documentary,
"Female Magicians."
He wrote the 1987 and 1988 Easter
Seals Telethons aired by ABC affiliate
Channel 24 in Toledo. His other main
credit to date is the 23-minute dramatic
film "Samantha," now entered in film festivals nationwide.
Unfortunately, this semester will be
Rothrock's last at the University. He is
leaving to pursue personal ambitions in the
film world. His first major feature is entitled "Curtain Call" and is in the preproduction phase. After all financial backing is secured, he hopes to set out for Athens, Ohio to film his ghost story.
The story entails the obsession of an actress with a ghost that, legend has it,
haunts a building at Ohio University. The
story is based on fact, and from this synopsis, seems to evoke the horror films, "The

1
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Saturday the 22nd

Lady in White" and "Ghost Story."
The rest of the crew on this independent
feature will not be professional Hollywood
talent, but rather that of homegrown Ohio
people. The production will be shot with
the assistance of the Ohio Film Bureau, as

some of the cast and crew will be provided
by this organization. According to Rothrock. it is a strong belief "that the talents
needed to act, photograph, and raise funds
are not limited to Hollywood, and can be
found almost entirely in Ohio."

Prom dating the democratic way
FREEPORT, m. (AP) - Everybody
gets a date to the prom at tiny Aquin
Central Catholic High School, but
the ordeal of picking your partner is
replaced by the luck of the draw.
Aquin's 63-year-old Prom Draw
gives every girl a shot at going to the
prom with the football captain and
every boy a chance to date the head
cheerleader. Boy's names, each in a
sealed envelope, are drawn from a
plastic milk crate, then matched with
girl's names drawn from another

crate.
The parochial school's version of
"The Dating Game" started late last
week with 32 junior and senior boys
bunched anxiously on wooden bleachers at the gym.
The system sounds like one that
teen-agers might hate, but every
time students get a chance to vote
on it, they overwhelmingly approve
it, said school officials in this northwestern Illinois city.

Leaving
school
has
never been
so easy.
It's not surprising that so many students move with Ryder.
We've got sturdy, dependable trucks in all sizes. Many are
automatics, with power steering, air conditioning, and FM on
top of the AM. Plus, Ryder can help out with boxes, hand trucks,
even moving tips.
And we're so easy on the wallet too.

Call:

Toledo 729-5191 Collect
Bowling Green 354-1810
Sandusky 626-9440 or 626-4043
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Cushman

ing the cart.

Steve Howe, a former student parking
services employee, has some of his own
"scooter-rocking" stories.
"One afternoon, after issuing a sixth
parking violation to the same car for being
wrongfully parked behind the Student Rec
Center, I called the tow truck." Howe said.
"Even though towing is the usual procedure after so many tickets, the car's owner
didn't seem to agree. He and two of his
friends came out to my Cushman. and
threatened me physically if I wouldn't stop
the towing.
"Thank Cod that the radio in the Cushman not only rings in the parking services
office, but also in campus security," he
said.
"Another time I had to call for campus
security; I was writing up a ticket, and the
owner came out and threatened me with a
tire-iron if I didn't tear it up," Howe said.

■ (Continued from page 7)
is driving the Cushman scooters, and Ihey
also make her feel more safe.
"One night when I was ticketing in Lot 6
(the parking lot at the far east side of campus), there was a man who kept following
me as I walked from car to car."
"I was very glad to arrive safely to the
scooter and be able to drive away from him
at approximately 30 miles per hour,"
Rockey said.
Long also expressed his affection for the
Cushman and its maneuverability. "One
day, I was driving the scooter, and I took a
corner too fast. Boy, I was sure nervous as
it went up on two wheels!" Long said.
According to Long. Bowling Caen's
wind makes for fun scooter driving.
"One windy night while I was writing a
ticket in the Cushman it started to rock
like someone was pushing it." Long said.
"I looked out every window before I realized it wasn't a person hut the wind rock-

Students don't seem to realize that
parking services employees don't enjoy giv-

ing out tickets to people." Howe continued. "It was very difficult for me while I was
employed there, because at that time student employees didn't have uniforms.
"Not only was I yelled at for giving out
tickets but it was twice as bad, because
they knew I was just a student, also," Howe
said. "Now. student employees as well as
the regular officers have uniforms, so it is
more difficult to tell who are students."
There are many things to keep track of
while ticketing, according to Long.
"The parking services office keeps a re-

cord of all warnings given out during a
semester," he said. "So, while we are working we have to dip through a printout to
keep a checkup on the violators."
According to all three student employees, the worst part about being a
meter officer is the cold Bowling Creen
weather.
"In the extreme cold, we can't go out
and write tickets," Long said.
"Not only do the Cushman scooters have
very poor heating, our pens freeze, and
won't write."

superstitious

Karol Rubin, senior molecular biology
major, holds a superstition pertaining to
relationships.
Rubin believes if two people involved in
any relationship walk on opposite sides of
a pole, their relationship will end.
Once a friend of hers "split the pole" on
purpose. A month later the friendship
ended, she said.

■(Continued from page 3)
in the same week to three ol Lisa Ensman's friends.
The senior elementary education major
said hearing about the three couples who
broke their engagements reinforced her
conviction that "bad things always happen
in threes."

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!

HOWARD'S club H

TOLEDO S BEST CONTACT & EYEGLASS PRICES
CONTACTS
• W J COLORS
FOR LIGHT EVES
TINTED

• AMERICAN HVDRON ,.,
• BAUSCH A LOMB .
EXIENOfD _ _ __

BAUSCM 4 LOMB >0"t»-*
» AMERICAN MYDRON »MCa

34?.a:

SOFT

210 N. MAIN

cog

CONTACTS W9«>

CONTACTS W"T.......

NO COVKR

EYEGLASSES
PAIR
_ SINGLE VISION
SINGLE VISION

• FRAMES « BIFOCALS

7488 ass.

6488
H njNCHAM OF 1*1 MAM

OK % «MIFF OPTOMttftlftT

k^Surlington Optical

TOlfDO
1995 V ItoynoMh

382 2020

BOWLING CftUN I
TOUDO
16I6LWO©***.
»ISJW. SyHwU
> —— »* —~

472-1113

■

POLLYEYES
"A Gathering Place"

352-9638

Thurs.-Sat.
April 20-22

352-2533

CAMPUS

|

Rich Michel

8988

(GLASS OR PLASTIC D ?S)

440 E. Court

* Every Thursday 10-11:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast on 88.1 WBGU
Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant

FREE CUP OF SOUP
With Any Large Salad
Chef, Taco, Veg. or Turkey
CAMPUS POLLYEYES

s..c n oo

$1.00 OFF
.

Any Full Price Pasta Dinner

1 CAMPUS POLLYEYES

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooc

352-9638

•ClUB
$9.80
DOUBLE PIZZA
Two 12 Inch One Hem Pan Piuas
E.lfi lltimWf

\ 112 K) Vail*

POLLYEYES PIZZA
1

440 E. Court Street
352-9638
FREE DELIVERY

L.........J
$8.00
1
Any Large 14 Inch
Two Item Pan Pizza &
One Quart of Coke
Extra Items SI .20

A 110.00 Value

POLLYEYES PIZZA
|

440E. Court Street
352-9638
FREEDELiyERY

FREE POP
With Any
Large Sub, Burrrilo, Or
Large Salad (Chef, Veg., Taco, or Turkey)

POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E. Court Street
352-9638
FREE DELIVERY

RND
RESTAURANT

RR€ BRINGING
COMCDV TO BOWLING GR€€N
€V€RV FRIDRV AND SRTURDRV
AT 10:00 P.M. AT CRSSIDV'S

$4.00
Any Small 10 Inch
Pan Pizza
With One Item
Exiri lleim 7CK

15.20 Value

CAMPUS POLLYEYES 352-9638

^
^

R€S€RVflTIONS fifl6
flCC€PT€D AT
353-0100
176 €. LUOOST6B.
• 18 and over are welcome*
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Gun-wielding hero demands soda
Markcisqtuurc
Hero

by Dennis Robaugh
There is nothing better to quench your
thirst when you're hard at work on a story
than a cold can of pop. The only place to
get a cold can of pop in West Hall is a
vending machine.
Vending machines are located conveniently around the campus.
AND I'M GOING TO TAKE A SHOTGUN AND BLAST BIG HOLES IN
EVERY STINKING ONE!
I used to think that modem technology
would be the force to help humanity improve the world. But I think I'm expecting
too much from modem technology.
The other day I tried to get a pop out of
one of the evil machines.
"What are you doing?" one co-worker

asked.
"I'm trying to get a pop." The machine
had taken my 50 cents and refused to spit
out a can of pop. I had kicked it in an area
I imagined a pop machine's groin would
be, but I wasn't really sure.
"Kicking it won't work," he replied. He
walked away shaking his head. "There is
nothing we can do about those machines."
He was right. Kicking it wouldn't work.
But there had to be a way to get these
machines to do their duty.
I walked back to the office, reached into
my desk and pulled out my axe. Don't
worry. I only use it in emergencies. I walked back into the hall.
"Take this you %&"'. machine." I
screamed. I swung the axe into the place I
thought the machine's brains would be. I
swung repeatedly, imagining the pain the
machine had to be feeling.
"Give me my pop," I demanded. Nothing
happened. In fact, 1 think the machine
grinned at me.
"111 be back." By this time I think I had a
maniacal look in my eyes because people
in the hallway took wide detours around
the spot where I was standing. I went back
into the office.
This no longer was just a need to quench
my thirst. This was a need to fight for all
the people who have lost money in these

machines from Hell. This was a need for
forced vengeance.
I took the special key in my pocket and
unlocked the drawer in my desk that
should never be unlocked. I pulled out my
weapon. Luckily, I had saved it from the
liberal pinko chicken-diddlers who banned
assault weapons. It was an AK-47.
I walked into the hall and ground my cigar into the floor. People scattered in all
directions. The wind tousled my hair.
"It's time to die," 1 said softly. I opened
fire, riddling the machine with bullets. As
carbonated beverage spewed out from the
gaping holes in its face, the machine sputtered and fell to the ground. Dead.
"I win," I said to no one in particular.
People who had ducked for cover came
out into the hallway to see what had happened.
"You have nothing to fear from this
machine again. It is dead."
The crowd cheered and wept with relief.
The reign of tyranny had ended in West
Hall.
But what about the rest of the machines?
Who is going to stop the rest of the
machines from taking money from unsuspecting students?
I used to carry a picture of Chris Dawson
and Tammy Faye Baker together in the
buff and show it to the vending machines
when they wouldn't cough up my pop. In
most cases they would spit out a couple of
cans. Unfortunately, I have blinded a few
machines and driven a few insane. One

even killed itself. As a humanitarian gesture. I stopped.
I used to have a theory about the origin
of the University's vending machines. I
once thought they were gambling devices
set up by the mob and the University. I
called the feds, but after their investigation
they decided it was not a mob-related activity.
"One of those machines took a dollar
from me and then laughed," one fed said
to me. "These machines aren't Mafia gambling devices, they're demonic tormentors
straight from the bowels of Hell!"
So much for that theory.
I also thought the commies had planted
them around and were using the unreturned change to boost their economy.
However, I think Ronald Reagan, who incidentally is Richard Nixon in a rubber
mask, would have thought of it first.
No, they must be demon machines sent
from Hell to torment us innocent. Godfearing students. I've called the the Pope
asking if an exorcism could be performed
at the University. He said he'd get back to
me.
But one way or another, I'll fix this. Or
else a lot of pop machines arc going to eat
hot lead.

Remembering
The Best
Sunday, April 23rd
Relief Pitcher Night
"Sun Glasses Party"
cash, prizes, and
much, much more!
19 and over
THE FUNDRINKERY

Of WBGl-TV
SUNDAY AFTERNOON....
1:00 ICE HORIZONS 1983
Enjoy the performances of figure
skaters such as Natalie and Wayne
Seybold and Scott Hamilton.
2:00 SCOTT HAMILTON
STRIKES GOLD IN 1984
Remember the joy of Bowling
Green's own Olympic champion as
he visited local schools and was
honored in a special way.

(CORNER OF BYRNE & GLENDALE)

WBGU
TV27

r!?r*\&.'.:C.L->:>c.<x-,i.-<:>.\L>::-;-.<:\-.t:,-:..c-.

>< V,,T, "•«:.•/• ', ",,,:'

382-1386
GLENBYRNE CENTER
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Inside All of Us
Come Late

"The Fog"

He and I went out last night
The fog enveloped us
As we sliced through it with our bodies.

Spring, come late,
Makes first steps slow...
And holds me fast in frame.
Reprieve is promised
By horizon-less plains.
In the perpetual pacings
Of their searching winds
Which Whisper change...
... Change...
Relax
(comes their siren song)
Any direction - your choice Paths ALL of least resistance...
But breezes laugh themselves a liar:
Each and every a facing force.
Crooning comes their cackle that
All is downhill from the bottom.
Nowhere to be gone but up, and all...
But /don't believe,
Kmminn slopes to be required
For the scaling and plumbing
Of depths and their summits.
Knowing the potential for falling
To surpass the distance to grounding,
Where feet think themselves
Firm in the firmament.

We reached our destination
An old. depleted movie house
To see a film called "Star Wars."
We left the theatre two hours later
The fog had gone
But the air was dripping with humid sweat.

Above such, head shakes its contention,
Seeing them small and unsteady, from its
remove,
Realizes, at once, the grace
And curse of their infirmity;
That, while such pronounces
Momentous momentum
A special case
Of stasis

Stilled,
Yet all motion is come only through
The interminable fallings
Of perpetual imbalance.
- what it is,

To be free in the confinements
Of the shift]ngs
Of spring come late.

copyright, 1989
by Pin Wctmorc

■—

By you,

Torn apart
Limb from limb
In Public.
No privacy.
No place to call my own.
Dead...
1 wanted to be sometimes.
Pressures
All around me ...
To be a hero...
To be perfect
I was molded by you
I longed to mold myself...
Don't misunderstand—
I loved you.
'Ail it was too much—

copyright, 1989
by Jcnni Huizcnga

War

Peace

Emotions
Rage crashing at
The very core of
Her soul,
Sometimes so deafening
That life itself stands
Silent before.
Pushing outward they
Build walls, barriers
Dismantling their prisoner
Rendering her useless.
As she tries to war
Pain laughs
Hurt smothers and
Death envelops while
She foils deeper and
Spent into their wicked
Amu.

"Peace 1 leave with you ..."
She reads. "A lasting peace."
Her soul cries out
To him because
She has found no
Peace by other means
Hope has almost faded
And she wears the
Scars of defeat but
He wears the scars
Of victory on his
Feet and hands,
For her
"I love you." he says.
"Let me give you my peace."
Suddenly the battle's over
As she speaks his name.
"Jesus."

copyright, 1989

copyright, 1989

by Denis* Miller

by Denis* Miller

■
Fear
FEAR: is like a cancer
that grows deep inside
at birth and at death
throughout our lives
FEAR: feeds our prejudices
and justifies our wrongs
it controls our souls
corrodes our hearts and
deters our dreams

Elvis to fans
Suffocated

He and I arrived at my house
He pecked me on the cheek and left
As I watched him become enveloped in the
fog.

FEAR: makes us hate, lie,
steal and cheat, but most
of all it stifles us from
being the people that we'd
truly like to be
copyright. 1989
by M*lodi Yolandc Weaver

Gone
Part one
gone is the loving
gone are the laughs
gone are the bubble baths
together,
gone are your smiles
gone are your hugs
gone are your kisses
like feathers
Part two
But there is always Howard's
There is always Downtown
Where I will be treated
Like I own a crown.
Now gone is you. but not me.
for forever I will be free.
I'll walk through the smoky air
without a care
at the bars
While you will be behind bars...
trapped in your hell.
copyright 1989
by Deborah GotUchalk

Autumn
Falling gently to the ground
Floating on the breeze
The color of sunshine
Or maybe of fire
Alone in the world
Soon to be forgotten
Trodden upon by many
Much too busy to notice
Giving a new look
To the world
Allowing new life to begin
Only to follow the path
A few short months later
To their death...
Autumn

by Roberta L. Hughart

Unwrapped from
1 had to escape.
I'm sorry
It had to be forever.
You called me "The King"
It's hard to live up to those
Expectations all the time.
Goodbye, by
Loving Fans.

copyright, 1989
by Klmbtrly Carnahan

Darkness

The man unwrapped from the darkness
is free to dream.
A place that once held all of his kind in
bondage.
Gates surrounded his master's home
not guarded by men but by unseen eyes.
His congo boomed a nice beat at night
melodies ran like a raging river,
this one needs no dam..

Now he is Free
His mind Free
Run Run Run
Bless you God now I am Free!!
His black skin unwrapped from darkness.
Free to Dream.

copyright 1989
by Q*warr*n A. Owens
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DAYTIME MORNING
5:00

O
O
ID
CD

USA Today

5:30

*?""- 21. IMS APRIL 27,1M9
6:00

Business

6:30

This Morning

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

This Morning

9:30

Sally Jessy Raphael

Sign-Oil Cont'd

10:00

10:30

Family Feud H. Square

Fitness

Doctor. Doctor g

Nighlwatch Cont'd

CBS News

Toledo 11

This Morning

Peo Court

Fam. Med

Sign-On

News

NBC News

Today

Donahue

J. Swaggan

Jake

Good Morning America g

Live - Regis & Kathie Lee Sally Jessy Raphael

Ag-Oay

a>
m

Sign-Oil Contd

SD

Sign-On Cont'd

m

Sign-On Cont'd

CD

Movie

Sign-Oft Cont'd

Business
Business
Double Dare Jetsons

vaned

News

Porky Pig

ESPN Varied

Getting Fit

Aerobics

Nation's Business Today

TMC Movie

Varied Progra ms

Homestretch Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

Kangaroo

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

Woody

COPS.

Little Pony

Bewitched

Flmtstones

Smurls

Little House on the Prairie

Sponsor

Varied Programs

Double Dare Gl Joe

Jeannie

11:00
Price

Mr Dressup Sesame S

Family Feud

Now See 11

Price

Scrabble

Cl. Cone

Fortune

700 flub
B. Hillbillies

Home

Gong Show
Morn. Brk

700 Club
Getting Fit

Movie

1 Movie

DAYTIME AFTERNOON
11:30

O
O
CD
CD
€D
CD
CD
CD
©

Price

1:00

1:30

Young and the Restless

12:30

Bold/Bea

12:00
News

Country Practice

Sesame St.

Midday

Price

News

Young and the Restless

Win. Lose

News

Generations

Home

Gro. Pains

Loving Q

Varied

Instructional Programming

Instructional
Instructional

Instructional Programming

Relat

Varied

Love Con.

2:30

Varied

3:30

3:00
Guiding Light

Wok

Richmond Hill

4:00

4:30

Geraldo
Talkabout

5:00

5:30

Donahue
Varied

Video Hits

Me & Girl

As the Wortd Turns

Guiding Light

Oprah Winfrey g

Family Ties

Cosby Show

Days ot Our Lives

Another World

Santa Barbara

Facts ol Lite M'A'S'H

News

USA Today

All My Children

One Lite to Live

Bold/Bea

General Hospital
Reading

Varied

Win. Lose

Potatoes

Sesame Street g

Sweethearts Straight to

1 Love Lucy

Andy Griffrtti CHiPs

Aerobics

Bodyshapi

TMC Movie

Movie

Varied

Channel 30 Auction
Batman

H. Square

Jem

Flintstones

Chipmunks

Yogi Bear

Gh'busters

DuckTales

Happemn

Gilligan

Chipmunks

Teens

DuckTales

Fun House

Dirt Strokes Webster

Legends Ol Wrestling

Varied Programs
Varied

Geraldo
Mr Rogers

Instructional Programming Sesame Street g

ESPN Basic Tr.

700 Club

2:00

As the World Turns

Movie

Varied

Varied Programs

Movie

FOR ALL THE CAMPUS INFO
YOU NEED TO KNOW,
GRAB A CORY OF

THE BG NEWS
SWING ON BY
FOR THE BEST
MARVEL COMICS NEW AN0 OLD.
AVIIUBIf it:

Young's
Newsstand
178 S. Main
Bowling Green j
353-2176

rJMe fvJiutftAfenwnJ
WE'D L< >Vi: TO GET SNIPPY VVITII YOU
Your hairstyle makes a personal statement. And if that statement is "tiled'' and
"boring", the cut's the thing! Come in today tor a hair fashion update. You may be
lust snips away Irom an exciting glamour style, power look, or fuss-free fun. Expect
the best! Your hair will be in optimal condition because we use Redken products the very best in hair care

20% off any one service
Haircuts, Perms, Partial Perms,
Spiral Perms, Manicures,
High lightening, make-up demonstrations,
and pedicures
RFI*FM
IUDKEN

This ad good with Natalie,
Shelley and Darcie
expires 5/5/89

181 S. Main Downtown B.G.

352-4143
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FRIDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30

o
o

CD
€0

ffi
9
0D
68
©

APRIL 21,1989
7:30
8:00
7:00
USA Today

CBS News

News

m
s

Journal

NffWS

News

Beauty and the Beast

Movie: "Poker Akce"

News

Magnum. P.I.

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

Jim Henson

Quantum Leap

Dream Street

News

Tonight Show

News

ABC News

Aflair

Family Feud

Strangers

Belvedere

20/20

News

Nightline

ArsenioHall

Rod & Reel

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Viewpoint

EastEnders

Ideas

Wash. Week Wan St

Ten of Us

Doctor Who

Turtles

European

WKRP

Charles

A Break

Spoons

Fects ol Life Family Ties
SportsCtr.

Rocklord Files

3sCo

NBA Basketball: Philadelphia 76ers at Detroit Pistons

Boating

Volleyball

Teen Wolf

Movie: "Hawk, the Slayer"

News
Surting

Day at the Beach

Body-boards

Movie: "Penitentiary III

APRIL 22,1989
12:30
1:00

II s Ernest'

H s Heroes

Movie: "Modem Romance"

Barney M.

Movie: "Losl in America"

2:00

1:30

3:00

3:30

WKRP

Lou Grant

Fish'n

Sportsweekend

Will Sonnet!

Program Success

Boater

What's New

Wonderstr

Sea Hunt

Boater

Mighty M

Slorybreak

Newsmakers Showcase

Will

ALF Cont'd

Cosby Kids

Punky B

Ed Grimley

Young Univ.

Major League Baseball: Regional Coverage

Baseball

For Lean

Golf: Chrysler Cup

Madeleine

Moneymk

Garden

Gourmet

Rod 4 Reel

Channel 30 Auction

P. Franey

Munslers

Hoop

Mov* "Power Force

GD

Phantom of the Opera

ESPN Sports

Gameday

War of the Worlds

CBS News

Workshop

8:30

Collectors

Quilting

Hometime

Short Film

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

Don Cherry

Street Legal

Cash Exp

Jesse Hewkee

News

NBC News

War of the Worlds

One of Boys |Aman

Golden Girls

Cellulite

ABC News

Star Search

Mission: impossible

Man Called Hawk

DeGrassi

Station

Lawrence Welk Show

Wonderworks

George Washington: The Forging of a Nation

To Be Announced

Scratch

It's a Living

"'Crocodile' Dundee"

11:30

12:00

12:30

Movie: "The Man In the Iron Mask"

Empty Nest

West 57th

News

Hunter

News

Movie: "Mistress of Paradise"
Saturday Night Live

Men

Slskel

WWA Wrestling

Sunglasses

Latemght America With Dennis Wholey

Channel 30 Auction Continues
Cops

Reporters

Family Ties

3 s Co

Cops

ESPN Motorcycles

SportsClr

Track and Field: Gatorade Invitational

TMC

Movie: "Project X

**£?**

Creatures Great & Small

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Divison (Campbell) Final Game Three

Channel 30 Auction Continues

Crocodile Dundee

5:30

Horse Racing: Ark. Derby

11:00
NlM

Fortune

Star Trek: Next Gener.

5:00

Star Search
Auto Racing

West 57th

Jesse Hawkes

She's Sheriff Star Trek

TandT

| Movie: "Young Sherlock Holmes

Boater

Mama

4:30

Austin City Limits

Happenm

CBS News

Auction

4:00

Star Search International

News

Saturday Report

SuperBouts

Shoot to Kill

Trapper John. M 0.

Auto Racing: NASCAR Grand National

8:00

Fan Guy

SportsCtr

PGA Golf: Greater Greensboro Open

Movie: "Escape from the Planet of the Apes'

7:30

PM Weekend

Sanford

Channel 30 Auction Continues

iMovie: "Joe Kktd"

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00
7:00
6:30

P»tSa|ak

PBA Bowling: Tournament of Champions Wide World of Sports

Movie: "Doctor Blood's Coffin"

College Swimming: NCAA Champ.

TUC Movie; "Shoot to Kill"

News

Old House

Letterman

PGA Golf: Greater Greensboro Open

Bestsellers

Bugs 1 Tweety

Drivers Seat Par 27

2:30

Movie:

It's Ernest'

HSOuiz

| Benson

Channel 30 Auction Continues

Channel 30 Auction Continues

Channel 30 Auction Cont'd

m

GD
SB
69

Fun House

12:30

"The Dion Brothers"

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Wales Conference Division Final Game Three

Fred Trosl

m

12:00
Jeffersons

Jeopardy1

Collectors

o

11:30
Taxi

Fortune

Motorweek

ID
ID
W

11:00
Nwwt

Sketches

63

O

10:30

10:00

CBS News

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
11:30
12:00

ID
ID

9:30

The Rovers

TMC Movie: Keeping Track" Cont'd

o

9:00

Movie: "Poker Akoa"

News

ESPN Sports Trivia Sports Look

O

8:30

Beauty and the Beast

Reporters

Tomorrow

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Nightmare on Elm St.

Tomorrow

War of the Worlds

WKRP

Movie: "Guns of Zangara

Volleyball

SportsCtr

AWA Wrestling

Day at the Beach
Movie: "Shoot to NT

'

jlljliiuirrltiitisr

tf

Ffl. DM 13th Series

Muscle Mag.

Movie: "Nena"

©

\
Located ia
lae
Woodland Mall

Open Moa. - Sal.

Caramel Corn
S1.09/lb.

Licorice Twists

Hershey Kisses

12.99/lb.

10-10
Sun. 11-6

$1.29/lb.
Student Survival
Kits

Remember your Secretory
with Flowers.
See us for our
in-store specials.

$2.99

Sbe**t«**ii»Sb&fa*ntttixtttthtiittr/e6*i. i

428 E. Wopster

353-1045

(353-100tV£)135li £a*t Genet Stuet
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
APRIL 23,1989
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
11:00
Resolutions Sportscenter PGA Golf: Greater Greensboro Open
O Neighbor Siskel

o
ID
ID

m
m

Gardener

Meeting Place

Best Years

Magnum. P.l.

Face Nation
Health

Canada

PGA Golf: Greater Greensboro Open

Adam Smith

Wan St.

Ice Horizons

Scott H.

Computer

Adam Smith

Wash. Week Wall St.

Great Performances

Market

0D

DeGrassi Junior High

m

Arthritis Foundation Telethon

QD

WWT Wresllmg Challenge

ESPN Reporter

Gameday

IMC

Movie: "The Bedroom Window"

O

o

ID
ID
ffl
S
SD
©
©

News

7:00
60 Minutes

News

CBS News

60 Minutes

News

NBC News

Strange

Persuaders

8:00

8:30

Murder, She Wrote

Rich t Famous

SportsWofid

Bookmark

One on One

McLaughlin

Firing Line

Concerts

M. Russell

Timeline

Sanctions and Apartheid

Incredible Sunday

Rich & Famous

9:00

| Movie: "Eye ol the Needle

9:30

10:30

10:00

Movie: "The Littlest Victims"

3 Kinds

11:00

11:30

News

Siskel

12:00

News

"Someone at the Top ol the Stairs"

Murder, She Wrote

Movie: "The Littlest Victims"

News

MTV Spring Break 89

Family Tie*

Movie: "Baywatch: Panic at Malibu Pier"

News

Entertainment This Week

Moonlighting

Movie: "Peter Gunn"

Editors

Power

Venture

Long Ago

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Shoulder to Shoulder

Buckaroo Bard

Nova

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Masterpiece Theatre

Frontline

Sign-Ofl

Arthritis Telethon

21 Jump Street

Wanted

Married...

G. Shandling T. UHman

Duet

Too Close

Program Success

Sign-Off

Star Trek

Married..

G Shandling T UHman

Duet

Scratch

WKRP

Wanted

Auto Racing: NASCAR 500

THC "Three Kinds ol Heat"

Movie: "Shoot to KM"

Basketball

MONDAY EVENING
APRIL 24,1989
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
6:00
News

CBS News

USA Today

Garten

Sign-Off

Kenneth Copeland

SportsCenter
Movie: "The Bedroom Window"

8:30

9:00

Heartland

Murphy 8

10:00

10:30

Mane

11:00

11:30

12:00

Newhart

Kate S Allie

Journal

News

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Division Final (Campbel) Game Four

Design. W.

Newnart

Kate a AHie

News

Taxi

Jeffersons

Monitor

Danger Bay

Fortune

Jeopardy1

Garfield

Heartland

Murphy B.

News

Magnum, P.l.

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cheers

ALF

Departed

Movie: "Tough Guys"

News

Best of Carson

News

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

MacGyver

Movie: "Gideon Oliver: By the Rivers of Babylon

News

Nigrfflme

ArsenioHall

Memory

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Adventure

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Learning Mi America

Moyefs/Campbefl/Mytti

Innovation

EastEnders

Ideas

Wonderful Work) ol Disney War a Peace

Learning In America

Learntng in America

Served

Business

Sign-Off

WKRP

Movie: "Hardbodies"

H.S Heroes

PatSaiak

Jeffersons

Sarrford

Fall Guy

Baseball

SportsCtr

VoUeybaH

Charles

A Break

Spoons

Facts of Life Family Ties

ESPN Sports Trivia SportsLook

THC Short Frtm

SportsCtr.

Barney M

Rocktord Files

3sCo

Movie

Baseball

Cosege Baseball: Kentucky at Mississippi

Movie: "The Personals"

Recycling...

Katie: Portrait ol a Centerfold

mauoc

Imagine your hair with
soft, splendid curls.
Classic waves. Or
volume that's simply
sensational. Designed
just for you with a
Matrix perm. For easy,
carefree styling. And
beautiful, healthy, shiny
hair. Call today. And
turn your fantasy into
reality.

Hair E. Canary
315 E. Wooster
354-1477

Benson

Letterman

JMovie: "Appointment With Death

Bring your hair fantasy to life

-ai^
For Campus Recycling Information
Call:
372-8909

Naws

Movie: "The Falcon and the Snowman

An American Way of life

12:30

Design. W.

CBS News

Alo AKo

Children

Racing: Gr. Prix

News

News

DeGrassi Junior High

9:30

Movie

Soloflex

The Doctor Is In

Lawrence Welk Show

M Russell

12:30

USA Today

Bookmark

Bodywatch

Dec*ons

Arthritis Telethon

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Wales Conference Division Final Game Four

Hogans

Blizzard 1.

Golf Chrysler Cup

Bodywatch

| Movie: "The Great Santini"

7:30

5:30

NFL Draft Continues

SportsCtr

10/

Motorcycle Racing

Movie: "The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soner"

21 Jump Street

0D
63
89

Timeline

Movie: "Iceman"

ESPN NFL Draft Continues

O
0
ID
ID
O
9

Trapper John, M.D.

High School Basketball: AB-American Classic

NFL Footbal Draft

CBS News

5:00
Elephant

Arthritis Foundation Telethon Continues

Star Trek: Next Gener

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30

4:30

NBA Basketball: Atlanta Hawks at Detroit Pistons

Business

Tony Brown

4:00

December Flower

Secrets of Success

David Brinkley

3:30

Sportsweekend

Kingdom
Fishing

Mass

Work) Tom.

3:00

NBA Basketball: Atlanta Hawks at Detroit Pistons

Close-Up

Shut-ins

Mane

Hymn Sing

2:30

B.G. Elks
Daily Lunch Specials
Our dining room is open to the
public daily Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Banquet catering available for
Office Parties, Reunions, Awards Banquets,

Call 352-2149
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TUESDAY EVENING
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o
o
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m
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6:00

6:30

APRIL 25,1989
7:00

CBS News

NOT

9:30

10:00

10:30

Tour of Duty

11:00

12:00

11:30

12:30

News

Taxi

Jeffersons

Benson

Movie: "Orisaom Gang"

Don Cherry

Stanley Cup Ptayofls: Wales Conlerence Division Final Game Five, If necessary

Journal

News

Jeopardy1

Tour of Duty

News

Magnum, P.I.

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

Mattock

News Special

News

Roundtable

Best of Carson

News

ABC News

Atlair

Family Feud

Who's Boss

thirtysomething

News

NKjhtline

Arsenio Hall

Dreams

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Roseanne

Have Faith

AIDS Quarterly

Moyers/Campbell/Myth

Univ Forum

EastEnders

Ideas

AIDS Quarterly

HMS Sheffield

Served

Business

SkjrvOfl

H.'s Heroes

Pal Saiak

NWS

Jeffersons

Sanford

Fan Guy

Lighter Side

SportsCtr.

Auto Racing

tm

Sports Trivia SporttLook

WKRP

SportsCtr

Barney M

Rocktord Fees

3* Co

Movie: "Teachers"

Trucks

Bodybuadinfl: Women

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance"

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
CBS News
O News
News

In the Heat of the Night
Wonder

Nova

Facts of Lite Family Ties

TMC Mov*

Movie: "Road Raiders

Wonderful World of Disney Nova

A Bieak

Movie: "Blame It on Rio"

Top Rank Boxing: dim Norns vs. Qreg Page

Movie: "'Crocodile' Dundee"

APRIL 26,1989
8:00
7:30
USA Today

FrontPage

Mth estate

News

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy!

News

NBC News

Lie. Cheat a Steal

NOT

ABC News

Affair

AdolcMd

Business

Family Feud

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

8:30

Movw "Koepuxj Track"

9:30

9:00

10:00 I 10:30 1 11:00

H»vd Time on Planet Earth Jake and the Fatman
Journal

Wiseguy

[News

11:30

12:00

Taxi

Wleeguy

Nawa

Magnum. P.I.

Nightingales

Nawa

Best of Carson

R GuOaume China Beach

Nawa

NigrrOine

Arsenio Hal

Unsolved Mysteries

Night Court

Nick

Gro Pains

Coach

Letlerman

Survival

American Playhouse

Richard Tucker

ArtBflat

EastEnders

Idea*

Wonderful World of Disney Survival

American Playhouse

Richard Tucker

Served

Business

Sign-Off

Charles

1A Break

WKRP

Movie: "Mr. Mom'

H. s Heroes

PatSajak

Spoons

[Facts of Ufa Family Ties
SportsCtr

Barney M

Rocklord Files

3 s Co

Movie: "Caddyahack"

Sports

Adventure

TUC Movie: "Marie"

THURSDAY EVENING
7:00
6:00
6:30

APRIL 27,1989
7:30
8:00

O

USA Today

CBS News

News

News
Work) of Sports

Mov*: "Johnny Be Good"

8:30

| Movie: "The Challenge'

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

Knots Landing

News

Best oi Carson

News

Nightlme

Mysteryl

Ocean Apart

Dinosaurs

EaslEnders

Ideas

Mystery!

Mystery!

Served

Business

Sign-Off

H s Heroes

Pat Sajak

News

Jeffersons

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

Cosby Show Oif. Work)

Cheers

News

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

Over the Edge

Dynasty

Wild Am

Animals
Wild Am.

A Break

Facts of Lite Family Ties

ESPN Sports Tnvia SportsLook

WKRP

SportsCtr

Barney M.

Rockford File*

3s Co.

Movie: "Nighthawks"

SpeedWeek

Drag Racing

Movie: "Lost in America"

Dear John

Movie: "Red Dawn"

Thurs. Night Thunder

Movie: "Witchboard"

Fall Guy

SportsCtr.

Supercross

Movie: "Penitentiary III"

Movie: "Protect X"

Sporting Goods

GETTING TIRED OF BIG MACS?
HOMEBAKED PIES
HOMEMADE SOUPS

$5.00 off
Any Purchase over $30.00

OPEN 6am to 8 pm MON. - FRI.I

Sale Items and other discounts Excluded
with this coupon. Expires May «, 1MB

& 6om to 2 pm SAT. «gsj

Jf

^%

* Athletic Shoes Apparel * Sweats *
* Swimwear * School Jackets *
* T-Shirt printing ' Sports Equipment *

* HERMIT'S
RESTAURANT

open
7 a.m. - 11 p.m. • 7 days a week

307 S. Main St.
354-1388
Bowling Green, Ohio
(Right around the) corner from Video
Spectrum)

1045 N. Main Across from Foodtown
--

Auto Racing

Falcon House

WE SPECIALIZE EN HOME COOKING!

• Clean, Modern Atmosphere
• Well Maintained Machines

Letlerman

Arsenio Hal

Sanlord

LtitfKING FOR A Gtttto MEAL?

Where Doing Your
Laundry is a Pleasure

Benson

Auto Racing: USAC Midget Cars

Miss Mom's Cooking?

DOUG'S WASH & DRY

12:30

"Ring of Bright Water"

Koppel Report: D.C.

News

Spoons

12:00
Jeffersons

LA. Law

Equalizer

Charles

11:30
Taxi

Magnum, P.I.

48 Hours

Wonderful World of Disney Ok) House

11:00

News

Jeopardy!

Magic Years

News

News

Fortune

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

PGA Tour

Journal

CBS News

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Fat Guy

Knots Landing

News

Sexual Brain Business

Sanlcxd
SportsCtr

Movie: "BHoxi Blues"

On the Road Stanley Cup Playoffs: Wales Conference Division Final Game Six, if necessary

News

THC Firstworks

Jeffersons

Ladies Bowling: Carolina Classic

Equalizer

48 Hours

12:30
Benson

Jeffersons

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Division Final (Campbell Game Five, If necessary

Hard Time on Planet Earth Jake and the Fatman

Heed Clss.

Movie: "Vice Versa"

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

e«N Sports Trivia |sportsLook

0
0
0
0
GD
03
0D

9:00

Fortune

Spoon*

o

8:30

Road Raiders

CBS News

NOT

Charles

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8:00
Movie:

News

m

o

7:30
USA Today

123 S.Moin St.
Downtown BG
Across From Huntington Bank
Hours Daily 10-9
353-3410
Sat. 10-5
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